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This is an

InTEGRATED REPORT.

It documents our economic,

environmental and social 

performance

in 2011
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Refining & Marketing
The Slovnaft refinery produces a broad range of motor fuels, furnace oils and petrochemicals products. After 
intensive modernisation, the refinery is noted for its high rate of conversion and flexibility and nowadays is one 
of the three most modern refineries in Europe. Slovnaft is domestic market leader in motor fuels, supplying its 
customers with high quality products which meet even the most stringent European standards. The company 
also has an important position in the markets of neighbouring countries.

Petrochemicals
Slovnaft Petrochemicals, s.r.o., comprises the Petrochemicals Division of SLOVNAFT Group. It produces polymers 
of high quality which are base materials with a broad range of uses. Divisional production facilities are tightly 
integrated into the refining part of the Company. 

Retail operations
Slovnaft operates 209 filling stations across the Slovak Republic. It offers customers high quality motor fuels and 
a broad range of other goods as well as additional useful services through this retail network.

Power 
CM European Power Slovakia, s.r.o., a Slovnaft Subsidiary, produces electric heat and power for SLOVNAFT Group.

The Slovnaft Company is a member of MOL Group –  
a leading international integrated petroleum and gas 
company from Central & Eastern Europe. For years, 
Slovnaft has numbered among the five most significant 
Slovakian export companies. Indeed, it is one of the 
largest tax payers and employers in the country. 

Who we are

One of the most  
modern refineries in 

Europe

209
 SLOVNAFT filling 

stations 

6 million 
tonnes 

of Crude oil processed per year

3 634
employees
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diesel output was at a record high and we sold the largest volume of diesel ever recorded in Slovakia. 
Our year-on-year increase in sales was 43%, and crude oil price growth also led to signifi cant increases in 
the oil product prices set by internati onal stock exchanges. These very positi ve results, however, were not 
enough to compensate for rapid input price increases and increases in the cost of raw materials and energy, 
fi rst and foremost crude oil, electricity, natural gas and bio components to be blended with our motor fuels.

Moreover, recent European trends in the wholesale markets did not change, unfortunately, and a big surplus of 
crude oil products remained in wholesale markets in 2011 also. This appreciably aff ected the cost-eff ecti veness 
of the whole crude oil sector, for Slovnaft  and for everybody else.

As a result of retail price increases, ordinary consumers’ buying habits started to change. Consumers began 
to look more acti vely for cheaper, alternati ve modes of transport. Overall retail sales in European countries, 
including Slovakia, therefore, dropped and competi ti on, always fi erce anyway, heated up.

Unfavourable developments were also recorded in the petrochemicals sector with prices of plasti cs and chemicals 
products not being able to keep pace with the increasing costs of input materials. As a consequence, this resulted 
in a very signifi cant reducti on in integrated petrochemicals margins that were absolutely insuffi  cient to cover 
the cost of energy, other operati ng costs, as well as the necessary revamping Capex. 

Despite these diffi  cult ti mes, MOL Group decided to allocate a robust capital expenditure programme for the 
constructi on of a new polyethylene unit scheduled for completi on in 2015. Apart from enhanced fl exibility, it 
will aim at making use of the opportuniti es presented by an extended producti on chain. In additi on, even as 
early as this year, Slovnaft  will become involved in the fi rst stage of a MOL Group strategic project, consisti ng of 
the upgrading and capacity extension of the crude oil pipelines running between Slovakia and Hungary. In 2012, 
we plan to fi nish the heat generati on plant revamping project at our Brati slava refi nery.

I believe that, thanks to this robust investment programme, as well as our on-going search for new ways of 
increasing internal eff ecti veness and their implementati on and our search for new markets for our products, we 
shall be able to eliminate the unpredictable developments seen in the external environment in 2012.

Dear Shareholders and highly esteemed Partners,

Whereas a year ago I was able to begin my speech with good news, announcing that the external environment 
had positi vely infl uenced the 2010 bott om line, sadly I cannot say the same for 2011. Quite frankly, last year, 
SLOVNAFT Group ended up in the red, with negati ve changes in the external environment and other factors 
which I shall now review, being the main causes. 

In 2011, the global market for crude oil was adversely aff ected by events that shaped the global economy and 
threatened security in some countries as well. As we all know, there was upheaval in several Arabic countries, 
with politi cal establishments undergoing radical change there. Then some developed economies experienced 
rapid debt escalati on in Europe and the USA. These factors stood behind year-on-year crude oil prices which 
skyrocketed by 40%, the highest ever recorded average price for Brent crude oil, 111 US dollars per barrel, no 
less. These events, however, also resulted in a considerable reducti on in the diff erence between the price of 
light as opposed to heavy crude oil. Since we at Slovnaft  refi nery handle medium-heavy Russian crude oil, we 
gradually started losing the slight price advantage we had always enjoyed. 

Nevertheless, we also recorded some positi ve results, I am pleased to say. The volume of crude oil we processed 
last year went up to 6 million tonnes, whilst a new minimum was achieved in our consumpti on of energy. Our 

A message from the Chairman of the Board of Directors and CEO

Oszkár Világi
Chairman of the Board 
of Directors and CEO
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Over the past year, once again the global oil market has 
been significantly scarred by events that shaped the world 
economy as well as the political and security situation. The 
crude oil and petroleum products market was significantly 
influenced by factors that, at the beginning of 2011, 
could not have been foreseen. This related particularly 
to changes of regime in several Arab countries as well as 
a sharp escalation of debt problems in some advanced 
European economies and in the U.S.A. 

The above-mentioned events generated growth in 
oil demand by rapidly growing developing countries. 
In addition, the extremely loose monetary policies 
of major central banks, reflected in low key currency 
interest rates, resulted in Brent crude oil prices 
increasing year-on-year by nearly 40% to the level of 
USD 111/bbl, which, in turn, affected the growth of 
petroleum end-product prices.

During the year, price differences between light and 
heavy oil started to decrease significantly and towards 
year-end the usually very positive price difference 
reduced significantly or even changed to negative at 
times.

Hence, last year the oil refining industry was not an 
attractive business to be in, as growth in product 
stock prices and their price differences (crack spreads) 
against oil were insufficient to cover the rising prices 
of feedstock as well as energy and other cost factors. 

Rafinérsky priemysel

Several refineries in OECD countries continued to 
reduce oil processing or even closed down, since 
petroleum product production was consistently 
unprofitable.

There was adverse development in the oil industry’s 
petrochemicals sector, where end-prices of plastics and 
chemicals failed to keep pace with the growing input 
prices of fossil, liquid, and gaseous raw materials made 
from expensive crude oil. This resulted in an extreme 
reduction in integrated benchmark petrochemicals 
margins which became totally inadequate to cover 
energy costs, other operating costs and necessary 
renewal investment. The European petrochemicals 
industry thus found itself in a fairly severe depression 
with a number of plants, like a number of refineries, 
announcing reduction in production or closure of 
entire operations until demand and consequently 
prices of petrochemicals products would not increase, 
at least to the level of minimum profitability.

The oil industry

KEY RESULTS/TOP ACHIEVEMENTS 

Brent crude oil increase in price by 40%

Motor fuel crack spreads increase www.slovnaft.sk
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In 2011, Slovnaft processed 6 million tonnes of crude 
oil delivered by contract partners from the Russian 
Federation through the Druzba pipeline. Slovnaft is 
domestic market leader in motor fuels, supplying its 
customers with high quality products which meet the 
most demanding European standards. The Company also 
plays an important role in several neighbouring countries’ 
marketplaces. In addition to high-quality motor fuels, 
Slovnaft also supplies customers with chemicals, bitumen, 
LPG and lubricants.

Refining & Wholesale

REFINING

In 2011, the Slovnaft refinery processed 6 million 
tonnes of crude oil, an increase of 10% compared 
to the previous year, mainly influenced by a lower 
number of turnarounds. 

As a result of a higher level of oil processing and 
increased demand for fuels, motor fuel production 
increased about 519 thousand tonnes reaching  
4,677 thousand tonnes. 

Motor gasoline production reached 1,474 thousand 
tonnes in total, about 155 thousand tonnes more than 
the previous year and an increase of 12%. 

Slovnaft produced 3,203 thousand tonnes of motor 
diesel, about 364 thousand tonnes more than the 
prior year, an increase of 13%. This production is a 
record in the history of the Company. 

WHOLESALE

Slovnaft domestic sales in 2011, excluding sales to the 
State Materials Reserve Administration, amounted to 
1.5 million tonnes of petroleum products, more or less 
the same level as the prior year. The largest share of 
domestic sales was accounted for by motor fuels with 
total sales of 1.4 million tonnes, an increase of 2%.

A significant increase of 33% in revenues from refinery 
product domestic sales in 2011 was influenced mostly 
by growth in quoted product prices and accruals in 
sales volumes. 

Export sales reached a year-on-year increase of 43%. 
Revenues from refinery export product sales reached 
71% of total Company revenues and derived mainly 
from traditional export markets such as The Czech 
Republic, Poland, Hungary and Austria. 

Domestic motor diesel sales increased by 4% year-
on-year and reached almost 1 million tonnes despite 
a slight decrease in consumption in the second half 

of 2011. Overall motor gasoline sales dropped by 1% 
year-on year with the domestic market falling off even 
more, by 9%. 

Because of lower key production unit general 
turnarounds versus 2010, export market diesel sales 
volumes increased by 15%. This growth was 
achieved mainly by higher deliveries to Czech, 
German and Polish marketplaces.

Although motor gasoline consumption in 
neighbouring markets rapidly decreased, our 
production supplying customers showed a rising 
trend of 14%. One of the effects on year-on-year 
growth was caused by restricting production in 2010.

Lower levels of road construction and repair in 2011, 
increased the interest of importers to supply Slovak 
market compared to previous years and further 
optimisation of sales activities in the region all 
influenced bitumen sales. Due to improvements in 
sales effectiveness, revenues remained at last year’s 
level despite lower volumes sold.  

* w/o SMRA
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KEY RESULTS/TOP ACHIEVEMENTS 

A 2%+ year-on-year increase in domestic motor fuel sales

A 43%+ increase in total refinery product sales revenues 

Record diesel production 
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Slovnaft domestic and export chemicals sales volumes 
were positively influenced mainly by optimisation of 
sales methods which led to higher sales efficiency 
by eliminating Phenol, Acetone and Ethyl benzene 
production during 2011. Despite this optimisation, 
aromatics sales remained at 2010 levels with Toluene 
and Xylene accounting for the main share of total 
volume. Revenues increased by 22% year-on-year.

Total domestic lubricants and auto-chemicals 
consumption slightly increased in 2011 compared 
to the crisis periods of 2009 and 2010. Slovnaft 
strengthened its leading market position and achieved 
an increase in sales of 9%, versus prior year. Industry 
recovery and the consequent growth in consumption 
of industrial lubricants in the energy and heavy 
engineering industries contributed to better sales 
results in 2011.

WHAT COMES NEXT?

Slovnaft expects the oil and refinery product markets 
to stay unpredictable and volatile due to the current 
economic situation in the euro zone as well as the 
unstable global political situation. An unstable external 
environment will mainly influence fuel consumption 
in our region and we expect decreases in demand for 
gasoline and also diesel which will cause imbalance 
between supply and demand thus heightening 
competition. 

Despite negative signals from the external 
environment, the Company plans to continue to 
maintain its competitive market position and increase 
customer satisfaction through on-going sales strategy 
optimisation and also focus on flexibly meeting market 
requirements.

The Company will also continue its trend of strict 
cost discipline and evaluation of appropriate growth 
opportunities. 

SLOVNAFT Group’s main goal in the crude 
oil processing field is to reduce production energy 
requirements.

16
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Petrochemicals

www.slovnaft .sk

KEY RESULTS/TOP ACHIEVEMENTS 

Approved development projects worth more than EUR 
300 million

Steam Cracker Reconstructi on

New LDPE 4 unit

Opti misati on of product portf olio

Slovnaft  Petrochemicals, s.r.o., comprises the Petrochemicals 
Division of SLOvnAFT Group and produces high quality 
polymers, fundamental for a broad range of uses - from 
packaging foil producti on and other technical applicati ons 
to the producti on of various plasti c products for daily use 
to highly specialised parts for the automoti ve industry. The 
Company’s geographic locati on consti tutes a signifi cant 
advantage when seeking to penetrate the fast growing 
polymer markets of Central Europe. 

In the fi rst half of 2011, the favourable external 
environment permitt ed full uti lisati on of producti on 
assets capacity and the assessment of benefi ts from 
past investment. The second half of 2011, infl uenced 
by opti misati on of the refi ning and petrochemicals 
value chain in response to unfavourable external 
environment trends, resulted in back-loaded operati ons 
at a technical minimum.

Slovnaft  Petrochemicals Division processed 657 
thousand tonnes of naphtha and light hydrocarbons. 
The Steam Cracker Unit produced 194 thousand tonnes 
of ethylene and 96 thousand tonnes of propylene.

In 2011, the polypropylene unit produced 
257 thousand tonnes of end-products, representi ng 
an increase by 16 thousand tonnes versus 2010, the 
result of scheduled producti on unit shutdowns due to 
maintenance turnarounds.

Overall producti on unit operati ons ran smoothly with 
no signifi cant shutdowns during the whole year. 

Polyethylene producti on reached 178 thousand 
tonnes, an increase of 18% versus 2010. This increase 
was aff ected by scheduled Steam Cracker and 
Polyethylene unit shutdowns during the May 2010 
maintenance turnaround.

Polymer sales of 431 thousand tonnes represented 
an increase of 9% versus 2010. Polypropylene sales 

increased by 4% and polyethylene sales by 18%. 
Higher sales were impacted by the above-menti oned 
May 2010 maintenance turnaround. In this context, 
the Petrochemicals Division recorded a slight change 
in domesti c sales volumes which decreased by 4%. 
Export sales, however, increased by 12%.

WHAT COMES NEXT?

As a response to negati ve developments in the external 
environment, the Petrochemicals Division will further 
concentrate on improvements in profi tability, including 
the strengthening of its competi ti ve market positi on 
by focusing on strategic target market segments. In 

light of economic growth uncertainty in Europe, the 
Company can expect a stagnati on of demand in the 
polyolefi n markets which will require a new and more 
eff ecti ve approach to marketi ng strategy.

Despite negati ve developments in the petrochemicals 
sector, implementati on of development projects will 
start in 2012. A new tubular LDPE 4 unit will replace 
all 3 producti on units currently in operati on. The 
completi on of this project is scheduled for the end 
of 2015. Besides higher producti on effi  ciency, this 
investment will guarantee reliable and safe operati ons 
thereby increasing the total competi ti veness of 
SLOVNAFT Group.
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Maloobchod

customers through the BONUS Club programme and 
other acti viti es related improving product quality.    

MARKETING ACTIVITIES 

At the beginning of the year, Slovnaft , as a general 
partner of Slovakian ice hockey, focused its marketi ng 
acti viti es on the biggest sports event in Slovakia - The 
Ice Hockey World Championships. Filling stati ons 
became part of this ice hockey happening and the 
focus of a big adverti sing campaign “Ice hockey - tank 
us!”. At our fi lling stati ons, customers were the fi rst to 
try and win ti ckets for ice-hockey matches, year- round 
free fuel and thousands of on-the-spot prizes. 

In line with our goal of permanently improving our 
services at fi lling stati on shops, we expanded our 
off er of high-quality automoti ve accessories, which 
customers can buy at Slovnaft  fi lling stati ons. These 
are” Private label Slovnaft  BONUS” best selling car 
accessories which are also available from the BONUS 
Club catalogue. The number of customers acti vely 
using the BONUS card increased 7.8% year-on-year.

Our summer consumer campaign “Tank up with 
Victorinox goodies!” was organised in several MOL 
Group countries – Slovakia, Hungary, Romania and 
Croati a. The campaign focused on the purchase of 
motor fuels through which customers can obtain 
high-quality, multi functi on Swiss knives at att racti ve 
discounts. These unique and reliable knives from 
a world-famous manufacturer can be handy 
helpers, for example, on holiday trips. 

ORIENTATION FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

The Company has been searching for new ways 
of protecti ng the environment. Besides the usual 
separati on of used plasti c bott les and batt eries, we 
made it possible for our customers to hand in used 
cooking oil at selected fi lling stati ons through the 
“Each drop of oil counts” promoti on.    

WHAT COMES NEXT?

In 2012, Slovnaft ’s priority will be to maintain the high 
quality of its goods and services as we have done in 
the past. The Company will closely observe trends and 
new legislati on in the fi eld of motor fuels to ensure 
we conti nue to meet our customers’ requirements.

The BONUS Club will conti nue in its goal of increasing 
the number of acti ve members. The Company believes 
that The BONUS Club will again grow through planned 
promoti ons.  
 
Retail growth will also be achieved by expanding our 
highway fi lling stati on network. The Company plans to 
build three highway fi lling stati ons in 2012 whilst the 
programme to redesign and construct fi lling stati on 
exteriors and interiors adopti ng the new NEO design 
will progress.
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Retail

In 2011, Slovnaft  operated 209 fi lling stati ons across 
Slovakia and through this retail network off ered to its 
customers the up-to-date, high-quality additi ve fuels 
TEMPO PLUS and EvO, MOL-branded Dynamic motor 
oils for all types of vehicle and truck, other selected 
MOL products and a wide range of non-fuel goods and 
additi onal services. Furthermore, there were 101 fi lling 
stati ons at which LPG customers could buy ECO+ Autoplyn.  

KEY RESULTS/TOP ACHIEVEMENTS 

209 fi lling stati ons  

40 fi lling stati ons in the new 
NEO design 

Slovnaft  has changed its portf olio of motor fuels. 
Producti on and distributi on of Tempo Plus 95 UNI 
gasoline to fi lling stati ons ceased by the end of 2010 
because of a  decrease in customers demanding this 
product over a long period. Vehicle fl eets in Slovakia 
have been considerably modernised over the last few 
years. 

As a result of conti nuously falling demand for motor 
fuels caused by higher prices, total domesti c retail 
fuel sales volume decreased by 3.5% in 2011 versus 
2010. In 2011, gasoline sales volume dropped by 9.6%, 
parti ally because of higher prices and parti ally because 
Tempo Plus 95 UNI had not been available since 
January 2011. Diesel sales remained at the same level 
as last year. ECO+ Autoplyn sales increased by 14.7% 
due the Company’s new customer acquisiti on eff orts 
as well the strengthening of loyalty among existi ng 

www.slovnaft .sk

5  types of motor fuel 

7.8% increase in acti ve BONUS Club 
customers
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KEY RESULTS/TOP ACHIEVEMENTS 

An ongoing thermal power plant revamp costing EUR 150 million

Power & Heat Generation

ELECTRICITY AND HEAT GENERATION 

2011 electricity and heat generation was impacted by 
scheduled refinery production unit shutdowns and by 
exceeding energy efficiency in production technology. 
Total 2011 heat production was 5,19 TJ (17% less 
than in 2010) and 517 GWh electricity production  
(0,5% less than in 2010).

In 2011, modernising and reconstruction of key 
production units continued focused on refinery self-
sufficiency in electricity and heat supplies. As a part 
of the modernisation and reconstruction process, 
construction of a Flue Gas Desulphurisation (FGD) 
unit and a Waste Water Treatment Unit (WWTU) 
was completed. At the same time as the TPP revamp 

project, the preparation of new electricity source 
construction with an output of 800MW proceeded as 
well. This new source of electricity will be based on 
combined cycle gas turbine (CCGT) technology and will 
be located in southern part of the refinery. 

WHAT COMES NEXT?

The trial operation of the new FGD unit is planned 
in April 2012 and will eventually greatly reduce the 
volume of SO2 emissions. The desulphurisation of flue 
gases from all TPP boilers will reduce the volume of 
SO2 emissions to less than 200mg/Nm3 compared with 
the current 1600mg/Nm3). The new FGD unit’s annual 
SO2 production will be reduced approximately by 70%.

Planned for operational starts in January 2013 are the 
finishing of construction of new boilers with a total 
steam capacity of 2 x 160t/h, a new cooling centre and 
a 60 MW turbo–generator. Total installed electricity 
capacity after revamp will be 169 MW.

The SLOvnAFT Group Power & Heat Generation Division 
comprises the daughter company CM European Power 
Slovakia, s.r.o. This company now manages the business, 
its development and the expert running of the heating 
plant’s production capacity. It supplies the refinery’s 
entire consumption of heat as well as 80% of its electricity 
needs. The unbundling of the heating plant is part of a 
project focused on energy efficiency and self-sufficiency 
based on the strategic partnership between MOL Group 
and ČEZ, a.s., with Slovnaft playing a key role.

www.slovnaft.sk
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

In 2011, the SLOVNAFT Group achieved revenues of 
EUR 4.7 billion, an increase of EUR 1.2 billion or 35% 
compared with 2010. This increase was primarily 
caused by the positive development of quoted oil 
product prices in international markets. Raw material 
and consumable costs increased by 42% in 2011, 
caused by crude oil price increases and by higher crude 
oil processing due to the lower number of turnarounds 
in 2011. Other operating expenses were higher by EUR 
17 million compared with 2010, mainly as a result of 
FX changes in trade receivables and payables.

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

The value of property, plant and equipment remained 
practically unchanged in 2011 compared with 2010. 
The level of inventories increased by EUR 47 million 
(16%), trade receivables increased by EUR 103 million 
(47%) and trade and other payables increased by 
EUR 235 million (57%)  reflecting higher crude oil and 
crude oil product prices in December 2011 compared 
with December 2010. Total debts were higher by EUR 
23 million compared with the previous year.

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOW

As a result of measures taken to optimise working 
capital, the value of cash totalled EUR 73 million at the 
end of 2011, a significant year-on-year increase (116%). 
The financial situation of SLOVNAFT Group was stable, 
current and capital expenditures being financed mainly 
from its own resources. Existing loan limits were used 
to overcome short-term unfavourable developments 
in cash flow. Loan drawdowns from commercial banks 
were fully repaid by the end of the year. SLOVNAFT 
Group disposed of enough credit restrictions to permit 
short-term and long-term financing.

INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES

SLOVNAFT Group capital expenditure reached EUR 
119 million in 2011, an increase of EUR 19 million 
compared to the previous year. 

Overall, EUR 63 million were invested in implementing 
a strategic project titled “The New Company Energy 
Concept - EDISON”.

Capital expenditure totalling EUR 41 million was 
accounted for by the Refining & Marketing Division.  
Investment activities totalling EUR 26 million focused 
on the modernisation of refinery production and 
EUR 15 million on the improvement of distribution and 
logistics processes. Another significant investment was 
made in environmental projects, the ongoing long-
term Storage Tank Reconstruction project consuming 
EUR 12 million.
 
Overall, EUR 20 million were invested in Health, Safety 
and the Environment (HSE) projects.

Capital expenditure in the Retail area reached EUR 
9 million in 2011. Investment activities focused on 
the implementation of newly-designed signage and 
MOL Group filling station interior designs and on the 
modernisation of retail shop space at 5 filling stations. 

Petrochemicals Division investments reached EUR 
3 million in 2011 and focused mainly on the final 
implementation of projects to reduce operating costs 
and increase production process operational reliability, 
“ECO Vision”. 

The SLOvnAFT Group consolidated loss for 2011 
amounted to EUR 26.4 million. The weak consolidated 
result was caused by several factors mainly deriving from 
unfavourable developments in the external environment. 
These included higher crude oil prices which increased 
our own consumption costs, higher energy costs and 
decreasing integrated petrochemicals margins as polymer 
product prices could not follow the higher prices of raw 
materials.

Financial performance and key financial and operating results
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KEY RESULTS/TOP ACHIEVEMENTS 

SLOVNAFT Group liquidity for 2011 was secured under 
very favourable terms

Strict project control – detailed evaluation of production 
and the economic efficiency of projects

Financial supervision of subsidiaries 

Strict monitoring of cost rationalisation
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*Including waste from remediati on and investment acti viti es
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In 2011 we started preparing implementati on of our 
new Sustainable Development, Health, Safety & the 
Environment (SD & HSE) policy.

KEY RESULTS/TOP ACHIEVEMENTS 

Reduced extent of old environmental burdens 

High demands on suppliers for safety management

Sustainable Development, occupati onal health and safety, environmental protecti on

2011 was an important year for updati ng our SD & HSE 
management framework. HSE policy, updated at MOL 
Group level, was extended to include the social aspects 
of Sustainable Development. Besides traditi onal 
obligati ons in the area of occupati onal health, safety 
and environmental management, our Company 
committ ed itself to management of the social impact 
of its acti viti es, aiming to maximise positi ve benefi ts 
for society in general.

SLOVNAFT Group annually spends signifi cant funds 
on Sustainable Development – oriented projects to 
decrease risk arising from our acti viti es and to prevent 
environment polluti on. Costs for such projects in 2011 
reached EUR 20 million. Another EUR 4 million were 
spent on non-investment projects. As in previous 

years, one of the most expensive was the storage tank 
reconstructi on project.

THE ENVIRONMENT

Air protecti on
Emissions of pollutants into the air in 2011, compared 
to the previous period, fell by 20%, thanks mainly 
to lower SO2 emissions from the heati ng plant. To 
decrease SO2 emissions further and on a signifi cant 
scale, constructi on of the fl ue gas desulphurisati on 
unit was ongoing throughout 2011 at the power 
plant. Our vapour recovery units captured around 
2,500 tonnes of hydrocarbons.

In 2011, SLOVNAFT, a.s., Slovnaft  Petrochemicals s.r.o., 
and CM European Power Slovakia s. r. o., emitt ed around 
2.3 million tonnes of CO2, which is around 80% of the 
total annual allocati on. By conti nuous improvement in 
process management and by increasing energy effi  ciency 
at our refi nery we achieved 6% improvement in specifi c 
CO2 intensity in relati on to a unit of producti on. 

Water Protecti on
In 2011 the total volume of pollutants discharged into 
water remained almost unchanged. 

Soil and Ground Water Protecti on
The SIMPLE project, remediati on of old environmental 
burdens at logisti cs terminals, conti nued successfully in 
2011. Total expenditure totalled almost EUR 1.1 million. 
A decrease in expenses versus prior year was mainly 
due to fi nalisati on of remediati on in some areas. 

In 2011, we extracted 1.2 million litres of oil substances 
using the Hydraulic Ground Water Protecti on 
system, which represents a decrease of 7 % 
versus the previous period. The Company tries 
to use the resulti ng extracted water effi  ciently 
and therefore the share used for cooling is 
increasing.

Waste management
For the last four years, the amount of our hazardous 
waste has conti nuously reduced. Whereas, compared 
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Occupati onal Safety
In SLOVNAFT Group, the number of Lost Time Injuries 
(LTIs) in 2011 was halved.  In the same period 4 non-
lost ti me injuries were recorded which is only one 
more than in 2010. Worth menti oning is the fact that 
in Slovnaft  Petrochemicals, s.r.o., there has been no 
work accident for almost 6 years.  

with the previous year, we achieved a decrease of 40%, 
compared with 2008, the decrease reached almost 
two thirds. The greatest reason for such a decrease 
comes from fi nalisati on of logisti cs depot remediati on, 
part of the SIMPLE project, as well as a decrease in 
investment acti viti es. The year-on-year comparison 
also shows a decrease in non-hazardous waste of 
43 %. Similar to hazardous waste, the biggest infl uence 
comes from reducti on of investment acti viti es.

SAFETY

HSE Risk Management
In 2011, the Company focused on technological Process 
Safety Management (PSM) system improvement. 
It mainly concerned the units identi fi ed in 2010 by 
external consultants as being criti cal units, where 
maximum operati onal safety has to be ensured. 
This chiefl y involves hazard identi fi cati on and risk 
assessment, regular updates as well as analysis of 
process events in order to identi fy and eliminate the 
causes of such events.

According to the methodology used, producti on units 
prepare lists of risks and unavoidable risks. These lists 
serve as the base material for our risk management 
acti viti es, e.g. for taking technical, organisati onal and 
individual measures to reduce risk. The Company 
implements projects to increase occupati onal safety 
in situati ons where people risk falling from heights or 
into depths as well as a project to isolate energy, the 
“lock-out, tag-out” (LOTO) system.

The Company considers the raising of employee 
awareness of occupati onal health and safety as an 
important risk management tool. To improve supplier 
safety management, a new audit system focusing on 
their acti viti es was launched in 2011. The audit results 
are regularly evaluated and on this basis possible 
correcti ve measures are taken. One of the results is 
the new HSE requirements of suppliers.
 

HEALTH PROTECTION

For several years, there has not been one case of 
occupati onal illness in the SLOVNAFT Group thanks to 
the systemati c monitoring of the working environment. 
We regularly measure chemical and physical factors in 
the working environment to which employees might 
be exposed.

For several years, the SLOVNAFT Group has been 
running the STEP programme, focused on disease 
preventi on and above-standard employee health-care. 
As part of this programme, we provided preventi ve 
medical examinati ons in 2011 which went far beyond 
legal requirements. Furthermore, lectures were given 
on the topics of stress in the workplace and on health 
protecti on against exposure to visual display devices.

CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES

Aft er the successful registrati on of chemical substances 
in 2010 in accordance with the REACH Regulati on 
(Registrati on, Evaluati on, Authorisati on and 
restricti on of Chemicals), the Company updated 
related documentati on in 2011, especially 
safety data sheets. The Company focused on 
harmonising operati onal acti viti es with risk 
management measures listed in the safety data 
sheets, provided to us by our suppliers of chemical 
substances.
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Based on research and development results and in line 
with relevant legislation, transport and distribution of 
bio-ethanol and ETBE blended motor gasolines were 
successfully launched in 2011. Having developed the 
correct formulae, production and distribution of new 
base-oil-blends for The Czech Republic and Poland were 
launched.

KEY RESULTS/TOP ACHIEVEMENTS 

Launching bio-ethanol blended motor gasoline 
production 

Increasing ratio of diesel production

Research & Development

In 2011, in line with European trends, Slovnaft 
increased the rate of its diesel production at the 
expense of motor gasoline. This was possible thanks 
to the application of new additives as well as the 
development of new formulae, the result of intensive 
research and development work.

A common blending procedure was developed 
for the production of motor fuels and heavy fuel 
oils throughout MOL Group. A new mathematical 
model enabling calculation of fuel properties based 
on properties of available components was also 
developed.

Slovnaft was one of the first refineries in Europe to 
initiate collection of used cooking oil (UCO) from 
households at its selected filling stations. It is common 
practice to adopt used cooking oil to produce FAME, a 
component in motor diesel fuels, what contribute to 
saving the use of fresh vegetable oil. 

In 2011, Slovnaft investment in Research & Development 
activities amounted to EUR 402,000.

www.slovnaft.sk

Finalising the process of Sustainability 
criteria application

Launching used cooking oil collection at 
our own fuel stations
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By 31st December, 2011, SLOvnAFT Group companies 
employed 3,634 people. Employee fl uctuati on in the 
Group is generally very low compared to the nati onal 
average. 

Human Resources Management

WAGES AND THE SOCIAL SPHERE 

In accordance with the Collecti ve Agreement 
obligati ons and in relati on to SLOVNAFT Group’s 2010 
Profi t & Loss Statement, a fully diff erenti ated increase 
in basic salaries by an average of 1% was implemented 
by 1  March 2011. During 2011, another 0,5% increase 
of total basic employee salaries, applicable on 
31 December 2010, was also implemented.  

Apart from payroll costs for work performed, in 2011, 
the SLOVNAFT Group companies provided employees 
with a broad palett e of social benefi ts in both monetary 
and non-monetary form. The most signifi cant employee 
benefi t remains the opti onal social benefi t from which 
employees may pay for various social, sporti ng and 
cultural acti viti es, contributi ons to supplementary 
reti rement savings and contributi ons to accident 
and life insurance policies. Group employers also 
supported the benefi ts provided for unusual situati ons 
(childbirth, excepti onal social help needs, accidents at 
work) by increasing the amount provided.

EDUCATION AND EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT 

For a long ti me in the SLOVNAFT Group companies, the 
emphasis has been on the educati on of all employee 
groups in connecti on with the growth needs of 
individual companies and Group strategy. 
 
In 2011, a development programme for shift  leaders 
called The Master Academy successfully conti nued. 
Already three groups comprising 54 shift  leaders have 
completed the programme and another group started 
in autumn 2011. The Human Resources Department, 
in cooperati on with the Refi nery Division, started a 
new long-term development programme for middle 
management called The Managerial Academy. The 
fi rst group of parti cipants comprised unit leaders. 

SLOVNAFT Group conti nued its cooperati on with high 
schools and universiti es in the areas of professional 
experience, organising excursions and off ering 
assistance with bachelor and diploma theses. Top 
university students were given study grants to improve 
their professional knowledge when in employment in 
the SLOVNAFT Group. 

Also in 2011, SLOVNAFT Group successfully conti nued 
the GROWWW programme which was in its 6th year. 
This is intended for graduates freshly out of university 
or college. The programme off ered selected graduates 
a unique chance to obtain valuable work experience 
and professional and career development in dynamic 
internati onal MOL Group.  

HUMAN RIGHTS 

The SLOVNAFT Group has pledged to create and 
maintain mutual trust in the working environment 
whereby everyone working for the Company is 
treated with respect and dignity. Top prioriti es in 
this area are the principle of fair remunerati on 
and the preventi on of discriminati on. 

These commitments are comprised in the 
SLOVNAFT Group Code of Ethics which is 
one of SLOVNAFT Group’s principal operati ve 
regulati ons. The company also requires its suppliers 
and business partners to observe and adhere to it. 
The Code of Ethics represents Company expectati ons 
and standards and is a commitment to encouraging a 
corporate culture based on ethical and lawful conduct 
and the observance of human rights; it describes the 
risks involved and helps identi fy and manage ethical 
issues.

www.slovnaft .sk

KEY RESULTS/TOP ACHIEVEMENTS 

The 2011 GROWWW programme off ered selected recent 
graduates a unique chance of gaining valuable work 
experience

The Master Academy – a successful development 
programme for shift  leaders

The Managerial Academy – a new long-term 
development programme for middle management 
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In 2011, the Company supported many public  
and humanitarian endeavours, non-governmental 
organisations, institutions and professional associations, 
as well as cultural and sports events. The Company 
contributed over EUR 421 thousand in the form of 
financial and non-financial gifts, services and products. 

TALENT IN THE FIRST PLACE

In 2011, Slovnaft, in cooperation with the Central 
European Foundation, continued its successful grants 
programme titled “Talents of New Europe”. During 
five years of the programme, 133 talented children 
(16 on an on-going basis) have received grants to  
develop their talents in three categories: sports, the 
arts and the sciences. Many of these talented young 
people have successfully represented Slovakia in 
various international competitions, symposia, fora and 
exhibitions. 

THE ENVIRONMENT

For several years Slovnaft has clearly demonstrated that 
protection of the environment is considered a priority. 
This is evidenced by the technology and monitoring 
systems in which the Company has invested and also 
by its approach to the creation of new values and use 
of renewable sources. 

For SLOvnAFT Group, Corporate Responsibility is 
an integral part of its business. The Group therefore 
systematically focuses on supporting children and youth, 
their education and health, science, Slovakian culture, 
sports and environmental protection. 

Corporate Responsibility and Public Affairs

37
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KEY RESULTS/TOP ACHIEVEMENTS 

SLOVNAFT, as the general  partner of the Slovakian ice-
hockey representation and SLOVNAFT Play-off part of the 
“Extra League” –  supports the development of this, the 
most popular sport in Slovakia, on a long-term basis 

The premier Slovakian football competition is called “The 
SLOVNAFT CUP”

In cooperation with the Ekopolis foundation, we have 
supported initiatives to create Green Oases, for the last 
6 years

After 5 years of the grants programme, “Talents of 
New Europe”,   133 talented children have had the 
opportunity to progress and deservedly represent 
Slovakia in their chosen areas 

Slovnaft employees are one of the largest groups in the 
corporate volunteer project titled  “Our city”

In 2011, in cooperation with its partner foundation 
“Ekopolis”, the 6th year of the grants programme 
“Green Oases” started. Its aim is to support initiatives 
by associations and local bodies in their efforts to 
strengthen environmental protection. Thanks to this 
programme, more than 110 green spaces, parks, 
school paths and yards and recreational areas have 
been created around Slovakia. “This programme is not 
just about ecology but also the promotion of citizen 
engagement. The cooperation of local citizens in the 
implementation of this programme alone is a key 
feature of the Green Oases programme,” commented 
Peter Medved, Ekopolis Foundation Director. 

In 2011, Slovnaft also launched a pilot project for the 
collection of used cooking oil (UCO). This concept 
provides a solution to those individuals who care 
about the environment and who also want to separate 
out and collect UCO for recycling. Selected Slovnaft 
filling stations were set up as collection points to which 

people could bring their UCO. A partner company, 
Rest Oil, s.r.o., then processes the oil to create a bio-
component of diesel fuel. Thanks to this project, the 
oil is changed from what otherwise would end up as 
waste, harmful to the environment, to a material that 
protects nature. 

COOPERATION WITH UNIVERSITIES

Slovnaft, as one of the biggest employers in Slovakia, 
realizes that it must adopt an active and systematic 
approach both to the recruitment and education of its 
employees. As a result, it has established cooperation 
with secondary schools and universities in several 
projects such as “The Best Thesis”, “Brownfields 
Slovnaft 2011” - a contest for would-be 
architects and civil engineers concerning the 
revitalisation of neglected industrial sites and 
“Optimisation in the Oil Industry”, an optional 
subject at the Slovakian Technical University. 
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PHILANTHROPY 

In 2011, the company recorded significant improvements 
in the perception of its philanthropic activities by 
employees, which resulted in increased interest in 
corporate volunteering. Employees contributed to 
several public collections – The people’s help to the 
people of Japan, Daffodil Day, Blue Button Week and 
the White Crayon. 

Company employees also made up one of the largest 
groups to participate in the corporate volunteer 
project “Our Bratislava”. 89 employees participated 
and together they worked 380 voluntary hours. 

At the end of the year, the successful Slovnaft Christmas 
Charity Fair took place for the third time. Thanks to 
this event, EUR 3,040 was collected from employees 
for the Flame hospice. 

At the end of 2011, the first part of the multifunctional 
Refinery Gallery of arts and entertainment was opened. 
It started in a reconstructed former company assembly 
hall, an ideal place for a variety of cultural and social 
events such as exhibitions of the arts, architecture 
and design, presentations, corporate events including 
dance shows and even balls.

CULTURE

Slovnaft once more continued its role as general 
partner of the Slovakian Folklore Assembly, “Lucnica” 
and the Studio L+S theatre, in 2011. It also supported 
several successful cultural events and projects such as 
performances of “Radosinske naivne divadlo” (Naive 
Theatre) and a project of Mala Scena STU theatre 
titled “Theatre unites Europe”. The festival season also 
did not lack a strong partner: Slovnaft supported the 
international film festival “Art Film Fest” in Trencianske 
Teplice, West Slovakia, a festival of classical music titled 
“Viva Musica” and the multi-genre festival “Bažant 
Pohoda”.

SPORT

Slovnaft continued its strong support of Slovakian 
ice-hockey as the principal partner of the “Extra 
League”, now in its 19th year and its “Play Off” part, 
too. Partnership with the “Extra League” has enriched 
the major ice hockey competition and, thanks to this, 
Slovnaft customers perceive the “Slovnaft” label not 
only as representing a company that produces fuels but 
also as a company which supports the development of 
a sport which brings great joy to Slovakians. As general 
partner of the Slovakian ice-hockey representation, 
Slovnaft was centre stage of the ice-hockey scene 
during the World Ice Hockey Championships which 
took place at Bratislava and Kosice in 2011. 

A stunning symbol of Slovnaft’s longstanding 
partnership and interest in supporting Slovakian ice-
hockey is the new multifunctional arena in Bratislava, 
titled the “SLOVNAFT Arena”.  Apart from ice-hockey, 
the arena also provides many other cultural and sports 
events. 

In the 2011/2012 season, Slovnaft became general 
partner of another popular sport - football. Slovnaft 
intends to give the sport new energy and enhance its 
playing level. In doing so, Slovnaft became the first 
company to have the Slovakian nation football cup 
named after it – the SLOVNAFT CUP.

Slovnaft has continued to be general partner of the 
motorcycle rider Štefan Svitko - leader of the EXPRES 
SLOVNAFT Team. Svitko uses and tests MOL Dynamic 
oil products on his racing bikes and service cars. 
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SLOVNAFT, a.s. and Subsidiaries
Consolidated financial statements prepared in 
accordance with International Financial Reporting 
Standards as adopted by EU and Independent Auditor’s 
Report

31 December 2011 

Účtovná závierka
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The notes form an integral part of these consolidated fi nancial statements.  

SLOVNAFT, a.s. and Subsidiaries 
Consolidated fi nancial statements 
prepared in accordance with Internati onal Financial Reporti ng Standards
as adopted by EU 

for the year ended 31 December 2011

Brati slava, 9 march 2012

Oszkár Világi Ileana-Sorina Baltatu

Chairman of the Board of Directors member of the Board of Directors

Oszkár Világi Ileana-Sorina Baltatu

Notes 2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

ASSETS

Non-current assets
Intangible assets 4 19,900 20,832
Property, plant and equipment 5 1,300,448 1,296,085
Investments in associated companies 8 3,315 2,730
Available-for-sale fi nancial assets 9 14,402 23,712
Deferred tax assets 28 14,787 6,884
Other non-current assets 10 939 3,718
Total non-current assets 1,353,791 1,353,961

Current assets
Inventories 11 330,764 284,223
Trade receivables 12 321,739 218,890
Income tax receivable 254 154
Other current assets 13 139,377 153,462
Cash and cash equivalents 14 73,051 33,870
Total current assets 865,185 690,599

TOTAL ASSETS 2,218,976 2,044,560

EqUITy AND LIABILITIES

Equity att ributable to equity holders of the parent 
Share capital 15 684,758 684,758
Share premium 121,119 121,119
Reserves 543,576 575,175
Profi t/(loss) for the period att ributable to equity holders of the parent (25,654) 38,031
Equity att ributable to equity holders of the parent 1,323,799 1,419,083

Non-controlling interests 45,019 38,008
Total equity 1,368,818 1,457,091

Non-current liabiliti es
Long-term debt, net of current porti on 17 66,659 37,318
Provisions for liabiliti es and charges 18 51,294 48,061
Deferred tax liabiliti es 28 37,174 36,891
Other non-current liabiliti es 19 16,493 17,700
Total non-current liabiliti es 171,620 139,970

Current liabiliti es
Trade payables and other current liabiliti es 20 649,783 414,391
Provisions for liabiliti es and charges 18 8,063 5,922
Short-term debt 21 8,548 14,209
Current porti on of long-term debt 17 11,275 11,833
Income tax payable 869 1,144
Total current liabiliti es 678,538 447,499

TOTAL EqUITy AND LIABILITIES 2,218,976 2,044,560

CONSOLIDATED STATEmENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AT 31 DECEmBER 2011
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The notes form an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.  

Notes 2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Net revenue 22 4,729,687 3,499,678
Other operating income 23 5,820 13,408
Total operating income 4,735,507 3,513,086

Raw materials and consumables used (4,349,470) (3,062,922)
Personnel expenses 24 (112,926) (115,409)
Depreciation, depletion, amortization and impairment 3 (115,074) (123,063)
Value of services used 25 (136,260) (127,523)
Other operating expenses 26 (71,235) (54,716)
Change in inventories of finished goods and work in progress 34,342 28,914
Work performed by the enterprise and capitalized 3,196 9,723
Total operating expenses (4,747,427) (3,444,996)

Profit/(loss) from operations 3 (11,920) 68,090

Finance revenues 27 1,903 1,152
Finance expenses 27 (11,578) (10,340)
Finance revenues/(expenses), net (9,675) (9,188)

Income from associates 585 454

Profit/(loss) before tax (21,010) 59,356

Income tax expense 28 2,367 (14,924)

Profit/(loss) for the period (18,643) 44,432

Other comprehensive income:
Exchange differences on translating foreign operations (3,247) 914
Reclassification of exchange differences on disposal of subsidiary - (45)
Available-for-sale financial assets:

Fair value changes 9 (9,310) (1,372)
Transferred to profit/loss due to impairment 9 3,748 -

Income tax relating to components of other comprehensive income 28 1,057 260
Other comprehensive income for the period (7,752) (243)

Total comprehensive income for the period (26,395) 44,189

Profit/(loss) attributable to:
Equity holders of the parent 29 (25,654) 38,031
Non-controlling interests 7,011 6,401

Total comprehensive income attributable to:
Equity holders of the parent (33,406) 37,788
Non-controlling interests 7,011 6,401

Basic/diluted earnings per share attributable to ordinary equity holders of the parent (€) 29 (1.24) 1.84
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€ 
thousands

€ 
thousands

€ 
thousands

€ 
thousands

€ 
thousands

€ 
thousands

€ 
thousands

€ 
thousands

€ 
thousands

€ 
thousands

1 January  
2010 684,758 121,119 5,617 (8,137) 654,940 652,420 (56,472) 1,401,825 31,797 1,433,622

Profit/(loss) for 
the period - - - - - - 38,031 38,031 6,401 44,432

Other 
comprehensive 
income for the 
period 

- - (1,112) 869 - (243) - (243) - (243)

Total 
comprehensive 
income for the 
period 

- - (1,112) 869 - (243) 38,031 37,788 6,401 44,189

Transfer to 
reserves of 
retained loss for 
the previous year

- - - - (56,472) (56,472) 56,472 - - -

Dividends to 
equity holders of 
the parent

- - - - (20,625) (20,625) - (20,625) - (20,625)

Dividends to 
non-controlling 
interests

- - - - - - - - (95) (95)

Disposal of 
subsidiary - - - - 95 95 - 95 (95) -

31 December 
2010 684,758 121,119 4,505 (7,268) 577,938 575,175 38,031 1,419,083 38,008 1,457,091

Profit/(loss) for 
the period - - - - - - (25,654) (25,654) 7,011 (18,643)

Other 
comprehensive 
income for the 
period 

- - (4,505) (3,247) - (7,752) - (7,752) - (7,752) 

Total 
comprehensive 
income for the 
period 

- - (4,505) (3,247) - (7,752) (25,654) (33,406) 7,011 (26,395)

Transfer to 
reserves of 
retained profit for 
the previous year

- - - - 38,031 38,031 (38,031) - - -

Dividends to equity 
holders of the 
parent (Note 16)

- - - - (61,876) (61,876) - (61,876) - (61,876)

Other - - - (2) - (2) - (2) - (2)
31 December 
2011 684,758 121,119 - (10,517) 554,093 543,576 (25,654) 1,323,799 45,019 1,368,818

CONSOLIDATED STATEmENT OF COmPREhENSIVE INCOmE FOR ThE yEAR ENDED 31 DECEmBER 2011 CONSOLIDATED STATEmENT OF ChANgES IN EqUITy FOR ThE yEAR ENDED 31 DECEmBER 2011
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Notes 2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands
Profit/(loss) before tax (21,010) 59,356

Adjustments to reconcile profit/(loss) before tax to net cash provided by operating 
activities
Depreciation, depletion, amortization and impairment 3 115,074 123,063
Amortization of government grants 23 (914) (1,150)
Write-off of inventories, net 11 3,407 592
Increase/(decrease) in provisions for liabilities and charges, net 5,374 1,844
(Profit)/loss from the sale of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment 23 (4,105) (9,798)
Write-off of receivables and addition/(reversal) of impairment, net 610 232
Write-off of liabilities 23 - (970)
Unrealized foreign exchange (gain)/loss on receivables and payables, net 7,492 (3,745)
Impairment of available-for-sale financial assets 9 3,748 -
Interest revenue 27 (870) (459)
Interest expense on borrowings 27 1,331 1,650
Foreign exchange (gain)/loss excluding foreign exchange differences on receivables and 
payables, net 27 3,910 6,286

Other financial (profit)/loss, net (412) (681)
Share of net (profit)/loss of associate (585) (454) 
Dividends received 27 (619) (6)
Other non cash items (688) (167)
Operating cash flow before changes in working capital 111,743 175,593

(Increase)/decrease in inventories (52,777) (32,499)
(Increase)/decrease in trade receivables (115,929) (21,464)
(Increase)/decrease in other current assets 13,770 (21,232)
Increase/(decrease) in trade payables 197,622 (42,971)
Increase/(decrease) in other current liabilities 16,111 (3,871)

Corporate income tax paid (4,578) 159

Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities 165,962 53,715

Capital expenditures (98,409) (118,844)
Proceeds from disposals of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment 13,509 1,292
Proceeds from sale of subsidiary undertakings, net - 183
Long-term loans granted (18) -
Short-term loans (granted)/repaid, net 2,015 (2,848)
Interest received 851 451
Other financial income 81 26
Dividends received 619 850
Net cash provided by/(used in) investing activities (81,352) (118,890)

Proceeds from long-term bank borrowings 277,531 -
Repayments of long-term bank borrowings (278,922) (981)
Proceeds from long-term non-bank borrowings 41,758 43,083
Repayments of long-term non-bank borrowings (11,762) (13,500)
Proceeds/(payments) from derivative transactions, net 674 322
Proceeds from/(repayment of) short-term non-bank borrowings, net 203 (22,304)
Proceeds from/(repayment of) short-term bank borrowings, net (5,411) 5,419
Interest paid (2,911) (1,257)
Other financial costs (1,642) (1,220)
Dividends paid to shareholders (61,816) (20,628)
Dividends paid to non-controlling interests - (95)
Net cash provided by/(used in) financing activities (42,298) (11,161)

Increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 42,312 (76,336)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period 14 33,870 108,841
Effects of exchange rate changes (3,131) 1,365
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period 14 73,051 33,870

1 gENERAL INFORmATION 

SLOVNAFT, a.s. (“SLOVNAFT” or “the Company”) was registered in Slovakia as a joint stock company on 1 may 
1992. Prior to that date it was a state owned enterprise. The Company was set up in accordance with Slovak 
regulations. The Company has its primary listing on the Bratislava Stock Exchange. 

The principal activities of the Company, its subsidiaries, joint ventures and associates (“the group”) are the 
processing of crude oil and the distribution and sale of refined products.

The Company’s registered address and registration numbers are:
SLOVNAFT, a.s. 
Vlčie hrdlo 1
824 12 Bratislava
Slovak Republic
Registration number: 31 322 832;
Tax registration number: 2020372640

Since April 2003 the major shareholder of the Company is mOL Nyrt., incorporated and domiciled in hungary. 

The Company is not partner with unlimited liability in any company.

As at 31 December 2011, the group had 3,624 employees on average (31 December 2010: 3,683 employees), 
122 of which were management (31 December 2010: 122 managers).

2.1 AUThORIzATION, STATEmENT OF COmPLIANCE AND BASIS OF PREPARATION

I) Authorization and Statement of Compliance

These consolidated financial statements were approved and authorized for issue by the Board of Directors 
on 9 march 2012. 

The consolidated financial statements of the Company for the previous period were approved by the 
Annual general meeting of the Company held on 21 April 2011.

These consolidated financial statements are placed at the Company’s registered address and at the 
Commercial Register of District Court in Bratislava I, záhradnícka 10, 812 44 Bratislava.

These consolidated financial statements had been prepared as ordinary consolidated financial statements 
according to Section 22 of the Slovak Accounting Act No. 431/2002 Coll. as later amended.

These consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial 
Reporting Standards (“IFRS”) and all applicable IFRS that have been adopted by the EU. IFRS comprise standards 
and interpretations approved by the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”) and the International 
Financial Reporting Interpretations Committee (“IFRIC”).

With effect from 1 January 2005, the change in the Slovak Accounting Act requires the Company to prepare its 
consolidated financial statements in accordance with IFRS as adopted by the European Union (“EU”). At this 
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time, due to the endorsement process of the EU, and the activities of the group, there is no difference between 
the IFRS policies applied by the group and those adopted by the EU. 

II) Basis of Preparation

These consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with IFRS issued and effective on  
31 December 2011.

SLOVNAFT, a.s. prepares its statutory unconsolidated financial statements in accordance with IFRS. 

For the purpose of the application of the historical cost convention, the consolidated financial statements treat 
the Company as having come into existence on 1 may 1992, at the carrying values of assets and liabilities 
determined at that date, subject to the IFRS adjustments. 

The financial statements were prepared using the going concern assumption that the Company will continue its 
operations for the foreseeable future. 

The preparation of the financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use of estimates and assumptions 
that affect the amounts reported in the financial statements and the Notes thereto. Although these estimates 
are based on the management’s best knowledge of current events and actions, the actual results may differ 
from those estimations. 

The financial year is the same as the calendar year.

The consolidated financial statements are presented in thousands of Euro.

III) Information on Consolidated Group

The consolidated financial statements of the Company are included in the consolidated financial statements 
of the mOL group. mOL Nyrt., Október huszonharmadika u. 18, 1117 Budapest, hungary, prepares the mOL 
group’s consolidated financial statements. The consolidated financial statements are available directly at the 
registered address of the company stated above.

IV) Principles of Consolidation

Subsidiaries

The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company and the subsidiaries that it controls. 
This control is normally evidenced when the group owns, either directly or indirectly, more than 50% of the 
voting rights of that company’s share capital and is able to govern the financial and operating policies of an 
enterprise so as to benefit from its activities. As required by IAS 27, immediately exercisable voting rights are 
taken into account when determining control.

The acquisition method of accounting is used for acquired businesses by measuring assets and liabilities at their 
fair values upon acquisition, the date of which is determined with reference to the date of obtaining control. 
The cost of an acquisition is measured at the aggregate of the consideration transferred and the amount of any 

non-controlling interest in the acquiree. The income and expenses of companies acquired or disposed of during 
the period are included in the consolidated financial statements from the date of acquisition or up to the date 
of disposal.

Intragroup balances and transactions, including intragroup profits and unrealized profits and losses are eliminated 
unless the losses indicate impairment of the related asset. The consolidated financial statements are prepared 
using uniform accounting policies for like transactions and other events in similar circumstances.

Non-controlling interests represent the profit or loss and net assets not held by the group and are shown 
separately in the consolidated statement of financial position and the profit/loss for the period, respectively. 
For each business combination, non-controlling interest is stated either at fair value or at the non-controlling 
interests’ proportionate share of the acquiree’s fair values of net assets. The choice of measurement basis is 
made on an acquisition-by-acquisition basis. Subsequently the carrying amount of non-controlling interests is 
the initially recognized amount of those interests adjusted with the non-controlling interests’ share of changes 
in equity after the acquisition. Total comprehensive income is attributed to non-controlling interests even if this 
results in the non-controlling interests having a negative balance.

Changes in the group’s interests in subsidiaries that do not result in a loss of control are accounted for as equity 
transactions. The carrying amounts of the group’s interests and the non-controlling interests are adjusted to 
reflect the changes in their relative interests in the subsidiaries. Any difference between the amount by which 
the non-controlling interests are adjusted and the fair value of the consideration paid or received is recognized 
directly in equity and attributed to the owners of the Company.

Joint ventures

A joint venture is a contractual arrangement whereby two or more parties (venturers) undertake an economic 
activity that is subject to joint control. Joint control exists only when the strategic financial and operating 
decisions relating to the activity require the unanimous consent of the venturers. A jointly controlled entity 
is a joint venture that involves the establishment of a company, partnership or other entity to engage in 
economic activity that the group jointly controls with its fellow venturers. 

The Company’s interests in its joint ventures are accounted for by the proportionate consolidation method, 
where a proportionate share of the joint venture’s assets, liabilities, income and expenses is combined 
with similar items in the consolidated financial statements on a line-by-line basis. The financial statements 
of the joint ventures are prepared for the same period as the parent company, using consistent accounting 
policies. The joint venture is proportionately consolidated until the date on which the group ceases to have 
joint control over the venture.

When the group contributes or sells assets to the joint venture, any portion of gain or loss from the transaction is 
recognized based on the substance of the transaction. When the group purchases assets from the joint venture, 
the group does not recognize its share of the profits of the joint venture from the transaction until it resells 
the assets to an independent party. Losses on intragroup transactions are recognized immediately if the loss 
provides evidence of reduced net realizable value of current assets or impairment loss.

When the joint control is lost, the group measures and recognizes its remaining investment at its fair value 
unless the joint control does not become a subsidiary or associate. The difference between the carrying amount 
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of the joint entity and the fair value of the remaining investment together with any proceeds from disposal is 
recognized in profit or loss.

Investments in associates

An associate is an entity over which the group is in a position to exercise significant influence through participation 
in the financial and operating policy decisions of the investee, but which is not a subsidiary or a jointly controlled 
entity. 

The group’s investments in its associates are accounted for using the equity method of accounting. Under the 
equity method, the investment in the associate is carried in the statement of financial position at cost plus 
post acquisition changes in the group’s share of net assets of the associate. goodwill relating to an associate is 
included in the carrying amount of the investment and is not amortized. The profit/loss for the period includes 
the share of the results of operations of the associate. Where there has been a change recognized directly in 
the equity of the associate, the group recognizes its share of any changes and discloses this, when applicable, 
in other comprehensive income. Profits and losses resulting from transactions between the group and the 
associate are eliminated to the extent of the interest in the associate.

The reporting dates of the associate and the group are identical and the associate’s accounting policies conform 
to those used by the group for like transactions and events in similar circumstances.

Investments in associates are assessed to determine whether there is any objective evidence of impairment. 
If there is evidence that the recoverable amount of the investment is lower than its carrying value, then the 
difference is recognized as impairment loss in profit/loss for the period. Where losses were made in previous 
periods, an assessment of the factors is made to determine if any loss may be reversed.

When the significant influence over the associate is lost, the group remeasures and recognizes any retaining 
investment at its fair value. The difference between the carrying amount of the associate and the fair value of 
the retaining investment together with any proceeds from disposal is recognized in profit/loss for the period.

2.2 ChANgES IN ACCOUNTINg POLICIES

The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those applied in the consolidated financial statements at 
31 December 2010 apart from some minor modifications in the classification of certain items in the consolidated 
statement of financial position and the consolidated statement of comprehensive income, none of which has 
resulted in a significant impact on the consolidated financial statements except for reclassifying revenues 
from sale of metals contained in fully used catalysts from Other operating income to Net revenue. While the 
comparative period has been restated, an opening consolidated statement of financial position has not been 
included as the reclassifications made were not considered material. 

Starting from 1 January 2011, the group has revised its operating segments to reflect changes in organizational 
responsibilities as well as the approach of the group’s chief operating decision making bodies with respect to 
resource allocation and performance analysis. As a consequence,

• Petrochemicals and Lubricants operating segments ceased to report separately and were integrated into 
Refining and marketing operating segment, and

• gas and Power operating segment was aggregated into Refining and marketing reportable operating 
segment.

As a result of the changes in setup of operating segments, the group has the following two reportable operating 
segments: Refining and marketing, and Retail. Comparative periods have been restated accordingly.

The group has adopted the following new and amended IFRS and IFRIC interpretations during the accounting 
period. Except as noted below, adoption of these standards and interpretations did not have any impact on the 
financial statements of the group.

• IFRS 1  First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards - Limited exemption from 
comparative IFRS 7 disclosures for first-time adopters 

• IAS 24 Related Party Disclosures - Revised definition of related parties 
• IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation - Amendments relating to classification of rights issues 
• IFRIC 14  IAS 19 - The Limit on a Defined Benefit Asset, minimum Funding Requirements and their 

Interaction - Amendments with respect to voluntary prepaid contributions
• IFRIC 19 Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity Instruments
• Annual Improvements to IFRSs (issued in may 2010)

The principal effects of these changes are as follows:

IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation - Amendments relating to classification of rights issues
The amendment states that if rights issues offered for a fixed amount of foreign currency are issued pro rata to 
an entity’s all existing shareholders in the same class for a fixed amount of currency, they should be classified as 
equity regardless of the currency in which the exercise price is denominated. This amendment did not have any 
impact on the financial statements of the group.

IFRIC 14 IAS 19 - The Limit on a Defined Benefit Asset, Minimum Funding Requirements and their Interaction 
- Amendments with respect to voluntary prepaid contributions
The amendment applies in the limited circumstances when an entity is subject to minimum funding 
requirements and makes an early payment of contributions to cover those requirements. The amendment 
permits such an entity to treat the benefit of such an early payment as an asset. This amendment did not 
have any impact on the financial statements of the group.

IFRIC 19 Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity Instruments
This interpretation provides guidance on how to account for the extinguishment of a financial liability by the 
issue of equity instruments. This interpretation did not have any impact on the financial statements of the group.

Annual Improvements to IFRSs issued in May 2010
In may 2010 the IASB issued its third collection of amendments to its standards, primarily view to removing 
inconsistencies and clarifying wording. These improvements did not have any impact on the financial statements 
of the group.
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2.3 SUmmARy OF SIgNIFICANT ACCOUNTINg POLICIES

I) Presentation Currency

Based on the economic substance of the underlying events and circumstances, Euro (€) was determined as the 
currency of the group’s presentation. 

II) Business Combinations

Business combinations are accounted for using the acquisition method. This involves assessing all assets 
and liabilities assumed for appropriate classification in accordance with the contractual terms and economic 
conditions and recognizing identifiable assets (including previously unrecognized intangible assets) and liabilities 
(including contingent liabilities and excluding future restructuring) of the acquired business at fair value as at the 
acquisition date. Acquisition-related costs are recognized in profit/loss for the period as incurred.

When a business combination is achieved in stages, the group’s previously held equity interest in the acquiree is 
remeasured to fair value as at the acquisition date and the resulting gain or loss is recognized in profit/loss for the period.

Contingent consideration to be transferred by the acquirer is recognized at fair value at the acquisition date. 
Subsequent changes to the fair value of the contingent consideration are adjusted against the cost of acquisition, 
only if they qualify as period measurement adjustments and occur within 12 months from the acquisition date. 
All other subsequent changes in the fair value of contingent consideration are accounted for either in profit 
or loss or as changes to other comprehensive income. Changes in the fair value of contingent consideration 
classified as equity are not recognized.

goodwill acquired in a business combination is initially measured at cost being the excess of the cost of the 
business combination over the group’s interest in the net fair value of the acquirer’s identifiable assets, 
liabilities and contingent liabilities. If the consideration transferred is lower than the fair value of the net assets 
of the acquiree, the fair valuation, as well as the cost of the business combination is re-assessed. Should the 
difference remain after such re-assessment, it is then recognized in profit or loss as other income. Following 
initial recognition, goodwill is measured at cost less any accumulated impairment losses. For the purpose of 
impairment testing, goodwill acquired in a business combination is, from the acquisition date, allocated to each 
of the group’s cash-generating units, or groups of cash-generating units, that are expected to benefit from 
the synergies of the combination, irrespective of whether other assets or liabilities of the group are assigned 
to those units or groups of units. Each unit or group of units to which the goodwill is allocated represents the 
lowest level within the group at which the goodwill is monitored for internal management purposes, and is not 
larger than a segment based on the group’s reporting format determined in accordance with IFRS 8 Operating 
Segments.

Where goodwill forms part of a cash-generating unit (or group of cash-generating units) and part of the operation 
within that unit (or group) is disposed of, the goodwill associated with the operation disposed of is included in 
the carrying amount of the operation when determining the gain or loss on disposal of the operation. goodwill 
disposed of in this circumstance is measured based on the relative values of the operation disposed of and the 
portion of the cash-generating unit retained.

When subsidiaries are sold, the difference between the selling price and the net assets plus cumulative translation 
differences and un-amortized goodwill is recognized in the profit/loss for the period.

III) Investments and Other Financial Assets

Financial assets within the scope of IAS 39 are classified as either financial assets at fair value through profit or 
loss, loans and receivables, held-to-maturity investments, or available-for-sale financial assets, as appropriate. 
When financial assets are recognized initially, they are measured at fair value, plus, in the case of investments 
not at fair value through profit or loss, directly attributable transaction costs. The group considers whether 
a contract contains an embedded derivative when the group first becomes a party to it.

Purchases and sales of investments are recognized on settlement date which is the date when the asset is 
delivered to the counterparty. 

The group’s financial assets are classified at the time of initial recognition depending on their nature and 
purpose. Financial assets include cash and short-term deposits, trade receivables, loans and other receivables, 
quoted and unquoted financial instruments and derivative financial instruments.

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss include financial assets held for trading and financial assets 
designated upon initial recognition as at fair value through profit and loss.

Financial assets are classified as held for trading if they are acquired for the purpose of selling in the near term. 
Derivatives, including separated embedded derivatives are also classified as held for trading unless they are 
designated as effective hedging instruments or meet the definition of financial guarantee contract. gains or 
losses on investments held for trading are recognized as finance revenues or finance expenses.

Financial assets may be designated at initial recognition as at fair value through profit or loss if the following 
criteria are met: (i) the designation eliminates or significantly reduces the inconsistent treatment that would 
otherwise arise from measuring the assets or recognizing gains or losses on them on a different basis; or (ii) 
the assets are part of a group of financial assets which are managed and their performance evaluated on 
a fair value basis, in accordance with a documented risk management strategy; or (iii) the financial asset 
contains an embedded derivative that would need to be separately recorded. Such financial assets are 
recorded as current, except for those instruments which are not due for settlement within 12 months 
after the end of the reporting period and are not held with the primary purpose of being traded. In this 
case all payments on such instruments are classified as non-current. 

As at 31 December 2011 and 2010, no financial assets have been designated as at fair value through profit and loss.

Held-to-maturity investments

held-to-maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets which carry fixed or determinable payments, 
have fixed maturities and which the group has the positive intention and ability to hold to maturity. After 
initial measurement held-to-maturity investments are measured at amortized cost. This cost is computed as 
the amount initially recognized minus principal repayments, plus or minus the cumulative amortization using 
the effective interest rate method of any difference between the initially recognized amount and the maturity 
amount, less allowance for impairment. This calculation includes all fees and points paid or received between 
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parties to the contract that are an integral part of the effective interest rate, transaction costs and all other 
premiums and discounts. gains and losses are recognized in the profit/loss for the period when the investments 
are derecognized or impaired, as well as through the amortization process.

As at 31 December 2011 and 2010, no financial assets have been designated as held-to-maturity investments.

Loans and receivables

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted 
in an active market. After initial measurement loans and receivables are subsequently carried at amortized cost 
using the effective interest rate method less any allowance for impairment. Amortized cost is calculated taking 
into account any discount or premium on acquisition and includes fees that are an integral part of the effective 
interest rate and transaction costs. gains and losses are recognized in the profit/loss for the period when the 
loans and receivables are derecognized or impaired, as well as through the amortization process.

Available-for-sale financial assets

Available-for-sale financial assets are those non-derivative financial assets that are designated as available-
for-sale or are not classified in any of the three preceding categories. After initial measurement, available 
for sale financial assets are measured at fair value with unrealized gains or losses being recognized as other 
comprehensive income in the fair valuation reserve. When the investment is disposed of or is determined to be 
impaired, the cumulative gain or loss previously recorded as other comprehensive income is recognized in the 
profit/loss for the period.

After initial recognition available-for-sale financial assets are evaluated on the basis of existing market conditions 
and management’s intent to hold on to the investment in the foreseeable future. In rare circumstances when 
these conditions are no longer appropriate, the group may choose to reclassify these financial assets to loans 
and receivables or held-to-maturity investments when this is in accordance with the applicable IFRS.

Fair value

For investments that are actively traded in organized financial markets, fair value is determined by reference to 
quoted market prices at the close of business on the last day of the reporting period without any deduction for 
transaction costs. For investments where there is no quoted market price, fair value is determined by reference 
to the current market value of another instrument which is substantially the same or is calculated based on the 
expected cash flows of the underlying net asset base of the investment.

IV) Classification and Derecognition of Financial Instruments

Financial assets and financial liabilities carried on the consolidated statement of financial position include 
cash and cash equivalents, marketable securities, trade and other accounts receivable and payable, long-term 
receivables, loans, borrowings, investments, and bonds receivable and payable. The accounting policies on 
recognition and measurement of these items are disclosed in the respective accounting policies found in this 
Note. 

Financial instruments (including compound financial instruments) are classified as assets, liabilities or equity in 
accordance with the substance of the contractual agreement. Interest, dividends, gains, and losses relating to 
a financial instrument classified as a liability, are reported as expense or income as incurred. Distributions to 
holders of financial instruments classified as equity are charged directly to equity. In case of compound financial 
instruments the liability component is valued first, with the equity component being determined as a residual 
value. Financial instruments are offset when the group has a legally enforceable right to offset and intends to 
settle either on a net basis or to realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously. 

The derecognition of a financial asset takes place when the group no longer controls the contractual rights 
that comprise the financial asset, which is normally the case when the instrument is sold, or all the cash flows 
attributable to the instrument are passed through to an independent third party. When the group neither 
transfers nor retains all the risks and rewards of the financial asset and continues to control the transferred 
asset, it recognizes its retained interest in the asset and a liability for the amounts it may have to pay. Financial 
liability is derecognized when the obligation under the liability is discharged or cancelled or expires.

V) Derivative Financial Instruments 

The group uses derivative financial instruments such as forward currency contracts to reduce its risks associated 
with foreign currency fluctuations. Such derivative financial instruments are initially recognized at fair value on 
the date on which a derivative contract is entered into and are subsequently remeasured at fair value. Derivatives 
are carried as assets when the fair value is positive and as liabilities when the fair value is negative. Any gains or 
losses arising from changes in fair value of derivatives are taken directly to profit/loss for the period as financial 
income or expense. 

Fair value of forward currency contracts is calculated by reference to current forward exchange rates for contracts 
with similar maturity profiles. 

An embedded derivative is separated from the host contract and accounted for as a derivative if all of the 
following conditions are met:

• The economic characteristics and the risks of the embedded derivative are not closely related to 
the economic characteristics of the host contract.

• A separate instrument with the same terms as the embedded derivative would meet the definition 
of a derivative.

• A hybrid (combined) instrument is not measured at fair value with changes in fair value reported in 
the profit/loss for the period.

VI) Hedging

hedge accounting recognizes the offsetting effects of changes in the fair values of the hedging instrument and 
the hedged item in profit/loss for the period. For the purpose of hedge accounting, hedges are classified as:

• Fair value hedge,
• Cash flow hedge or
• hedge of a net investment in a foreign operation.
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At the inception of the hedge the group formally designates and documents the hedging relationship to which 
it wishes to apply hedge accounting and the risk management objective and strategy for undertaking the hedge. 
The documentation includes identification of the hedging instrument, the hedged item or transaction, the nature 
of the risk being hedged and the method how the group will assess the hedging instrument’s effectiveness in 
offsetting the exposure to changes in the hedged item’s fair value or cash flows attributable to the hedged 
risk. Such hedge is expected to be highly effective in achieving offsetting of changes in fair value or cash flows 
attributable to the hedged risk and is assessed on an ongoing basis to determine that it actually have been highly 
effective throughout the financial reporting periods for which it was designated.

hedges which meet the strict criteria for hedge accounting are accounted for as follows:

Fair value hedge

Fair value hedge is a hedge of the group’s exposure to changes in fair value of recognized asset or liability or an 
unrecognized firm commitment, or an identified portion of such an asset, liability or firm commitment, that is 
attributable to a particular risk and could affect profit/loss for the period.

The gain or loss from remeasuring the hedging instrument at fair value (for a derivative hedging instrument) or 
the foreign currency component of its carrying amount measured in accordance with IAS 21 (for a non-derivative 
hedging instrument) is recognized in profit/loss for the period. The gain or loss on the hedged item attributable 
to the hedged risk adjusts the carrying amount of the hedged item and is recognized in profit/loss for the period. 
The same method is used in case the hedged item is an available-for-sale financial asset. 

The adjustment to the carrying amount of a hedged financial instrument for which the effective interest method 
is used is amortized to profit/loss for the period over the remaining term to maturity of the financial instrument. 
Amortization may begin as soon as an adjustment exists and shall begin no later than when the hedged item 
ceases to be adjusted for changes in its fair value attributable to the risk being hedged. 

When an unrecognized firm commitment is designated as a hedged item, the subsequent cumulative change in 
the fair value of the firm commitment attributable to the hedged risk is recognized as an asset or liability with a 
corresponding gain or loss recognized in profit/loss for the period. The changes in the fair value of the hedging 
instrument are also recognized in profit/loss for the period.

The group discontinues fair value hedge accounting if the hedging instrument expires, the hedging instrument is 
sold, terminated or exercised, the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting or the group revokes 
the designation. 

Cash flow hedge

Cash flow hedge is a hedge of the group’s exposure to variability in cash flows that is attributable to a particular 
risk associated with a recognized asset or liability or a highly probable forecast transaction and could affect 
profit/loss for the period.

The portion of the gain or loss on the hedging instrument that is determined to be an effective hedge is 
recognized in other comprehensive income. The ineffective portion of the gain or loss on the hedging instrument 
is recognized in profit/loss for the period.

If a hedge of a forecast transaction subsequently results in the recognition of a financial asset or a financial 
liability, the associated gains or losses that were recognized in other comprehensive income are reclassified 
from other comprehensive income to profit/loss in the same period or periods during which the asset acquired 
or liability assumed affects profit/loss for the period. If a hedge of a forecast transaction subsequently results 
in the recognition of a non-financial asset or a non-financial liability, or a forecast transaction for non-financial 
asset or non-financial liability becomes a firm commitment for which fair value hedge accounting is applied, the 
associated gains and losses that were recognized in other comprehensive income are transferred to the initial 
cost or other carrying amount of the non-financial asset or liability.

If the forecast transaction is no longer expected to occur, the cumulative gain or loss on the hedging instrument 
that has been recognized in other comprehensive income are reclassified from other comprehensive income 
to profit/loss for the period. If the hedging instrument expires or is sold, terminated or exercised without 
replacement or rollover, the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting or the group revokes the 
designation, the cumulative gain or loss that has been recognized in other comprehensive income remain in 
other comprehensive income until the forecast transaction occurs. 

Hedge of a net investment in a foreign operation

hedge of a net investment in a foreign operation, including a hedge of a monetary item that is accounted for as 
part of the net investment, is accounted for similarly to cash flow hedge. The portion of the gain or loss on the 
hedging instrument that is determined to be an effective hedge is recognized in other comprehensive income. 
The ineffective portion gain or loss on the hedging instrument is recognized in profit/loss for the period. On the 
disposal or period disposal of the foreign operation, the cumulative gains or losses on the hedging instrument 
relating to the effective portion of the hedge that has been recognized in other comprehensive income are 
reclassified to profit/loss for the period. 

VII) Impairment of Financial Assets

The group assesses at each end of the reporting period whether a financial asset or group of financial assets 
is impaired. Impairment losses on a financial asset or group of financial assets are recognized only if there 
is an objective evidence of impairment due to a loss event and this loss event significantly impacts the 
estimated future cash flows of the financial asset or group of financial assets.

Assets carried at amortized cost

If there is an objective evidence that an impairment loss on loans and receivables carried at amortized cost 
has been incurred, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount 
and the present value of estimated future cash flows (excluding future expected credit losses) discounted at the 
financial asset’s original effective interest rate (i.e. the effective interest rate computed at initial recognition). 
The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance account and the amount of the loss 
is recognized in the profit/loss for the period.

The group first assesses whether objective evidence of impairment exists individually for financial assets that 
are individually significant, and individually or collectively for financial assets that are not individually significant. 
If it is determined that no objective evidence of impairment exists for financial assets, whether significant or 
not, the asset is included in a group of financial assets with similar credit risk characteristics and that group of 
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financial assets is collectively assessed for impairment. Assets that are individually assessed for impairment and 
for which an impairment loss is or continues to be recognized are not included in a collective assessment of 
impairment.

If in a subsequent period the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be related 
objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognized, the previously recognized impairment 
loss is reversed by adjusting the allowance account. Any subsequent reversal of an impairment loss is recognized 
in the profit/loss for the period, to the extent that the carrying value of the asset does not exceed its amortized 
cost at the reversal date.

Loans and receivables together with the associated allowance are written off when there is no realistic prospect 
of future recovery and all collateral has been realized or has been transferred to the group. If a future write-off 
is later recovered, the recovery is recognized in the profit/loss for the period.

Available-for-sale financial assets

If an available-for-sale financial asset is impaired, an amount comprising the difference between its acquisition 
cost (net of any principal payment and amortization) and its current fair value, less any impairment loss 
previously recognized in the profit/loss for the period, is transferred from other comprehensive income to the 
profit/loss for the period. Impairment losses recognized on equity instruments classified as available-for-sale 
are not reversed; increases in their fair value after impairment are recognized directly in other comprehensive 
income. Impairment losses recognized on debt instruments classified as available-for-sale are reversed through 
the profit/loss for the period; if the increase in fair value of the instrument can be objectively related to an event 
occurring after the impairment loss was recognized in the profit/loss for the period.

VIII) Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash includes cash on hand and bank accounts. Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments 
that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash with maturity less than three months from the date of 
acquisition and that are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value.

IX) Trade and Other Accounts Receivable

Receivables are initially recognized at amortized cost using the effective interest rate method less any allowance 
for impairment of doubtful receivables. A provision for impairment is recognized in the profit/loss for the period 
when there is objective evidence (such as the probability of insolvency or significant financial difficulties of the 
debtor) that the group will not be able to collect all of the amounts due under the original terms of the invoice. 
Impaired debts are derecognized when they are assessed as uncollectible.

If collection of trade receivables is expected within the normal business cycle which is one year or less, they are 
classified as current assets. If not, they are presented as non-current assets.

X) Inventories

Inventories, including work-in-progress are valued at the lower of cost and net realizable value, after provision 
for slow-moving and obsolete items. Net realizable value is the selling price in the ordinary course of business, 
less the costs of making the sale. Cost of purchased goods, including crude oil, is determined primarily using 

the FIFO method. The acquisition cost of own produced inventory consists of direct materials, direct wages 
and the appropriate portion of production overhead expenses including royalty but excludes borrowing costs. 
Unrealizable inventory is fully written off.

XI) Property, Plant and Equipment

Property, plant and equipment are stated at historical cost (or the carrying value of the assets determined as at 1 
may 1992) less accumulated depreciation, depletion and accumulated impairment loss. When assets are sold or 
retired, their cost and accumulated depreciation are eliminated from the accounts and any gain or loss resulting 
from their disposal is included in the profit/loss for the period.

The initial cost of property, plant and equipment comprises its purchase price, including import duties and non-
refundable purchase taxes and any directly attributable costs of bringing the asset to its working condition and 
location for its intended use, such as borrowing costs. Estimated decommissioning and site restoration costs are 
capitalized either upon initial recognition or, if decision on decommissioning is made subsequently, at the time 
of the decision. Changes in estimates thereof adjust the carrying amount of assets. Expenditures incurred after 
the property, plant and equipment have been put into operation, such as repairs and maintenance and overhead 
costs (except for periodic maintenance and inspection costs), are normally charged to the profit/loss in the 
period in which the costs are incurred. Periodic maintenance and inspection costs are capitalized as a separate 
component of the related assets.

Construction in progress represents plant and properties under construction and is stated at cost. This includes 
cost of construction, plant and equipment and other direct costs. Construction in progress is not depreciated 
until such time as the relevant asset is available for use. 

Land owned at the date of the establishment of the Company has been stated at the values attributed to it 
in the legislation incorporating the Company. These values are treated as cost. Land is carried at cost less any 
impairment provisions. Land is not depreciated.

XII) Intangible Assets

Intangible assets acquired separately are capitalized at cost and from a business acquisition are capitalized 
at fair value as at the date of acquisition. Intangible assets are recognized if it is probable that the future 
economic benefits that are attributable to the asset will flow to the group; and the cost of the asset can 
be measured reliably. 

Following initial recognition, the cost model is applied to the class of intangible assets. The useful lives of these 
intangible assets are assessed to be either finite or indefinite. Amortization is charged on assets with a finite useful 
life over the best estimate of their useful lives using the straight line method. The amortization period and the 
amortization method are reviewed annually at the end of the period. Intangible assets, excluding development 
costs, created within the business are not capitalized and expenditure is charged against income in the year in 
which the expenditure is incurred. Intangible assets are tested for impairment annually either individually or 
at the cash-generating unit level. Useful lives are also examined on an annual basis and adjustments, where 
applicable are made on a prospective basis.

Research costs are expensed as incurred. Development expenditure incurred on an individual project is carried 
forward when its future recoverability can reasonably be regarded as assured. Following the initial recognition 
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of the development expenditure the cost model is applied requiring the asset to be carried at cost less any 
accumulated impairment losses. Costs in development stage cannot be amortized. The carrying value of 
development costs is reviewed for impairment annually when the asset is not yet in use or more frequently when 
an indicator of impairment arises during the period indicating that the carrying value may not be recoverable.

XIII) Depreciation, Depletion and Amortization

Depreciation of each component of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment is computed on 
a straight-line basis over their respective useful lives. Usual periods of useful lives for different types of intangible 
assets and property, plant and equipment are as follows:

years

Software 3 - 5 
Buildings 30 - 40 
machinery and equipment 8 - 20 
Other fixed assets 4 - 8 

Amortization of leased assets is provided using the straight-line method over the term of the respective lease or 
the useful life of the asset, whichever period is less. Periodic maintenance and inspection costs are depreciated 
until the next similar maintenance takes place.

The useful life and depreciation methods are reviewed at least annually to ensure that the method and period 
of depreciation are consistent with the expected pattern of economic benefits from items of intangible assets 
and property, plant and equipment.

XIV) Impairment of Non-financial Assets

Intangible assets and property, plant and equipment are reviewed for impairment when annual impairment 
testing for an asset is required or whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying 
amount of an asset may not be recoverable. Whenever the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable 
amount, an impairment loss is recognized in the profit/loss for the period for items of intangibles and property, 
plant and equipment carried at cost. The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs 
to sell and value in use. The fair value is the amount obtainable from the sale of an asset in an arm’s length 
transaction while value in use is the present value of estimated net future cash flows expected to arise from 
the continuing use of an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life. Recoverable amounts are 
estimated for individual assets or, if this is not practicable, for the cash-generating unit. The group assesses 
at each reporting date whether there is any indication that previously recognized impairment losses may no 
longer exist or may have decreased. A previously recognized impairment loss is reversed only if there has been 
a change in the impairment assumptions considered when the last impairment loss was recognized. The reversal 
is limited so that the carrying amount of the asset neither exceeds its recoverable amount, nor is higher than its 
carrying amount net of depreciation, had no impairment loss been recognized in prior years.

goodwill is reviewed for impairment, annually or more frequently if events or changes in circumstances indicate 
that the carrying value may be impaired. Impairment is determined for goodwill by assessing the recoverable 
amount of the cash-generating unit (or group of cash-generating units), to which the goodwill relates. Where 
the recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit (or group of cash-generating units) is less than the carrying 
amount of the cash-generating unit (group of cash-generating units) to which goodwill has been allocated, an 

impairment loss is recognized. Impairment losses relating to goodwill cannot be reversed in future periods. The 
group performs its annual impairment test of goodwill as at 31 December.

XV) Loans and Borrowings

All loans and borrowings are initially recognized at the fair value of the consideration received net of issue costs 
associated with the borrowing. After initial recognition, loans and borrowings are subsequently measured at 
amortized cost using the effective interest rate method. Amortized cost is calculated by taking into account any 
issue costs, and any discount or premium on settlement. gains and losses are recognized in net in the profit/loss 
for the period when the liabilities are derecognized, as well as through the amortization process, except to the 
extent they are capitalized as borrowing costs.

XVI) Provisions for Liabilities and Charges

A provision is recognized when the group has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past 
event and it is probable (i.e. more likely than not) that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits will 
be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. When 
the group expects some or all of the provision to be reimbursed; the reimbursement is recognized as a separate 
asset but only when the reimbursement is actually certain. Provisions are reviewed at each end of the reporting 
period and adjusted to reflect the current best estimate. The amount of the provision is the present value of the 
risk adjusted expenditures expected to be required to settle the obligation, determined using the estimated risk 
free interest rate as discount rate. Where discounting is used, the carrying amount of provision increases in each 
period to reflect the unwinding of the discount by the passage of time. This increase is recognized as an interest 
expense.

Provision for Environmental Expenditures 

Liabilities for environmental costs are recognized when environmental clean-ups are probable and the associated 
costs can be reliably estimated. generally, the timing of these provisions coincides with the commitment to 
a formal plan of action or, if earlier, on divestment or on closure of inactive sites. The amount recognized 
is the best estimate of the expenditure required. 

Provision for Redundancy

The employees of the group are eligible, immediately upon termination due organizational changes, for 
redundancy payment pursuant to the Slovak law and the terms of the Collective Agreement between the 
Company and its employees. The amount of such a liability is recorded as a provision for liabilities and charges 
when the workforce reduction program is defined, announced and the conditions for its implementation are 
met.

Provision for Retirement Benefits

Pension plans

A defined benefit plan is a pension plan that defines an amount of pension benefit to be provided, usually as 
a function of one or more factors such as age, years of service or compensation. A defined contribution plan is a 
pension plan under which the group pays fixed contributions and will have no legal or constructive obligations 
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to pay further contributions if the scheme does not hold sufficient assets to pay all employees benefits relating 
to employee service in the current and prior periods.

Unfunded defined benefit pension plan

According to the Agreement with the Trade Unions for 2011 - 2012 the group is obliged, based on the number 
of years in service, to pay its employees on retirement or disability a multiple of their average monthly salary up 
to 5 average salaries and in case of disability a multiple of their average monthly salary up to 8 average salaries. 
The minimum requirement of the Labor Code of one-month average salary payment on retirement is included 
in the above multiples. At the same time the employees are entitled to the benefit corresponding to one mOL 
Nyrt. share per one year of service.

The same or similar liability has been included in the agreements with the Trade Unions since 1992. The group 
has created expectations on the part of its employees that it will continue to provide the benefits and it is the 
management’s judgment that it is not realistic for the group to cease providing them.

The liability in respect of defined benefit pension plans is the present value of the defined benefit obligation 
at the end of the reporting period, together with adjustments for actuarial gains and losses and past service 
cost. The defined benefit obligation is calculated annually by independent actuaries using the projected unit 
credit method. The present value of the defined benefit obligation is determined by the estimated future cash 
outflows using interest rates of government securities which have terms to maturity approximating the terms 
of the related liability. 

Actuarial gains and losses arising from experience adjustments and changes in actuarial assumptions are 
charged or credited to the revenues and expenses in the period when incurred. Amendments to pension plans 
are charged or credited to the revenues and expenses over the average remaining service lives of the related 
employees. 

Defined contribution pension plans

The group contributes to the government and private defined contribution pension plans. 

The group makes insurance contributions to the government’s social and public health insurance schemes at 
the statutory rates in force during the year, based on gross salary payments. Throughout the whole period the 
group made contributions amounting to 35.2% (2010: 35.2%) of gross salaries up to a monthly salary between 
€1,116.75 to €2,978.00 (until 30 June 2010: €1,084.55 to €2,892.12, after this date €1,116.75 to €2,978.00), 
to such schemes, together with contributions by employees of a further 13.4% (2010: 13.4%). The cost of the 
contributions made by the group is charged to the profit/loss in the same period as the related salary cost.

In addition, with respect to employees who have chosen to participate in a supplementary pension scheme, the 
group makes contributions to the supplementary scheme amounting up to 4.5% (2010: 4.5%) from the total of 
monthly tariff wage plus compensatory wage of an employee.

Termination benefits

Termination benefits are payable whenever an employee’s employment is terminated before the normal 
retirement date or whenever an employee accepts voluntary redundancy in exchange for these benefits. The 

group recognizes termination benefits when it is demonstrably committed to either terminate the employment 
of current employees according to a detailed formal plan without a possibility of withdrawal or to provide 
termination benefits as a result of an offer made to encourage voluntary redundancy. Benefits falling due more 
than 12 months after the end of the reporting period are discounted to the present value. 

Bonus plans

A liability for employee benefits in the form of bonus plans is recognized in Other current liabilities and is paid 
out after the evaluation of the performance in the given year.

Liabilities for bonus plans are measured at the amounts expected to be paid when they are settled.

Other

The group also pays certain work and life jubilees benefits and disability benefits. 

The liability in respect of work and life jubilees benefits plan is the present value of the work and life jubilees 
benefit obligation at the end of the reporting period, together with adjustments for actuarial gains/losses and 
past service cost. The work and life jubilees benefit obligation is calculated annually by independent actuaries 
using the projected unit credit method. The present value of the work and life jubilees benefit obligation is 
determined by the estimated future cash outflows using interest rates of government securities which have 
terms to maturity approximating the terms of the related liability. 

Actuarial gains and losses arising from experience adjustments and changes in actuarial assumptions are charged 
or credited to the revenues and expenses in the period when incurred. Amendments to work and life jubilees 
benefit plan are charged or credited to the revenues and expenses over the average remaining service lives of 
the related employees. 

XVII) Greenhouse Gas Emissions

The group receives free emission rights as a result of the European Emission Trading Schemes. The rights 
are received on an annual basis and in return the group is required to remit rights equal to its actual 
emissions. The group has adopted a net liability approach to the emission rights granted. Under this 
method the granted emission rights are measured at nil and a provision is only recognized when actual 
emissions exceed the emission rights granted. Where emission rights are purchased from third parties, they 
are recorded at cost, and treated as a reimbursement right.

XVIII) Share-based Payment Transactions

Certain employees of the group receive remuneration dependent on the parent company’s mOL Nyrt. share 
price. The cost of these cash-settled transactions is measured initially at fair value using the binomial model. 
This fair value is expensed over the vesting period with recognition of a corresponding liability. The liability 
is remeasured at each end of the reporting period up to and including the settlement date to fair value with 
changes therein recognized in the profit/loss for the period.
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XIX) Leases

The determination whether an arrangement contains or is a lease depends on the substance of the arrangement 
at inception date. If fulfillment of the arrangement depends on the use of a specific asset or conveys the right to 
use the asset, it is deemed to contain a lease element and is recorded accordingly. 

Finance leases, which transfer to the group substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to ownership of the 
leased item, are capitalized at the inception of the lease at the fair value of the leased property or, if lower, at the 
present value of the minimum lease payments. Lease payments are apportioned between the finance charges 
and reduction of the lease liability so as to achieve a constant rate of interest on the remaining balance of the 
liability. Finance charges are charged directly to the expenses. Capitalized leased assets are depreciated over 
the shorter of the estimated useful life of the asset or the lease term. Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating 
a finance lease are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset and recognized over the lease term on 
the same bases as the lease income. Leases where the lessor retains substantially all the risks and benefits 
of ownership of the asset are classified as operating leases. Operating lease payments are recognized as an 
expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

XX) Government Grants

government grants are recognized at their fair value where there is reasonable assurance that the grant will 
be received and all attaching conditions will be complied with. When the grant relates to an expense item, it 
is recognized as income over the years necessary to match the grant on a systematic basis to the costs that it 
is intended to compensate. Where the grant relates to an asset, the fair value is credited to a deferred income 
account and is released to the profit/loss over the expected useful life of the relevant asset by equal annual 
installments.

XXI) Reserves

Reserves shown in the consolidated financial statements do not represent the distributable reserves for dividend 
purposes. 

Retained earnings

Reserves for dividend purposes are determined based on the separate financial statements of the parent company. 
Retained earnings comprise also the Legal Reserve Fund set up in accordance with the Slovak legislation to cover 
potential future losses. The Legal Reserve Fund is not distributable. 

Translation reserve

The translation reserve represents translation differences arising on consolidation of financial statements of 
foreign entities. Exchange differences arising on a monetary item that, in substance, forms part of the Company’s 
net investment in a foreign entity are classified as other comprehensive income in the consolidated financial 
statements until the disposal of the net investment. Upon disposal of the corresponding assets, the cumulative 
revaluation or translation reserves are recognized as income or expenses in the same period in which the gain 
or loss on disposal is recognized.

Fair valuation reserve

The fair valuation reserve includes the cumulative net change in the fair value of available-for-sale financial 
instruments.

XXII) Dividends

Dividends are recorded in the period in which they are approved by the Annual general meeting.

XXIII) Revenue Recognition

Revenue is recognized when it is probable that the economic benefits associated with a transaction will flow to 
the enterprise and the amount of the revenue can be measured reliably. Sales are recognized net of VAT, excise 
tax and discounts when delivery of goods or rendering of the service has taken place and transfer of risks and 
rewards has been completed. 

Interest is recognized on a time-proportionate basis that reflects the effective yield on the related asset. Dividends 
due are recognized when the shareholders’ right to receive payment is established. Changes in the fair value of 
derivatives not qualifying for hedge accounting are reflected in the profit/loss in the period the change occurs. 

XXIV) Borrowing Costs

Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset 
are capitalized. Capitalization of borrowing costs commences when the activities to prepare the asset are in 
progress and expenditures and borrowing costs are being incurred. Borrowing costs are capitalized until the 
assets are ready for their intended use. Borrowing costs include interest charges and other costs incurred in 
connection with the borrowing of funds, including exchange differences arising from foreign currency borrowings 
used to finance these projects to the extent that they are regarded as an adjustment to interest costs. 

XXV) Income Taxes

The income tax charge consists of current and deferred taxes. 

The current income tax is based on taxable profit for the period. Taxable profit differs from profit as 
reported in the consolidated statement of comprehensive income because of items of income or expense 
that are never taxable or deductible or are taxable or deductible in other periods. 

Deferred taxes are calculated using the liability method. Deferred income taxes reflect the net tax effects of 
temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes 
and the amounts used for income tax purposes. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using the tax 
rates expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary differences are expected to 
be recovered or settled. The measurement of deferred tax liabilities and deferred tax assets reflects the tax 
consequences that would follow from the manner in which the group expects, at the end of the reporting 
period, to recover or settle the carrying amount of its assets and liabilities.
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Deferred tax assets are recognized for all deductible temporary differences, carry forward of unused tax credits 
and tax losses when it is probable that sufficient taxable profits will be available against which the deferred tax 
assets can be utilized, except:

• Where the deferred income tax asset relating to the deductible temporary difference arises from the 
initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and, at the 
time of the transaction, affects neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss.

• In respect of deductible temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates 
and interests in joint ventures, deferred income tax assets are recognized only to the extent that it is 
probable that the temporary differences will reverse in the foreseeable future and taxable profit will be 
available against which the temporary differences can be utilized.

Deferred income tax liabilities are recognized for all taxable temporary differences, except:

• Where the deferred income tax liability arises from the initial recognition of goodwill or of an asset or 
liability in a transaction that is not a business combination and, at the time of the transaction, affects 
neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss.

• In respect of taxable temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates and 
interests in joint ventures, where the timing of the reversal of the temporary differences can be controlled 
by the group and it is probable that the temporary differences will not reverse in the foreseeable future.

At each end of the reporting period, the group re-assesses unrecognized deferred tax assets and the carrying 
amount of deferred tax assets. The group recognizes a previously unrecognized deferred tax asset to the extent 
that it has become probable that future taxable profit will allow the deferred tax asset to be recovered. The group 
conversely reduces the carrying amount of a deferred tax asset to the extent that it is no longer probable that 
sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow the benefit of part or the entire deferred tax asset to be utilized. 

Current and deferred tax are charged or credited directly to equity if the tax relates to items that are credited or 
charged, in the same or a different period, directly to equity, including an adjustment to the opening balance of 
reserves resulting from a change in accounting policy that is applied retrospectively.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset when there is a legally enforceable right to set off current tax assets 
against current tax liabilities which relate to income taxes imposed by the same taxation authority and the 
group intends to settle its current tax assets and liabilities on a net basis.

XXVI) Other Taxes

Other taxes (e.g. real estate tax, road tax, tax on emission quotas) are included in Other operating expenses.

Excise tax

Revenues, expenses, assets, and liabilities are recognized net of the amount of excise tax, except:

• When the excise tax incurred on a purchase of assets or services is not recoverable from the taxation 
authority, in which case, the excise tax is recognized as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as 
part of the expense item, as applicable, and

• Receivables and payables that are stated with the amount of excise tax included.

The net amount of excise tax recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is included as part of 
receivables or payables in the statement of financial position.

XXVII) Foreign Currency Transactions

Foreign currency transactions are recorded in the reporting currency by applying to the foreign currency amount 
the exchange rate between the reporting currency and the foreign currency at the date of the transaction. 
Exchange rate differences arising on the settlement of monetary items at rates different from those at which 
they were initially recorded during the periods are recognized in the profit/loss in the period in which they arise. 
monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated to the functional currency at 
the rate of exchange ruling at the end of the reporting period. Items measured at fair value in a foreign currency 
are translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value was determined. Foreign exchange 
differences on trade receivables and payables are included in operating profit, while foreign exchange differences 
on borrowings are recorded as financial income or expense.

Financial statements of foreign entities are translated to the functional currency at period-end exchange rates 
with respect to the statement of financial position and at the weighted average exchange rates for the period 
with respect to revenues and expenses. All resulting translation differences are included in the translation reserve 
in other comprehensive income. On disposal of a foreign entity, the deferred cumulative amount recognized in 
other comprehensive income relating to that particular foreign operation shall be recognized in the profit/loss 
for the period. Any exchange differences that have previously been attributed to non-controlling interests are 
derecognized, but they are not reclassified to profit/loss for the period.

In case of a partial disposal of a subsidiary without any loss of control in the foreign operation, the proportionate 
share of accumulated exchange differences are re-attributed to non-controlling interests and are not recognized 
in profit or loss for the period. For all other disposals such as associates or jointly controlled entities not involving 
a change of accounting basis, the proportionate share of accumulated exchange differences is reclassified to 
profit/loss for the period.

goodwill and fair value adjustments arising on the acquisition of a foreign operation are treated as assets 
and liabilities of the foreign operation and translated at the closing rate.

XXVIII) Earnings Per Share 

The calculation of basic earnings per share is based on the profit attributable to ordinary shareholders 
using the weighted average of number of shares outstanding during the period after deduction of the average 
number of treasury shares held over the period. There are no dilutive potential ordinary shares. All the shares 
bear the same rights.

XXIX) Segmental Disclosure

For management purposes the group is organized into the following operating segments: Refining and marketing, 
Retail, gas and Power, maintenance and Corporate services. The group follows criteria set by IFRS 8 Operating 
Segments to determine number and type of reportable segments. On the level of accounting unit as a whole, the 
group discloses information on revenues to external customers for major products and services, respectively 
groups of similar products and services, information on revenues to external customers and on non-current 
assets by geographical locations, and information about major customers.
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XXX) Contingencies

Contingent assets are not recognized in the consolidated financial statements but disclosed when an inflow of 
economic benefits is probable. Contingent liabilities are not recognized in the consolidated financial statements 
unless they are acquired in a business combination. They are disclosed in the Notes unless the possibility of an 
outflow of resources embodying economic benefits is remote. 

2.4 SIgNIFICANT ACCOUNTINg JUDgmENTS AND ESTImATES

I) Critical judgments in applying the accounting policies

In the process of applying the accounting policies which are described above, management has made certain 
judgments that have significant effect on the amounts recognized in the financial statements (apart from those 
involving estimates, which are dealt with below). These are detailed in the respective notes, however, the most 
significant judgments relate to the following:

Environmental provisions

Regulations, especially environmental legislation does not exactly specify the extent of remediation work 
required or the technology to be applied. management uses its previous experience and its interpretation of 
the respective legislation to determine the amount of environmental provision. The environmental provision 
is €44,169 thousand and €40,291 thousand as at 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2010, respectively (see 
Note 18).

Outcome of certain litigations

The group entities are parties to a number of litigations, proceedings and civil actions arising in the ordinary 
course of business. management uses its own judgment to assess the most likely outcome of these and a 
provision is recognized when necessary. The provision is €2,011 thousand and €0 thousand as at 31 December 
2011 and 31 December 2010, respectively (see Note 18 and 31).

II) Sources of estimate uncertainty

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use of estimates and assumptions 
that affect the amounts reported in the financial statements and the Notes thereto. Although these estimates 
are based on the management’s best knowledge of current events and actions, actual results may defer from 
these estimates. These are detailed in the respective notes; however, the most significant estimates comprise 
the following:

Calculation of fair value of financial instruments

Fair valuation of financial instruments is performed by reference to quoted market prices or, in absence thereof 
reflects the market’s or the management’s estimate on the future trend of key drivers of such values, including, 
but not limited to yield curves, foreign exchange and risk-free interest rates. 

Quantification and timing of environmental liabilities

management estimates the future cash outflow associated with environmental and decommissioning liabilities 
using comparative prices, analogies to previous similar work and other assumptions. Furthermore, the timing of 
these cash-flows reflects managements’ current assessment of priorities, technical capabilities and the urgency 
of fulfillment of such obligations. Consequently, the carrying amount of these liabilities of €44,169 thousand and 
€40,291 thousand as at 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2010, respectively is exposed to uncertainty (see 
Note 18).

Impairment of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment

The impairment calculation requires an estimate of the ‘value in use’ of the cash-generating units. Such value 
is measured based on discounted projected cash flows. The most significant variables in determining cash 
flows are discount rates, terminal values, the period for which cash flow projections are made, as well as the 
assumptions and estimates used to determine the cash inflows and outflows. Impairment loss, as well as reversal 
of impairment loss is recognized in the profit/loss for the period. 

Based on the estimate of value in use the group has recorded impairment of intangible assets and property, 
plant and equipment of €211 thousand and €1,250 thousand in 2011 and 2010, respectively (see Note 4 and 5). 

Based on existence of the following impairment indicators, the group performed impairment test of cash-
generating unit of petrochemical production: 

• The unit encountered loss during the current and previous reporting period.
• There exists ongoing adverse economical effect on the petrochemical industry.

The group calculated the recoverable amount of the unit as the value in use. The following assumptions were 
used:

• Discount rate equal to weighted average cost of capital of 10.2%.
• Average inflation of 2.9% in 2012 - 2031.
• Average yearly growth of external sales equal to 2.6% in 2012 - 2031.
• Average yearly growth in petrochemical margin equal to 3.1% in 2012 - 2031.

Development of the assumptions was prepared by the specialized team of the Company with reference 
to independent studies. The model was prepared conservatively, but as the petrochemical industry is in 
depression, there is expected its future growth in field of prices, quantities and also petrochemical margin. The 
model is sensitive for the change in prices in determination of sales revenues.

The recoverable amount of the cash-generating unit of petrochemical production as at 31 December 2011 
exceeds its book value. Therefore the group did not recognize any impairment loss in this respect. 

While such cash flows for intangible assets and property, plant and equipment reflects the management’s best 
estimate for the future, these estimates are exposed to an increased uncertainty as a result of the general 
economic recession experienced worldwide and also in the Central-Eastern European region where the group 
operates. 
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Actuarial estimates applied for calculation of retirement benefit obligations

The cost of defined benefit plans is determined using actuarial valuations. The actuarial valuation involves 
making assumptions about discount rates, future salary increases and mortality or fluctuation rates. Due to 
the long-term nature of these plans, such estimates are subject to significant uncertainty. Provision for long-
term employee benefits amounts to €12,067 thousand as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €12,403 
thousand), thereof €10,992 thousand representing retirement benefits (31 December 2010: €11,307 thousand) 
and €1,075 thousand representing life jubilee benefits (31 December 2010: €1,096 thousand). Provision for 
redundancy amounts to €66 thousand and €66 thousand as at 31 December 2011 and 2010, respectively (see 
Note 18).

Availability of taxable income against which deferred tax assets can be recognized

Deferred tax assets are recognized for all unused tax losses to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will 
be available against which the losses can be utilized. Significant management judgment is required to determine 
the amount of deferred tax assets that can be recognized, based upon the likely timing and level of future 
taxable profits together with future tax planning strategies. The carrying value of recognized deferred tax assets 
amounts to €14,787 thousand and €6,884 thousand at 31 December 2011 and 2010, respectively (see Note 28).

2.5 ISSUED BUT NOT yET EFFECTIVE INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTINg STANDARDS

At the date of authorization of these financial statements, the following Standards and Interpretations were in 
issue but not yet effective:

• IFRS 1  First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards - Replacement of “fixed 
dates” for certain exceptions with “the date of transition to IFRSs” and additional exceptions 
for entities ceasing to suffer from severe hyperinflation (effective for annual periods beginning 
on or after 1 July 2011, this amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 7  Financial Instruments: Disclosures - Amendments enhancing disclosures about transfers 
of financial assets (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2011, this 
amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 7  Financial Instruments: Disclosures - Amendments enhancing disclosures about offsetting of 
financial assets and financial liabilities (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 
1 January 2013, this amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 7  Financial Instruments: Disclosures - Amendments requiring disclosures about initial 
application of IFRS 9 (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2015, this 
amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 9  Financial Instruments: Classification and measurement (effective for annual periods 
beginning on or after 1 January 2015, this standard has not been approved by EU yet) 

• IFRS 10  Consolidated Financial Statements (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 
January 2013, this standard has not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 11  Joint Arrangements (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2013, this 
standard has not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 12  Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 
January 2013, this standard has not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 13  Fair Value measurement (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2013, 
this standard has not been approved by EU yet)

• IAS 1  Presentation of Financial Statements - Amendments on revision of presentation of 
comprehensive income (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2012, this 
amendments has not been approved by EU yet)

• IAS 12  Income taxes - Amendments on measurement of deferred tax asset and liability for investment 
property measured using fair value model in IAS 40 (effective for annual periods beginning on 
or after 1 January 2012, these amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IAS 19  Employee Benefits - Complex revision of the standard (effective for annual periods beginning 
on or after 1 January 2013, these amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IAS 27  Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements - Complex revision of the standard under 
new name: IAS 27 - Separate Financial Statements (effective for annual periods beginning on 
or after 1 January 2013, these amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IAS 28  Investments in Associates - Complex revision of the standard under new name: IAS 28 - 
Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures (effective for annual periods beginning on or 
after 1 January 2013, these amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IAS 32  Financial Instruments: Presentation - Amendments to application guidance on the offsetting 
of financial assets and financial liabilities (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 
1 January 2014, this amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRIC 20  Stripping Costs in the Production Phase of a Surface mine (effective for annual periods 
beginning on or after 1 January 2013, this interpretation has not been approved by EU yet)

The principal effects of these changes are as follows:

IFRS 9 Financial Instruments - Classification and Measurement

IFRS 9 replaces part of IAS 39 and reduces categories of financial assets to those measured at amortized cost 
and those measured at fair value. The classification of financial instruments is made at initial recognition based 
on result of business model test and cash flow characteristics test. IFRS 9 contains an option to designate a 
financial asset as measured at fair value through profit or loss if doing so eliminates or significantly reduces a 
measurement or recognition inconsistency. The entity can make an irrevocable election at initial recognition 
to measure equity investments, which are not held for trading, at fair value through other comprehensive 
income with only dividend income recognized in profit or loss. Based on the preliminary evaluation, 
application of the standard will not have material impact on the financial statements of the group.

IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements

IFRS 10 replaces the portion of IAS 27 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements that addresses the 
accounting for consolidated financial statements. It also includes the issues raised in SIC-12 Consolidation - 
Special Purpose Entities. IFRS 10 establishes a single control model that applies to all entities including special 
purpose entities. The changes introduced by IFRS 10 will require management to exercise significant judgment to 
determine which entities are controlled, and therefore, are required to be consolidated by a parent, compared 
with the requirements that were in IAS 27. Based on the preliminary evaluation, application of the standard will 
not have material impact on the financial statements of the group.
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IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements

IFRS 11 replaces IAS 31 Interests in Joint Ventures and SIC-13 Jointly Controlled Entities - Non-monetary 
Contributions by Venturers. IFRS 11 removes the option of proportionate consolidation for jointly controlled 
entities. Instead, jointly controlled entities that meet the definition of a joint venture must be accounted for 
using the equity method. The application of this new standard will impact the financial position of the group 
due to change from proportionate consolidation to equity accounting for jointly controlled entities (see Note 
8) meeting the definition of joint ventures per IFRS 11. Based on the preliminary evaluation, the impact of 
application of the standard on the financial statements of the group will not be significant.

IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities

IFRS 12 includes all of the disclosure requirements that were previously included in IAS 27 Consolidated and Separate 
Financial Statements related to consolidated financial statements, as well as all of the disclosure requirements 
that were previously included in IAS 31 Interests in Joint Ventures and IAS 28 Investments in Associates. These 
disclosures relate to an entity’s interests in subsidiaries, joint arrangements, associates and structured entities. 
Application of the standard will not have material impact on the financial statements of the group. 

IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement

IFRS 13 establishes a single source of guidance under IFRS for all fair value measurements. Based on the 
preliminary evaluation, application of the standard will not have material impact on the financial statements of 
the group.

IAS 28 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures

IAS 28 was amended for description of application of the equity method to investments in joint ventures as a 
consequence of the new IFRS 11 and IFRS 12. Based on the preliminary evaluation, the impact of application the 
amendment on the financial statements of the group will not be significant.

3 SEgmENTAL INFORmATION

Operating segments

The group manages its operations in the following segments: Refining and marketing, Retail, gas and Power, 
maintenance and Corporate Services. Refining and marketing segment processes crude oil and markets refinery 
products and plastics. Retail segment operates network of petrol stations. gas and Power segment produces 
electricity, heat and treat water for production units. maintenance segment runs reparation and maintenance 
for the other segments’ production units. Corporate Services segment includes corporate services and financing 
of other segments.

Till 31 December 2010 the group separately managed also Petrochemicals and Lubricants operating segments. 
From 1 January 2011 the group integrated these operating segments into Refining and marketing. Comparative 
information was adjusted to reflect the new structure.

The group reports following reportable operating segments: Refining and marketing (i.e. aggregated Refining and 
marketing with gas and Power) and Retail. Other segments consist of maintenance and Corporate Services. Till 

31 December 2010 the group reported gas and Power operating segment within Other segments. Comparative 
information was adjusted to reflect the new structure.

The accounting policies of the operating segments are the same as those described in the Summary of significant 
accounting policies in Note 2.3.

The internal transfer prices are derived from international quoted market prices (Platt’s or ICIS) and reflect the 
international nature of the oil business. 

2011 Refining and 
marketing Retail  Other 

 segments
Intersegment 

transfers Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands
Revenues from external customers 4,305,544 418,649 5,494 - 4,729,687
Inter-segment revenues 362,261 1,284 89,367 (452,912) -
Segment revenues 4,667,805 419,933 94,861 (452,912) 4,729,687

Depreciation, depletion, amortization and 
impairment (100,308) (9,210) (5,769) 213 (115,074)

out of it: (impairment losses)/
reversal of impairment losses, net 199 - (344) - (145)

Other non-cash revenues/(expenses), net (6,762) 117 (3,359) (1,329) (11,333)

Profit/(loss) from operations (43,809) 24,494 7,880 (485) (11,920)
Income from associates 585 - - - 585
Finance revenues/(expenses), net - - - - (9,675)
Profit/(loss) before tax - - - - (21,010)

Income tax expense - - - - 2,367
Profit/(loss) for the period - - - - (18,643)

Additions to non-current assets * 110,174 8,499 2,174 (745) 120,102

2010 Refining and 
marketing

Retail  Other 
 segments

Intersegment 
transfers Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands
Revenues from external customers 3,148,362 345,707 5,609 - 3,499,678
Inter-segment revenues 288,565 950 104,986 (394,501) -
Segment revenues 3,436,927 346,657 110,595 (394,501) 3,499,678

Depreciation, depletion, amortization and 
impairment (106,879) (10,247) (6,485) 548 (123,063)

out of it: (impairment losses)/
reversal of impairment losses, net (905) 236 (434) - (1,103)

Other non-cash revenues/(expenses), net 2,159 268 (1,285) (85) 1,057

Profit/(loss) from operations 35,298 24,864 6,805 1,123 68,090
Income from associates 454 - - - 454
Finance revenues/(expenses), net - - - - (9,188)
Profit/(loss) before tax - - - - 59,356

Income tax expense - - - - (14,924)
Profit/(loss) for the period - - - - 44,432

Additions to non-current assets * 96,767 4,241 1,456 (462) 102,002

* Additions to non-current assets do not include financial instruments, deferred tax assets, post-employment benefit assets and rights arising under insurance contracts.
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The group evaluates performance of the segments on the bases of profit/loss from operations. Interest income 
and expense, and income tax expense are not allocated to the segments.

2011 Refining and 
marketing Retail  Other 

 segments
Intersegment 

transfers
Not allocated 

items Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

ASSETS

Non-current assets
Intangible assets 16,689 369 3,673 (831) - 19,900
Property, plant and equipment 1,056,912 161,080 86, 012 (3,556) - 1,300,448
Investments in associated 
companies 3,203 - 112 - - 3,315

Available-for-sale financial assets 84 - 14,318 - - 14,402
Deferred tax asset - - - - 14,787 14,787
Other non-current assets 880 9 14 - 36 939
Total non-current assets 1,077,768 161,458 104,129 (4,387) 14,823 1,353,791

Current assets
Inventories 328,625 11 2,227 (99) - 330,764
Trade receivables 384,503 1,120 14,035 (77,919) - 321,739
Income tax receivable - - - - 254 254
Other current assets 20,813 51 3,114 (127) 115,526 139,377
Cash and cash equivalents - - - - 73,051 73,051
Total current assets 733,941 1,182 19,376 (78,145) 188,831 865,185

TOTAL ASSETS 1,811,709 162,640 123,505 (82,532) 203,654 2,218,976

LIABILITIES

Non-current liabilities
Long-term debt, net of current 
portion - - - - 66,659 66,659

Provisions for liabilities and 
charges 42,347 152 8,795 - - 51,294

Deferred tax liabilities - - - - 37,174 37,174
Other non-current liabilities 14,460 271 2,025 (263) - 16,493
Total non-current liabilities 56,807 423 10,820 (263) 103,833 171,620

Current liabilities
Trade payables and other current 
liabilities 593,142 15,292 34,574 (77,941) 84,716 649,783

Provisions for liabilities and 
charges 6, 869 209 985 - - 8,063

Short-term debt - - - - 8,548 8,548
Current portion of long-term 
debt - - - - 11,275 11,275

Income tax payable - - - - 869 869
Total current liabilities 600,011 15,501 35,559 (77,941) 105,408 678,538

TOTAL LIABILITIES 656,818 15,924 46,379 (78,204) 209,241 850,158

2010 Refining and 
marketing Retail  Other 

 segments
Intersegment 

transfers
Not allocated 

items Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

ASSETS

Non-current assets
Intangible assets 17,208 183 4,309 (868) - 20,832
Property, plant and 
equipment 1,047,409 163,425 87,554 (2,303) - 1,296,085

Investments in associated 
companies 2,619 - 111 - - 2,730

Available-for-sale financial 
assets 84 - 23,628 - - 23,712

Deferred tax asset - - - - 6,884 6,884
Other non-current assets 3,640 11 13 - 54 3,718
Total non-current assets 1,070,960 163,619 115,615 (3,171) 6,938 1,353,961

Current assets
Inventories 273,245 9 10,624 345 - 284,223
Trade receivables 323,930 1,235 9,504 (115,779) - 218,890
Income tax receivable - - - - 154 154
Other current assets 68,832 49 7,153 (5,703) 83,131 153,462
Cash and cash equivalents - - - - 33,870 33,870
Total current assets 666,007 1,293 27,281 (121,137) 117,155 690,599

TOTAL ASSETS 1,736,967 164,912 142,896 (124,308) 124,093 2,044,560

LIABILITIES

Non-current liabilities
Long-term debt, net of 
current portion - - - - 37,318 37,318

Provisions for liabilities 
and charges 38,379 299 9,383 - - 48,061

Deferred tax liabilities - - - - 36,891 36,891
Other non-current 
liabilities 15,385 345 2,242 (272) - 17,700

Total non-current liabilities 53,764 644 11,625 (272) 74,209 139,970

Current liabilities
Trade payables and other 
current liabilities 410,476 12,788 34,745 (121,277) 77,659 414,391

Provisions for liabilities 
and charges 4,859 170 893 - - 5,922

Short-term debt - - - - 14,209 14,209
Current portion of long-
term debt - - - - 11,833 11,833

Income tax payable - - - - 1,144 1,144
Total current liabilities 415,335 12,958 35,638 (121,277) 104,845 447,499

TOTAL LIABILITIES 469,099 13,602 47,263 (121,549) 179,054 587,469

Not allocated items involve cash and cash equivalents, received and provided loan facilities, payable and deferred 
tax receivables and payables, payables of social fund and payables to shareholders by reason of dividend payout.
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The operating profit of the segments includes the profit arising both from sales to third parties and transfers to 
the other business segments. Refining and marketing transfers part of produced motor fuels to Retail. Segmental 
figures contain the results of the fully consolidated subsidiaries engaged in the respective segments. 

The inter-segment transfers include the effect on operating profit of the change in the amount of unrealized profit 
deferred in respect of transfers between segments. Unrealized profits arise where the item transferred is held in 
inventory by the receiving segment and a third party sale takes place only in a subsequent period. For segmental 
reporting purposes the transferring segment records a profit immediately at the point of transfer. however, at the 
group’s level, the profit is only reported when the related third party sale has taken place. Unrealized profits arise 
principally in respect of transfers from Other segments to Refining and marketing.

The group practices following asymmetrical allocation among segments - Retail segment reports revenues from 
sale of motor fuels while its inventory in petrol stations is reported under Refining and marketing segment.

Geographical information

Non-current assets:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Slovak Republic 1,324,439 1,323,308
Poland 45 45
Total 1,324,484 1,323,353

Non-current assets do not include financial instruments, deferred tax assets, post-employment benefit assets 
and rights arising under insurance contracts.

4 INTANgIBLE ASSETS

Rights Software goodwill Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Cost

1 January 2010 30,987 42,630 11,129 84,746
Additions 1,913 3,386 - 5,299
Disposals (23) (93) - (116)
Exchange differences - 23 - 23
31 December 2010 32,877 45,946 11,129 89,952

Additions 1,045 1,445 - 2,490
Disposals (1) (832) (11,129) (11,962)
Exchange differences - (82) - (82)
31 December 2011 33,921 46,477 - 80,398

Amortization and impairment

1 January 2010 25,169 29,222 11,129 65,520
Amortization 36 3,628 - 3,664
Disposals - (87) - (87)
Exchange differences - 23 - 23
31 December 2010 25,205 32,786 11,129 69,120

Amortization 47 3,358 - 3,405
Disposals (1) (817) (11,129) (11,947)
Exchange differences - (80) - (80)
31 December 2011 25,251 35,247 - 60,498

Net book value

31 December 2011 8,670 11,230 - 19,900
31 December 2010 7,672 13,160 - 20,832
1 January 2010 5,818 13,408 - 19,226

Software is being amortized evenly over its useful economic life.

goodwill arose on the acquisition of mOL-Slovensko spol. s r.o. Following the impairment review of the 
recoverable amount of the related cash-generating unit the carrying amount of goodwill was fully impaired 
in 2004. In 2011, the group wrote-off the goodwill as all business operations of mOL-Slovensko spol. s r.o. 
were transferred to the Company.

The group has no intangible assets with an indefinite useful life.
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5 PROPERTy, PLANT AND EqUIPmENT

Land and 
 buildings

machinery 
and 

 equipment
Other Construction 

in progress Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Cost

1 January 2010 983,808 1,741,440 23,363 89,638 2,838,249
Additions 42 168 - 96,493 96,703
Disposals (961) (35,741) (425) (146) (37, 273)
Transfers 6,956 87,090 952 (94,998) -
Exchange differences 3 5 1 - 9
31 December 2010 989,848 1,792,962 23,891 90,987 2,897,688

Additions - 138 - 117,473 117,611
Disposals (6,297) (44,115) (1,002) (166) (51,580)
Transfers 27,933 16,490 1,148 (45,571) -
Exchange differences (9) (19) (5) - (33)
31 December 2011 1,011,475 1,765,456 24,032 162,723 2,963,686

Depreciation and impairment

1 January 2010 361,655 1,136,268 20,484 126 1,518,533
Depreciation 24,362 90,856 1,170 - 116,388
Impairment 1,715 374 3 308 2,400
Reversal of impairment (1,150) - - - (1,150)
Disposals (515) (33,658) (403) - (34,576)
Transfers (4) (66) 70 - -
Exchange differences 2 5 1 - 8
31 December 2010 386,065 1,193,779 21,325 434 1,601,603

Depreciation 24,314 85,638 1,133 - 111,085
Impairment 956 23 - 642 1,621
Reversal of impairment (1,368) (22) - (20) (1,410)
Disposals (4,803) (43,768) (1,001) (59) (49,631)
Transfers 279 (279) - - -
Exchange differences (8) (18) (4) - (30)
31 December 2011 405,435 1,235,353 21,453 997 1,663,238

Net book value

31 December 2011 606,040 530,103 2,579 161,726 1,300,448
31 December 2010 603,783 599,183 2,566 90,553 1,296,085
1 January 2010 622,153 605,172 2,879 89,512 1,319,716

Borrowing costs

Cost of property, plant and equipment includes borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition 
of certain items of property, plant and equipment. In 2011, the group capitalized borrowing costs which fulfilled 
IAS 23 conditions for capitalization in amount of €1,990 thousand (2010: €1,746 thousand). The capitalization 
rate in 2011 was 3.18% (2010: 3.43%).

Government grants

Property, plant and equipment includes assets with the carrying value of €15,905 thousand (31 December 2010: 
€16,885 thousand) financed from the government grants (see Note 19). Part of these assets with the carrying 
value of €4,291 thousand (31 December 2010: €4,291 thousand) are under construction and the rest are currently 
being used for commercial purposes. All of these assets were designed and constructed to serve State Authorities, 
including military forces, in state emergencies. In such situations title to these assets may be restricted. The group 
did not receive any government grants for financing of property, plant and equipment in 2011 and 2010.

Insurance

Property, plant and equipment is insured in the amount of €5,147,594 thousand. The insurance covers all risks 
of direct material losses or damages, including machinery and equipment failure. In 2011, the group obtained 
compensations from third parties for items of property, plant and equipment that were impaired, lost or given 
up that is included in profit/loss in amount of €48 thousand (2010: €263 thousand).

Impairment losses

Impairment losses were recognized for refinery and logistic assets when the carrying amount exceeded the 
recoverable amount being the value in use.

Pledged assets

Property, plant and equipment with net book value of €5,268 thousand is pledged as collateral for the 
secured bank loans as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €5,863 thousand) (see Note 31).

6 SUBSIDIARIES 

Company name Country Range of activity Ownership 
2011

Ownership 
2010

% %

APOLLO Rafinéria, s.r.o. Slovakia Wholesale 100.00 100.00
mOL-Slovensko spol. s r.o. Slovakia Wholesale 100.00 100.00
SLOVNAFT mONTÁŽE A OPRAVy a.s. Slovakia Repairs & maintenance 100.00 100.00
Slovnaft Petrochemicals, s.r.o. Slovakia Petrochemical production and trading 100.00 100.00
Slovnaft Polska S.A. Poland Wholesale 100.00 100.00
SLOVNAFT TRANS a.s. Slovakia Transport 100.00 100.00
VÚRUP, a.s. Slovakia Research & development 100.00 100.00
zväz pre skladovanie zásob, a.s. Slovakia Storage 100.00 100.00
SWS spol. s r.o. Slovakia Transport support services 51.15 51.15
Cm European Power Slovakia, s. r. o. Slovakia Production of electricity and heat 24.50 24.50
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The activities of the undertakings shown above are for the most part connected with the principal activity of the 
group. No subsidiary is listed on stock exchange. 

The group has a control over the operations of Cm European Power Slovakia, s. r. o. through long-term energy 
supply contract.

7 JOINT VENTURES

Company name Country Range of activity Ownership 
2011

Ownership 
2010

% %

mEROCO, a.s. Slovakia Production and sale of biofuels 25.00 25.00

Based on the share purchase agreement and shareholders agreement the group acquired a 25% + 1 share stake 
in mEROCO, a.s. The assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities of mEROCO, a.s. were immaterial at the date of 
acquisition and did not differ materially from their book values.

Following the contractual arrangements with the other shareholder the management decided to treat this 
investment as a joint venture. The group’s 25% share of the assets, liabilities, income and expenses of this jointly 
controlled entity, which are included in these consolidated financial statements, are as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Non-current assets 5,361 5,938
Current assets 7,488 6,044
Total assets 12,849 11,982

Non-current liabilities 1,898 69
Current liabilities 7,671 8,312
Total liabilities 9,569 8,381

Net assets 3,280 3,601

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Net revenue 39,373 25,572
Raw materials and consumables used (36,888) (23,254)
Other operating expenses (21) (791)
Finance revenues/(expenses), net (164) (150)
Profit/(loss) before tax 2,300 1,377
Income tax expense (385) (366)
Profit/(loss) for the period 1,915 1,011

8 INVESTmENTS IN ASSOCIATED COmPANIES

Company name Country Range of activity Ownership 
2011

Ownership 
2010

Net book 
value 
2011

Net book
 value 
2010 

% % € thousands € thousands

messer Slovnaft s.r.o. Slovakia Production of 
technical gases 49.00 49.00 3,203 2,619

Chémia Bratislava a.s. 
v likvidácii Slovakia Services 48.97 48.97 112 111

Total investments in associated companies 3,315 2,730

Assets, liabilities, revenues and profit/(loss) of associated companies were as follows:

messer Slovnaft s.r.o. Chémia Bratislava a.s. 
v likvidácii

2011 2010 2011 2010
€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Total assets 7,703 6,237 228 242
Total liabilities (1,166) (893) - (15)
Net assets 6,537 5,344 228 227

Total revenues 9,400 9,373 - -
Profit/(loss) for the period 1,193 963 1 (1)

Ability of Chémia Bratislava a.s. v likvidácii to transfer its funds to investors is restricted by liquidation process.

9 AVAILABLE-FOR-SALE FINANCIAL ASSETS

Company name Country Range of activity Ownership 
2011

Ownership 
2010

Net book 
value 
2011

Net book 
value 
2010

% % € thousands € thousands

TVK Nyrt. hungary
Petrochemical 
production and 
trading

8.07 8.07 13,951 23,261

I & C Energo a.s. Czech 
Republic

Services in power 
engineering 1.00 1.00 330 330

Roth heizöle gmbh Austria Wholesale and retail 0.20 0.20 84 84

Incheba, a.s. Slovakia Organizing of 
exhibitions 0.59 0.59 37 37

ThEBEN a.s. Slovakia Editing of 
publications 7.71 7.71 - -

SKB, a.s. “v konkurze” Slovakia Financial services 6.85 6.85 - -
Total available-for-sale financial assets 14,402 23,712
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The investment in TVK Nyrt. is valued in fair value based on the quoted market price. Other investments are not 
listed and are valued at acquisition cost less potential impairment loss.

Development of Available-for-sale financial assets:

Acquisition 
cost

Fair value 
changes Impairment Net book 

value
€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

1 January 2010 46,912 6,934 (29,092) 24,754
Additions 330 - - 330
Revaluation to fair value - (1,372) - (1,372)
31 December 2010 47,242 5,562 (29,092) 23,712

Revaluation to fair value - (5,562) (3,748) (9,310) 
31 December 2011 47,242 - (32,840) 14,402

According to the share purchase agreement between hermész Kft. and the Company signed on 8 December 
2004, hermész Kft. sold its 8.02% stake in TVK Nyrt. to the Company. TVK Nyrt. is fully consolidated subsidiary 
of mOL Nyrt. hermész Kft. also entered into call and put options with the same strike price. The options are 
exercisable only upon the occurrence of restricted triggering events of low probability within the period ended 
31 December 2014. Due to these restrictive conditions the fair value of the options was determined to be nil at 
the end of the reporting period. The ownership interest of the Company in TVK Nyrt. increased in 2006 to 8.07% 
due to the withdrawal of employees‘ shares. 

10 OThER NON-CURRENT ASSETS

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Other non-current financial assets
Long-term financial guarantees granted 100 12
Loans granted 18 -
Total other non-current financial assets 118 12

Other non-current non-financial assets
Advance payments for assets under construction 666 3,468
Other long-term advances 155 172
Other - 66
Total other non-current non-financial assets 821 3,706

Total other non-current assets 939 3,718

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Other non-current financial assets 118 12
Provision to other non-current financial assets - -
Total other non-current financial assets 118 12

11 INVENTORIES

Cost 
2011

Book value
2011

Cost 
 2010

Book value
2010

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Raw materials 28,309 27,637 30,243 28,861
Purchased crude oil 51,984 51,984 33,949 33,949
Work in progress and semi-finished goods 94,008 94,008 82,729 82,729
Finished goods 129,886 126,889 103,999 103,907
goods for resale 30,246 30,246 34,777 34,777
Total inventories 334,433 330,764 285,697 284,223

The cost of inventories recognized as expense in Raw materials and consumables used included net write-off of 
inventories in amount of €3,407 thousand (2010: €592 thousand).

According to Polish legislation, the subsidiary Slovnaft Polska S.A. as an importer of liquid fuels is required to 
maintain obligatory reserves of inventories. At 31 December 2011 these amounted to 143,642 m3 of liquid fuels 
with the carrying value of €55,793 thousand (31 December 2010: 146,550 m3, €61,632 thousand). 

Inventory in the amount of €3,828 thousand are pledged as collateral for the secured bank loans as at 31 December 
2011 (31 December 2010: €1,800 thousand) (see Note 31).

12 TRADE RECEIVABLES

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Trade receivables 325,351 222,287
Provision for doubtful trade receivables (3,612) (3,397)
Total trade receivables 321,739 218,890

Trade receivables are non-interest bearing and are generally on 30 days’ terms.

Trade receivables in the amount of €109 thousand are pledged as collateral for the secured bank loans as 
at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €137 thousand) (see Note 31).

Movements in the Provision for doubtful trade receivables were as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

At the beginning of the period 3,397 3,704
Additions 632 676
Reversal (116) (684)
Amounts written off (302) (312)
Currency differences 1 13
At the end of the period 3,612 3,397
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13 OThER CURRENT ASSETS

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Other current financial assets
Transferred receivables 17,994 67,431
Short-term loans granted 5,516 7,531
Collateral granted regarding derivative transactions 1,800 300
Current portion of long-term loans granted 396 385
Fair value of derivatives designated as effective hedging instruments 206 798
Other 157 177
Total other current financial assets 26,069 76,622

Other current non-financial assets
Receivables from VAT, duties and other taxes 104,439 69,331
Receivables from excise taxes 5,136 5,844
Advances 2,014 605
Prepaid expenses 1,058 1,060
Change in fair value of hedged items (Note 30) 660 -
Other 1 -
Total other current non-financial assets 113,308 76,840

Total other current assets 139,377 153,462

Short-term loans granted comprise unsecured loans granted to mOL Nyrt. provided in EUR with the weighted 
average interest rate of 0.52% (31 December 2010: 0.08%). 

Current portion of long-term loans comprise unsecure corporate loans provided in EUR with the weighted 
average interest rate of 3.51% (31 December 2010: 2.07%).

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Other current financial assets 26,086 76,636
Provision to other current financial assets (17) (14)
Total other current financial assets 26,069 76,622

Movements in the Provision to other current financial assets were as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

At the beginning of the period 14 14
Additions 3 1
Reversal - (1)
At the end of the period 17 14

14 CASh AND CASh EqUIVALENTS

2011 EUR PLN USD CzK Other Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Cash at bank 16,019 7,231 5,977 - 2 29,229
Short-term bank deposits 32,699 5,663 448 4,943 - 43,753
Cash on hand 35 - 2 3 5 45
Other cash equivalents 24 - - - - 24
Total cash and cash equivalents 48,777 12,894 6,427 4,946 7 73,051

2010 EUR PLN USD CzK Other Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Cash at bank 16,662 4,640 105 - 146 21,553
Short-term bank deposits 10,935 - 1,148 120 - 12,203
Cash on hand 38 - 5 2 10 55
Other cash equivalents 59 - - - - 59
Total cash and cash equivalents 27,694 4,640 1,258 122 156 33,870

Cash and cash equivalents as at 31 December 2011 include €171 thousand that is restricted (31 December 2010: 
€171 thousand).

Cash and cash equivalents in the amount of €77 thousand are pledged as collateral for the secured bank loans 
as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €428 thousand) (see Note 31).

For the purposes of the consolidated cash flow statement, Cash and cash equivalents comprise the following:

2011 2010 2009

€ thousands € thousands € thousands

Cash at bank 29,229 21,553 31,569
Short-term bank deposits 43,753 12,203 77,206
Cash on hand 45 55 44
Other cash equivalents 24 59 22
Total cash and cash equivalents 73,051 33,870 108,841

15 ShARE CAPITAL

The Company’s authorized share capital is 20,625,229 ordinary shares (31 December 2010: 20,625,229) with 
a par value of €33.20 each. All of these shares are issued and fully paid. All issued shares grant same rights.

16 RESERVES

Legal Reserve Fund

Reserves comprise the Legal Reserve Fund of €136,952 thousand (31 December 2010: €136,952 thousand). This 
has been set up in accordance with the Slovak legislation to cover potential future losses. The Legal Reserve 
Fund is not distributable. 
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Distributable reserves

Reserves available for distribution to the shareholders based on the separate financial statements of SLOVNAFT, 
a.s. were €319,010 thousand as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €340,964 thousand).

Dividends

The dividends approved by the shareholders at the Annual general meeting on 21 April 2011 were €61,876 
thousand, equivalent to €3 per share. Dividends were paid out from retained earnings.

17 LONg-TERm DEBT

Weighted average
interest rate 

Currency maturity 2011 2010 2011 2010
% % € thousands € thousands 

Secured bank loan EUR 2017 2.32 - 2,709 -
Secured bank loan EUR 2014 3.79 3.21 - 3,934
Secured corporate loans EUR 2012 5.09 5.09 10,273 9,768
Secured corporate loans EUR 2011 5.06 5.06 - 7,835
Unsecured corporate loan EUR 2013 3.18 2.81 64,952 27,614
Total long-term debt 77,934 49,151

Current portion of long-term debt (11,275) (11,833)
Total long-term debt, net of current portion 66,659 37,318

Secured bank loan

Secured bank loans represent long-term bank loans of mEROCO, a.s. for financing of specific capital expenditure 
projects (see Note 31). 

The loan in the amount of €3,934 thousand was reclassified as current as at 31 December 2010 due to breach of 
covenants. In march 2011 the bank waived the breached covenants and agreed not to demand earlier repayment 
of the loan as a consequence of the breach. mEROCO, a.s. repaid the loan in December 2011.

Secured corporate loans

Secured corporate loans in amount of €10,273 thousand (31 December 2010: €17,603 thousand) represent 
loans obtained from the mOL group based on contracts for sale and buy back of emission quotas. Based on 
these contracts, the group sold emission quotas to the mOL group and agreed to repurchase them back for the 
predetermined price in the agreed time in the future. The loans are secured by the emission quotas, which the 
group obtained for free based on the European Union Emission Trading System. 

Unsecured corporate loan

Unsecured corporate loan in amount of €64,952 thousand (31 December 2010: €27,614 thousand) represents 
long-term corporate loan of Cm European Power Slovakia, s. r. o. for financing of acquisition of property, plant 
and equipment. Out of the amount, €21,937 thousand (31 December 2010: €11,528 thousand) represents loan 
obtained from the mOL group. 

18 PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND ChARgES

Environ-
mental

Redun-
dancy

Retirement 
benefits

Jubilee 
benefits

Legal 
claims Other Total

€ 
 thousands

€ 
 thousands

€ 
 thousands

€ 
 thousands

€ 
 thousands

€ 
 thousands

€ 
 thousands

1 January 2010 40,722 49 8,842 806 - 1,720 52,139

Provision made during the 
period and revision of previous 
estimates

2,668 17 2,999 375 - (284) 5,775

Unwinding of the discount  
(Note 27) 1,747 - 607 44 - - 2,398

Provision used during the period (4,846) - (1,141) (129) - (213) (6,329)
31 December 2010 40,291 66 11,307 1,096 - 1,223 53,983

Provision made during the 
period and revision of previous 
estimates

6,563 - (452) 60 2,011 (5) 8,177

Unwinding of the discount (Note 
27) 1,794 - 735 58 - - 2,587

Provision used during the period (4,479) - (598) (139) - (174) (5,390)
31 December 2011 44,169 66 10,992 1,075 2,011 1,044 59,357

Current portion at  
31 December 2010 4,787 4 1,003 128 - - 5,922

Non-current portion at  
31 December 2010 35,504 62 10,304 968 - 1,223 48,061

Current portion at  
31 December 2011 4,720 4 1,180 148 2,011 - 8,063

Non-current portion at  
31 December 2011 39,449 62 9,812 927 - 1,044 51,294

Environmental Provision

As at 31 December 2011 the group operated 209 petrol stations and several warehousing capacities in 
the Slovak Republic. Some of these are not fully compliant with the current or future environmental 
legislation and environmental policy of the group, including containment of evaporative losses on filling 
of the station tanks, treatment of effluent, and protection of soil and groundwater. The group recognized 
environmental provisions of €2,245 thousand as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €3,347 
thousand) to eliminate the deficiencies stated above. 

The utilization of the provision related to petrol stations is expected to be during 2012 (for part of the provision 
related to liquidation of constructional and technological part of the unsound petrol stations), and during  
2012 - 2018 (part of provision related to remediation of soil and groundwater under liquidated petrol 
stations). The provision related to non-compliant warehousing capacities is expected to be used in the years  
2012 - 2023. 

In accordance with its environment policies the group recognized also a provision for the estimated costs 
of remediation of past environmental damage, primarily soil and groundwater contamination under the 
refinery site. The initial provision was made on the basis of assessments prepared by the Company’s internal 
environmental audit team, while internal policies for determination of estimated costs for remediation of 
environmental burden including control processes were revised in 2006 and accepted by independent external 
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audit company. The provision was determined on the basis of existing technology and current prices. There was 
used method of calculation of risk-weighted cash flows discounted using estimated risk-free real interest rates. 
As at 31 December 2011 the present value of liability related to the provision amounted to €41,924 thousand 
(31 December 2010: €36,944 thousand). The utilization of this provision is expected to be during the years 
2012 - 2023. 

The closing amount of the environmental provisions as at 31 December 2011 is €44,169 thousand (31 December 
2010: €40,291 thousand).

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Based on the Slovak National Allocation Plan the group obtained quotas for greenhouse gas emission for 2011 
in the amount of 2,906,765 tons of CO2 (2010: 2,906,765 tons of CO2). The group did not create any provision 
in these financial statements as for the year ended 31 December 2011 the actual volume of CO2 emissions of 
2,339,530 tons of CO2 (2010: 2,318,880 tons of CO2) was fully covered by emission quotas obtained for free. 

Provision for Retirement and Jubilee Benefits

As at 31 December 2011 the group has recognized a provision for retirement benefits of €10,992 thousand 
(31 December 2010: €11,307 thousand) to cover its estimated obligation regarding future retirement benefits 
payable to current employees expected to retire from the group entities. The group operates benefit schemes 
that provide a lump sum benefit to all employees at the time of their retirement. The group provides a maximum 
of up to 5 months of the average salary depending on the length of the service period in case of retirement and 
up to 8 months on case of becoming incapacitated. 

None of these plans have separately administered funds; therefore there are no plan assets. The amount of 
the provision has been determined using the projected unit credit method, based on financial and actuarial 
variables and assumptions that reflect relevant official statistical data and are in line with those incorporated in 
the business plan of the group. 

In addition to provision for retirement the group creates the provision for jubilee benefits. The amount of this 
provision as at 31 December 2011 represented €1,075 thousand (31 December 2010: €1,096 thousand).

Retirement benefits Jubilee benefits
2011 2010 2011  2010

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Present value of total defined benefit obligation at the beginning of the 
period 13,904 10,411 1,096 806

Past service cost not yet recognized at the beginning of the period (2,597) (1,569) - -
At the beginning of the period 11,307 8,842 1,096 806

Past service cost 537 244 - -
Current service cost 651 1,924 57 87
Unwinding of the discount 735 607 58 44
Provision used during the period (598) (1,141) (139) (129)
Actuarial (gains) and losses (1,640) 831 3 288
At the end of the period 10,992 11,307 1,075 1,096

Present value of total defined benefit obligation at the end of the 
period 13,052 13,904 1,075 1,096

Past service cost not yet recognized at the end of the period (2,060) (2,597) - -

The following table summarizes the components of net benefit expense recognized in the profit/loss for the 
period as personnel expenses regarding Provision for Long-term Employee Retirement Benefits:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Past service cost 537 244
Current service cost 708 2,011
Actuarial (gains) and losses (1,637) 1,119
Net benefit expense (Note 24) (392) 3,374

The principal actuarial assumptions used were as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Discount rate (% p.a.) 5.30 5.10
Future salary increases (%) 2.10 - 3.90 3.50 - 5.00
mortality index (male) 0.04 - 2.98 0.04 - 2.98
mortality index (female) 0.02 - 1.25 0.02 - 1.25

Provision for Legal Claims

As at 31 December 2011 the group has recognized a provision for legal claims of €2,011 thousand (31 December 
2010: €0 thousand) to cover its estimated obligation regarding out-of-court settlement with PROPERTy 
PROFESSIONAL INVESTmENT LImITED, Ján Suchetka and Péter Rácz (see Note 31).
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19 OThER NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

government grants 15,905 16,885
Other 588 815
Total other non-current liabilities 16,493 17,700

government grants represent cash provided from the state budget to finance certain Property, plant and 
equipment designed and constructed to serve State Authorities, including military forces, in a state of emergency 
(see Note 5).

20 TRADE PAyABLES AND OThER CURRENT LIABILITIES

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Trade payables and other current financial liabilities
Trade payables 520,635 296,239
Security deposit received from petrol station lessees 2,603 2,658
Financial guarantees received from holders of fleet cards 1,684 1,770
Liabilities from matured unsettled derivative transactions 1,070 -
Liabilities to shareholders (dividends) 921 862
Fair value of derivatives designated as effective hedging instruments 660 -
Collateral received to derivative transactions - 800
Other 1,032 683
Total trade payables and other current financial liabilities 528,605 303,012

Other current non-financial liabilities
Taxes, contributions payable, penalties 77,498 71,310
Customs fees payable 15,240 14,392
Amounts due to employees 13,219 13,407
Advances from customers 8,938 5,887
Public health and social insurance 3,509 3,183
Liabilities from loyalty scheme BONUS 2,566 2,395
Change in fair value of hedged items (Note 30) 206 804
Other 2 1
Total other current non-financial liabilities 121,178 111,379

Total trade payables and other current liabilities 649,783 414,391

The social fund payable is included in the other financial liabilities. The creation and use of the social fund during 
the period are shown in the table below:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

At the beginning of the period 124 263
Legal creation through expenses 922 721
Other creation 383 388
Use (1,345) (1,248)
At the end of the period 84 124

21 ShORT-TERm DEBT

Currency 2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Secured bank loans EUR 963 1,506
Unsecured bank loan PLN 7,380 12,703
Unsecured corporate loan EUR 205 -
Total short-term debt 8,548 14,209

Secured bank loans represent loans of mEROCO, a.s. for financing its working capital (see Note 31).

Unsecured bank loan represent loan of Slovnaft Polska S.A. for financing its working capital.

Unsecured corporate loan represent loan of Slovnaft Petrochemicals, s.r.o. obtained from mOL Nyrt. for financing 
its working capital.

22 NET REVENUE

Products and services

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

motor diesel 2,308,281 1,655,406
motor gasoline 1,151,475 828,979
Other refined products 536,714 351,901
Plastics 546,746 460,994
Other petrochemical products 83,087 115,655
Services 63,277 57,538
Other 40,107 29,205
Total 4,729,687 3,499,678
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Geographical information

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Slovak Republic 1,442,763 1,112,232
Czech Republic 902,476 646,704
Austria 931,413 729,279
Poland 626,126 443,770
hungary 405,361 292,284
germany 212,703 100,550
Italy 91,017 78,853
Other 117,828 96,006
Total 4,729,687 3,499,678

The basis for attributing revenues from external customers to individual countries is place of delivery.

Major customers

Net revenue arising from transactions with the parent company mOL Nyrt., including companies under its 
control, represents €1,887,677 thousand (39.9%) of the total net revenue in 2011 (2010: €1,316,135 thousand, 
37.6%). The revenue is reported in all reportable operating segments.

Net revenue to any other single customer does not exceed 10% of the group’s total net revenue. A group of 
entities known to be under common control is considered a single customer for this purpose.

23 OThER OPERATINg INCOmE 

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Profit from the sale of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment 4,105 9,798
Amortization of government grants 914 1,150
Received penalties and late payment interest 357 924
Write-off of liabilities - 970
Other 444 566
Total other operating income 5,820 13,408

24 PERSONNEL ExPENSES 

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Wages and salaries 74,992 74,630
Legal and voluntary retirement contributions 12,226 11,337
Public health insurance 7,321 7,258
Other social insurance 8,963 8,277
Other personnel expenses 10,249 9,964
Provision for retirement and jubilee benefits (Note 18) (392) 3,374
Expenses of share-based payments (Note 35) (433) 569
Total personnel expenses 112,926 115,409

25 VALUE OF SERVICES USED

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Transportation and storage expenses 59,198 51,633
maintenance expenses 41,609 38,959
Commission fees paid 14,433 14,014
Services related to administration 9,938 10,242
Fire protection expenses 5,178 5,092
Catalysts liquidation 2,596 2,477
Other 3,308 5,106
Total value of services used 136,260 127,523

26 OThER OPERATINg ExPENSES 

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Foreign exchange loss on receivables and payables, net 16,000 8,763
Rental including operating lease 11,384 11,057
Taxes, duties and fees 7,317 5,519
Environmental provision (Note 18) 6,563 2,668
Insurance premium 5,404 6,129
Cleaning costs and waste disposal 4,518 3,988
Security expenses 3,972 3,959
marketing costs 3,373 3,115
Accounting, advisory and similar services fees 3,150 3,067
Provision for legal claims (Note 18) 2,011 -
Fees paid to financial institutions 1,438 1,249
Training expenses 807 662
Provision for doubtful receivables, write-off of receivables, net 567 172
gifts 440 413
Fines, penalties, damages and compensations for damages 246 327
Environmental protection costs 183 187
Other 3,862 3,441
Total other operating expenses 71,235 54,716

The expenses for services provided by auditors were as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Audit of the financial statements 260 254
Other assurance services 36 35
Total 296 289
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27 FINANCE REVENUES AND ExPENSES

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Interest revenue 870 459
Dividends received 619 6
Net gain from derivatives 334 662
Other 80 25
Total finance revenues 1,903 1,152

Net foreign exchange loss (3,910) (6,286)
Impairment of available-for-sale financial assets (Note 9) (3,748) -
Interest expense on provisions (Note 18) (2,587) (2,398)
Interest expense on borrowings (1,331) (1,650)
Other (2) (6)
Total finance expenses (11,578) (10,340)

Finance revenues/(expenses), net (9,675) (9,188)

28 INCOmE TAxES

Total applicable income taxes reported in these consolidated financial statements in 2011 and 2010 include the 
following components:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Current corporate income tax
Charge for the period 4,199 3,682
Adjustments in respect of previous periods 3 658
Total current corporate income tax 4,202 4,340

Deferred corporate income tax
Origination and reversal of temporary differences (7,710) 9,380
Adjustments in respect of previous periods 1,141 1,204
Total deferred corporate income tax (6,569) 10,584

Total income tax expense (2,367) 14,924

The applicable corporate income tax rate on the taxable income of the companies of the group was 19% both 
in 2011 and 2010. The group’s current income tax is determined on the basis of taxable statutory profit of the 
individual companies comprising the group.

The deferred tax balances as at 31 December 2011 and 2010 and movements in 2011 and 2010 were as follows:

1 January 
2011

Recognized 
in profit/

(loss) 

Recognized 
in other 

comprehen-
sive income

Exchange 
differences 

31 December 
2011

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Property, plant and equipment (61,776) 835 - - (60,941)
Available-for-sale financial assets 4,153 712 1,057 - 5,922
Provisions for liabilities and charges 9,710 683 - - 10,393
Tax losses carried forward 15,511 5,450 - - 20,961
Other 2,395 (1,111) - (6) 1,278
Total (30,007) 6,569 1,057 (6) (22,387)

1 January 
2010

Recognized 
in profit/

(loss) 

Recognized 
in other 

comprehen-
sive income

Exchange 
differences 

31 December 
2010

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Property, plant and equipment (60,970) (806) - - (61,776)
Available-for-sale financial assets 3,893 - 260 - 4,153
Provisions for liabilities and charges 9,282 428 - - 9,710
Tax losses carried forward 26,300 (10,789) - - 15,511
Other 1,809 583 - 3 2,395
Total (19,686) (10,584) 260 3 (30,007)

The deferred tax assets and liabilities are reflected in the consolidated statement of financial position as follows:

2011  2010

€ thousands € thousands

Deferred tax assets 14,787 6,884
Deferred tax liabilities (37,174) (36,891)
Net deferred tax liability (22,387) (30,007)

The group has recognized deferred tax assets in the amount of €20,961 thousand as at 31 December 
2011 (31 December 2010: €15,511 thousand) to cumulative tax losses that is available to offset against 
future taxable profits of the companies in which the losses arose. These tax losses can be utilized during 
2012 - 2018. 

The group has not recognized deferred tax assets in the amount of €3,517 thousand as at 31 December 2011 
(31 December 2010: €3,515 thousand) to cumulative tax losses arisen in subsidiaries that have been loss-making 
for some time as it is improbable that future taxable profits would be available against which they can be utilized. 
These losses can be utilized during 2012 - 2018.

The group does not record any temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates 
and joint ventures, for which a deferred tax liability has not been recognized. 
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The reconciliation between the reported income tax expense and the theoretical amount that would arise using 
the standard tax rates is as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Profit/(loss) before tax (21,010) 59,356

Tax at the applicable tax rate 19% (2010: 19%) (3,992) 11,278
Effect of other changes to deferred tax in respect of previous periods 1,119 (2,130)
Permanent differences 474 1,746
Effect of write-off of deferred tax assets to tax loss of previous periods 45 3,523
Effect of tax losses of the current period for which deferred tax assets were not recognized 18 27
Adjustments in respect of current income tax of previous periods 3 658
Effect of recognition of deferred tax assets to tax losses of previous periods (6) (165)

Effect of utilization of tax losses of the previous periods for which deferred tax assets were not recognized (28) (13)

Total income tax expense (2,367) 14,924

Effective tax rate (%) 11.27 25.14

29 EARNINgS PER ShARE

Basic earnings per share are calculated by dividing the profit/loss for the period attributable to ordinary 
shareholders (profit/loss for the period less dividends on preference shares) by the weighted average number 
of ordinary shares outstanding during the period. 

There are no potential ordinary shares and therefore the diluted earnings per share are the same as the basic 
earnings per share.

2011 2010

Profit/(loss) for the period attributable to equity holders of the parent (€ thousands) (25,654) 38,031
Weighted average number of shares 20,625,229 20,625,229
Basic earnings per share (€) (1.24) 1.84

30 FINANCIAL INSTRUmENTS

Financial instrument is cash, capital instrument of other party, any contract that gives rise to the right to receive 
or obligation to provide cash or other financial asset, or any contract that gives rise to the right or obligation to 
exchange financial assets and liabilities.

Book value of financial instruments:

Notes 2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Other non-current financial assets 10 118 12
Trade receivables 12 321,739 218,890
Other current financial assets 13 25,863 75,824
Cash and cash equivalents 14 73,051 33,870
Loans and receivables 420,771 328,596

Available-for-sale financial assets measured at fair value (Level 1) 13,951 23,261
Available-for-sale financial assets measured at amortized cost decreased by impairment 451 451
Available-for-sale financial assets 9 14,402 23,712

Positive fair value of derivatives designated as effective hedging instruments (Level 2) 13 206 798

Total financial assets 435,379 353,106

Notes 2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Long-term debt, net of current portion 17 66,659 37,318
Trade payables and other current financial liabilities 20 527,945 303,012
Short-term debt 21 8,548 14,209
Current portion of long-term debt 17 11,275 11,833
Financial liabilities measured at amortized cost 614,427 366,372

Negative fair value of derivatives designated as effective hedging instruments (Level 2) 20 660 -

Total financial liabilities 615,087 366,372

As at 31 December 2011 and 2010 the group does not report any active derivative contracts classified as financial 
assets or financial liabilities held for trading.

Fair value of financial instruments

Fair value of loans and receivables and financial liabilities valued at amortized cost does not significantly 
differ from its book value due to short time to its maturity and/or due to relation to floating interest rates.

Revenues, expenses and gains or losses from financial instruments recognized in profit/loss for the period 

2011 Net gains/
(losses)

Interest 
income/

(expense)

(Loss)/
reversal of 

loss from 
impairment

Net fee 
income/ 

(expense)

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Loans and receivables (7,469) 870 (519) (349)
Available-for-sale financial assets - 619 (3,748) -
Financial liabilities measured at amortized cost (12,234) (1,331) - (1,089)
Financial derivatives other than those designated as effective hedging 
instruments 334 - - -

Total (19,369) 158 (4,267) (1,438)
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2010 Net gains/
(losses)

Interest 
income/

(expense)

(Loss)/
reversal of 

loss from 
impairment

Net fee 
income/ 

(expense)

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Loans and receivables 11,124 459 (4) (353)
Available-for-sale financial assets - 6 - -
Financial liabilities measured at amortized cost  (25,525) (1,650) - (896)
Financial derivatives other than those designated as effective hedging 
instruments 662 - - -

Total (13,739) (1,185) (4) (1,249)

In 2011 the group has recognized in other comprehensive income loss of €5,562 thousand from Available-for-
sale financial assets (2010: €1,372 thousand).

Managing risks of financial instruments

Following risks are related to financial instruments held:

I) Credit risk,
II) Liquidity risk,
III) market risk, which includes:

• Interest rate risk,
• Foreign currency risk,
• Commodity risk. 

Financial risk management function is centralized in the mOL group. All risks are integrated and measured 
at the mOL group level using Value at Risk concept. As a general approach, the risk management considers 
the business as well-balanced integrated portfolio and does not hedge particular elements of the commodity 
exposure, except for hedge of change in fair value of crude oil during the refinery maintenance periods and 
hedge of change in fair value of firm commitments for future purchase and sale of oil products. 

The group may enter into various types of forwards, swaps and options in managing its commodity, foreign 
exchange and interest rate risk resulting from cash flows from business activities and financing arrangements. 
In line with the group’s risk management policy, no speculative dealings are allowed. Any derivative transaction 
the group may enter is under ISDA (International Swaps and Derivatives Association) agreements.

I) Credit risk

The group provides a variety of customers with products and services, none of whom, based on volume and 
creditworthiness, present significant credit risk, individually or aggregated. The group’s procedure is to ensure 
that sales are made to customers with appropriate credit history and do not exceed an acceptable credit 
exposure limit. 

Book value of financial assets and guarantees granted reflects estimated maximum exposure to credit risk.

As at 31 December 2011 the group does not record any financial assets that would otherwise be past due or 
impaired whose terms have been renegotiated (31 December 2010: €13 thousand). 

Credit limits are secured by insurance, obtained bank guarantees, bills of exchange, letters of credit, pledge on 
financial assets, and property, plant and equipment. Nominal value of accepted guarantees related to loans and 
receivables represented €96,564 thousand as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €96,858 thousand). 
Fair value of accepted guarantees does not significantly differ from its nominal value.

The group obtained compensations for impaired financial assets from insurance companies and financial 
institutions in the amount of €98 thousand in 2011 (2010: €191 thousand).

Analysis of unimpaired loans and receivables

Net book 
value
2011

Net book 
value
2010

€ thousands € thousands

Neither past due nor impaired 396,418 308,946

Past due not impaired:
Up to 30 days 22,218 18,023
Over 30 days 67 57

Total 418,703 327,026

Loans and receivables which are past due but not impaired represent the amounts reported to related parties.

Analysis of impaired loans and receivables:

Nominal 
value
2011

Provisions
2011

Net book 
value
2011

€ thousands € thousands € thousands

Not past due and impaired - - -

Past due and impaired:
Up to 30 days 1,327 19 1,308
From 31 to 90 days 609 35 574
From 91 to 180 days 228 93 135
Over 180 days 3,533 3,482 51

Total 5,697 3,629 2,068

Nominal 
value
2010

Provisions
2010

Net book 
value
2010

€ thousands € thousands € thousands

Not past due and impaired - - -

Past due and impaired:
Up to 30 days 1,043 17 1,026
From 31 to 90 days 497 37 460
From 91 to 180 days 74 30 44
Over 180 days 3,367 3,327 40

Total 4,981 3,411 1,570
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II) Liquidity risk

The group’s policy is to maintain sufficient cash and cash equivalents or have available funding through an 
adequate number of credit facilities to cover the liquidity risk in accordance with its financing strategy. 

The amounts of undrawn credit facilities as at 31 December 2011 and 2010 were as follows:

2011 Total credit 
facilities

Drawn 
loans

Customs 
guarantees

Other 
 guarantees

Undrawn 
credit 

 facilities
€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Long-term credit facilities 
mOL group 50,473 ( 32,210) - - 18,263
Other 197,614 (45,724) - - 151,890
Total long-term credit facilities 248,087 (77,934) - - 170,153

Short-term credit facilities 
mOL group 7,250 (205) - - 7,045
Other 229,294 (8,343) (118,060) (1,001) 101,890
Total short-term credit facilities 236,544 (8,548)  (118,060) (1,001) 108,935

Total credit facilities 484,631 (86,482) (118,060) (1,001) 279,088

2010 Total credit 
facilities

Drawn 
loans

Customs 
guarantees

Other 
 guarantees

Undrawn 
credit 

 facilities
€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Long-term credit facilities 
mOL group 57,803 (29,131) - - 28,672
Other 199,094 (20,020) - - 179,074
Total long-term credit facilities 256,897 (49,151) - - 207,746

Short-term credit facilities 
mOL group 7,250 - - - 7,250
Other 189,640 (14,209)  (107,226) (1,147) 67,058
Total short-term credit facilities 196,890 (14,209)  (107,226) (1,147) 74,308

Total credit facilities 453,787 (63,360) (107,226) (1,147) 282,054

Analysis of liquidity risk:

2011 Loans and 
receivables

Positive fair value 
of derivatives 

designed as 
effective hedging 

instruments

Financial liabilities 
measured at 

amortized cost

Negative fair value 
of derivatives 

designed as 
effective hedging 

instruments

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

On demand 60,196 - 120,249 -
Up to 1 month 316,767 87 353,872 242
From 1 to 3 months 43,096 - 47,040 302
From 3 to 12 months 583 119 21,703 116
From 1 to 5 years 106 - 66,659 -
Over 5 years - - - -
Without maturity 23 - 4,904 -
Total 420,771 206 614,427 660

2010 Loans and 
receivables

Positive fair value 
of derivatives 

designed as 
effective hedging 

 instruments

Financial liabilities 
measured at 

amortized cost

Negative fair value 
of derivatives 

designed as 
effective hedging 

 instruments

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

On demand 35,166 - 13,917 -
Up to 1 month 257,243 557 218,990 -
From 1 to 3 months 35,275 241 71,053 -
From 3 to 12 months 888 - 23,228 -
From 1 to 5 years - - 34,366 -
Over 5 years - - - -
Without maturity 24 - 4,818 -
Total 328,596 798 366,372 -

Available-for-sale financial assets as at 31 December 2011 and 2010 represent capital instruments, which 
do not have determined maturity.

Maturity profile of the financial liabilities based on contractual undiscounted payments:

2011 Long-term debt 

Trade payables 
and other 

current financial 
liabilities 

Negative fair value 
of derivatives 

designed as 
effective hedging 

 instruments

Short-term debt Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

On demand - 120,249 - - 120,249
Up to 1 month 173 353,494 242 246 354,155
From 1 to 3 months 572 46,831 302 203 47,908
From 3 to 12 months 13,012 2,467 116 8,874 24,469
From 1 to 5 years 67,340 - - - 67,340
Over 5 years - - - - -
Without maturity - 4,904 - - 4,904
Total 81,097 527,945 660 9,323 619,025
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2010 Long-term debt 

Trade payables 
and other 

current financial 
liabilities 

Negative fair value 
of derivatives 

designed as 
effective hedging 

 instruments

Short-term debt Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

On demand 3,934 7,031 - - 10,965
Up to 1 month 63 218,926 - 64 219,053
From 1 to 3 months 127 71,053 - 144 71,324
From 3 to 12 months 8,798 1,184 - 14,447 24,429
From 1 to 5 years 39,352 - - - 39,352
Over 5 years - - - - -
Without maturity - 4,818 - - 4,818
Total 52,274 303,012 - 14,655 369,941

III) Market risks

Interest rate risk

The group’s policy is to ensure that no more than 50% of its exposure to changes in interest rates is on a fixed 
rate basis.

Sensitivity analysis of interest rate risk:

Increase/
decrease of 

interest rate 

Impact on 
profit before 

taxes

Increase/
decrease of 

interest rate 

Impact on 
profit before 

taxes
2011 2011 2010 2010

% € thousands % € thousands

EURIBOR (EUR) + 0.13 (81) + 1.02 (286)
EURIBOR (EUR) - 0.52 355 - 0.08 23
WIBOR (PLN) + 0.23 (13) + 0.34 (32)
WIBOR (PLN) - 0.57 32 - 0.31 29

The estimated impact on profit before taxes is disclosed for the period of next 12 months.

For calculation of estimated marginal values of interest rates the monte Carlo simulation was used, by which the 
distribution for the interest rates was calculated. The margin values were determined as 5th and 95th percentile.

Foreign currency risk

The group may enter into various types of foreign exchange contracts in managing its foreign currency risk 
resulting from cash flows from business activities and financing arrangements denominated in foreign currencies 
or certain transactional exposures.

The group has a net long USD operating cash flow position. The group’s trading with oil products gives rise to a 
long USD cash flow exposure, while trading with crude oil gives rise to a short USD position.

The group follows the basic economic currency risk management principle that the currency mix of the debt 
portfolio should reflect its net operating cash flow position, constituting a natural hedge.

Sensitivity analysis of foreign currency risk:

Increase/ 
decrease 

of exchange 
rate 

Impact  
on profit 

before 
taxes 

Impact 
on other 

comprehen-
sive income 

Increase/ 
decrease 

of exchange 
rate 

Impact  
on profit 

before 
taxes 

Impact 
on other 

comprehen-
sive income 

2011 2011 2011 2010 2010 2010
% € thousands € thousands % € thousands € thousands

USD + 8.7 (32,136) - + 15.8 (28,347) -
USD - 12.3 45,190 - - 14.3 25,659 -

hUF + 23.4 4 3,260 + 15.8 (1) 3,678
hUF - 7.5 (1) (1,043) - 11.2 1 (2,605)

CzK + 9.7 8,205 - + 14.4 9,027 -
CzK - 6.6 (5,538) - - 7.2 (4,491) -

PLN + 11.5 4,583 - + 16.9 3,249 -
PLN - 9.9 (3,978) - - 9.0 (1,737) -

The estimated impact on profit before taxes and on other comprehensive income is disclosed for the period of  
next 12 months. 

For calculation of estimated marginal values of exchange rates the monte Carlo simulation was used, by which 
the distribution for the exchange rates was calculated. The margin values were determined as 5th and 95th 
percentile.

Commodity risk 

The group is exposed to commodity price risk on both the purchasing side and the sales side. The main 
commodity risks of the group are the short crude oil position, long refinery margin position and long 
petrochemical margin position. 

The group concluded short term commodity swap transactions for hedging of fair value of crude 
oil inventories and fair value of firm commitments for future purchase and sale of oil products. The 
transactions for hedging of fair value of crude oil inventories were initiated to reduce exposure to potential 
price movements during refinery maintenance periods. The commodity swap transactions were traded with 
related mOL Commodity Trading Kft.

The decrease in fair value of the commodity swaps of €1,359 thousand (2010: increase €6,849 thousand) has been 
recognized in Finance expenses and offset with similar gain on revaluation of hedged items. The ineffectiveness 
recognized in 2011 and 2010 was immaterial.
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The changes in fair value of hedged items in 2011 and 2010 were as follows:

Crude oil 
inventories 

Firm commitments 
for the purchase and 

sale of oil products 
in the future

Total hedged 
items

€ thousands € thousands € thousands

1 January 2010 - - -
Change in fair value (4,980) (1,869) (6,849)
Realized revaluation of inventory - revenue/(expense) 4,980 1,853 6,833
Adjustment of revenues for sold products - revenue/(expense) - (788) (788)
31 December 2010 - (804) (804)

Change in fair value - 1,359 1,359
Realized revaluation of inventory - revenue/(expense) - 979 979
Adjustment of revenues for sold products - revenue/(expense) - (1,080) (1,080)
31 December 2011 - 454 454

The changes in fair value of hedged items are reflected in the consolidated statement of financial position as 
follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Change in fair value of hedged items - receivable (Note 13) 660 -
Change in fair value of hedged items - liability (Note 20) (206) (804)
Change in fair value of hedged items, net 454 (804)

Capital management

Capital of the Group is managed at the MOL Group level. The primary objective of the MOL Groups’ capital 
management is to ensure that it maintains a strong credit rating and healthy capital ratios in order to support its 
business and maximize shareholder value.

The MOL Group manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it in light of changes in economic 
conditions. To maintain or adjust the capital structure, the dividend payment to shareholders may be adjusted, 
capital returned to shareholders or new shares issued.

The MOL Group monitors capital using a gearing ratio, which is net debt divided by total capital plus net debt. 
Net debt equals to interest-bearing loans less cash and cash equivalents.

The structure of capital and net debt and gearing ratio for the Group is as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Long-term debt, net of current portion 66,659 37,318
Short-term debt 8,548 14,209
Current portion of long-term debt 11,275 11,833
Less: Cash and cash equivalents (73,051) (33,870)
Net debt 13,431 29,490

Equity attributable to equity holders of the parent 1,323,799 1,419,083
Non-controlling interests 45,019 38,008
Total capital 1,368,818 1,457,091

Capital and net debt 1,382,249 1,486,581

Gearing ratio (%) 0.97 1.98

31 COMMiTMENTS AND CONTiNGENT LiAbiLiTiES

Guarantees

The total value of guarantees granted to parties outside the Group as at 31 December 2011 is €404 thousand  
(31 December 2010: €578 thousand).

Pledged assets

Assets with the aggregate net book value of €9,282 thousand have been pledged as collateral for the secured 
long-term and short-term bank loans as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €8,228 thousand) (see Note 
17 and 21).

The structure of pledged assets is as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Property, plant and equipment 5,268 5,863
inventories 3,828 1,800
Trade receivables 109 137
Cash and cash equivalents 77 428
Total 9,282 8,228
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Capital and contractual commitments

The total value of capital commitments as at 31 December 2011 is €51,615 thousand (31 December 2010: 
€116,180 thousand) and relates to obligations to purchase property, plant and equipment in the amount of 
€50,055 thousand (31 December 2010: €113,682 thousand) and intangible assets in the amount of €1,560 
thousand (31 December 2010: €2,498 thousand).

Operating leases

The operating lease liabilities are as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Up to 1 year 7,462 6,881
From 1 to 5 years 1,223 2,524
Total 8,685 9,405

Minimum lease payments recognized in the profit/loss for the period 7,160 6,843

Authority procedures and litigations

Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic

Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic, Division of Abuse of a Dominant Position by its letter dated 21 November 
2005 informed that it initiated administrative proceeding against the Company due to eventual breach of Act No. 
136/2001 Coll. on protection of competition. Administrative proceeding was focused on the control of Company‘s 
price policy, provision of discounts policy in connection with diesel and gasoline prices in 2005 and subsequently 
2006. in Decision No. 2006/DZ/2/1/140 dated 22 December 2006 Division of Abuse of a Dominant Position of 
the Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic stated that SLOVNAFT, a.s., abused its dominant position on the 
relevant diesel and gasoline wholesale markets, whereby Office gave fine to the Company by its final Decision 
dated 7 December 2007 amounting to SKK 300,000,000.

SLOVNAFT, a.s., on 18 January 2008, brought a suit to Regional Court in bratislava against Decision of the Council of 
the Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic where it requested the court to study lawfulness of the Decision of 
the Office including its administrative process.  

Regional Court in bratislava on 20 March 2008, based on the proposal by SLOVNAFT, a.s., allowed postponing of 
enforceability of the Decision of Antimonopoly Office until legally valid decision of the court in lawsuit brought by 
SLOVNAFT, a.s. is reached. Within the meaning of the above-stated Decision Antimonopoly Office returned paid 
fine entirely to the bank account of the Company on 8 April 2008.
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Environmental liabilities

The Company’s operations are subject to the risk of liability arising from environmental damage or pollution 
and the cost of any associated remedial work. The Company is currently responsible for significant remediation 
of past environmental damage relating to its operations. Accordingly, the Company has established a provision 
of €44,169 thousand for the estimated cost as at 31 December 2011 for probable and quantifiable costs of 
rectifying past environmental damage (see Note 18). Although the management believes that these provisions 
are sufficient to satisfy such requirements to the extent that the related costs are reasonably estimable, future 
regulatory developments or differences between known environmental conditions and actual conditions could 
cause a revaluation of these estimates.

32 ShAREhOLDERS STRUCTURE

Major shareholders of the Company

2011 2011 2010 2010 

€ thousands % € thousands %

MOL Nyrt. 673,859 98.4 673,859 98.4
Others 10,899 1.6 10,899 1.6
Total 684,758 100.0 684,758 100.0

33 EVENTS AFTER ThE REPORTiNG PERiOD

No events have occurred after 31 December 2011 that would require adjustment to, or disclosure in the financial 
statements.

34 RELATED PARTy TRANSACTiONS

The Group is controlled by MOL Nyrt. Following the integration process within the MOL Group, the Group 
undertook significant transactions with other companies within the MOL Group. Messer Slovnaft s.r.o. is 
an associate of the Company.

Mr. Oszkár Világi, Deputy Chairman of the Company’s board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer, is 
a partner in the legal company Ružička Csekes s. r. o. 

Mr. Pavol buday, member of the Supervisory board of the Company, was statutory representative of APOLKA, 
s.r.o. till 12 July 2011.

The husband of Mrs. Erika burianová, human Resources Director, is statutory representative of F.LLi CANiL 
iNTERNATiONAL TRANSPORT s.r.o.

Regional Court in bratislava ruled out final Decision in the Case on 15 December 2009, by which it cancelled 
Decision of the Antimonopoly Office on 1st and 2nd instance and returned Case to the Antimonopoly Office for 
new proceeding and new decision. Regional Court in its Decision noted several procedural failings on the side of 
the Antimonopoly Office a mainly commented incorrect calculation of the given sanction. The Antimonopoly Office 
was bound by legal opinion of the Regional Court. 

The AO commenced new examination of the case and delivered its  new first instance AO decision, issued 10 
December 2010, to the Company on 14 December 2010. in the new decision it is stated that SLOVNAFT, a.s., 
breached  Act on Protection of Economic Competition in wholesale sale of gasoline and in 2006 and diesel in 2005 
- 2006. Fine given by this Decision of the Office amounts to EUR 9,028,746. SLOVNAFT, a.s., did not agree with 
conclusions of the Office  and in legal period of 15 days, on 29 December 2010, submitted a remedy – Protest, 
about which Council of the AO was deciding as a body of second instance.  

The AO Council accepted its decision on 8 July 2011, by which it refused Protest submitted by the Company against 
first instance decision of the Office from 10 December 2010 and confirmed its correctness as well as the amount 
of the given fine. 

According to decisions of the Office taken on the first instance (2010) as well as on the second instance (2011) 
the fundamentals of the abuse from the side of  the Company lies in the fact that it provided to its wholesale 
customers buying gasoline in 2006 and diesel in 2005-2006 in non-transparent manner discounts  and surcharges 
to basic price-list prices by which it obtained material gain in the estimated amount of SKK 203.27 million (EUR 6.7 
million). The Office stated that such acting of the Company sees as a practice in „exploitive manner“ which aim was 
not to push competitors out of market but to obtain material gain. Exploitation  was allegedly done in the form of 
discrimination of individual customers, although this practice is, according to the Office, not a serious breach of 
law. Despite this, fine given in first instance decision is unreasonably high. 

Since the Company disagreed with the conclusions of the Office Council on 2 September 2011, it brought a suit 
against the Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic to the Regional Court in bratislava, in which it opposed  
correctness of the Office decision. Simultaneously with brought lawsuit the company requested the postponement 
of the obligation to pay a fine given by the Office with the fact that the Regional Court accepted the Company’s 
request, and by this resolution from  19 September 2011 it postponed enforceability of the office decisions until 
legally valid decision of the court in the case is reached. The fine was returned to the Antimonopoly Office to the 
bank account of the Company on 3 October 2011.

The Regional Court in bratislava fully accepted suit of SLOVNAFT and canceled both mentioned decision of the 
Antimonopoly Office entirely, and returned the case to the Office and reassessment and further proceedings. The 
Antimonopoly Office appealed against the decision of the Regional Court. The case presently  with the Supreme 
Court of the Slovak Republic. The result of proceeding or decisions to be made of the Court of Appeal are not 
possible to be estimated.

Other controls

The Company is subject to various controls performed by the state authorities. Although the Company cannot 
exclude that any of these proceedings discovers irregularities in its activities based on which the Company 
could be penalized, the management cannot determine any amount for which a provision should be recognized 
because of such proceedings. Due to that reason, there was no provision booked for that purpose as at  
31 December 2011.
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2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Receivables
MOL Group 144,374 147,295
Messer Slovnaft s.r.o. 607 542
APOLKA, s.r.o. 14 14
F.LLi CANiL iNTERNATiONAL TRANSPORT s.r.o. 1 1

Loans granted
MOL Group (Note 13) 5,516 7,531

Payables
MOL Group 17,075 56,676
Messer Slovnaft s.r.o. 355 318
Ružička Csekes s. r. o. 42 33
APOLKA, s.r.o. 1 1
F.LLi CANiL iNTERNATiONAL TRANSPORT s.r.o. - 7

Loans received
MOL Group (Note 17) 32,210 29,131
MOL Group (Note 21) 205 -

Statutory boards of the Company

According to an extract from the Commercial Register of District Court in bratislava i as at 31 December 2011 the 
Company’s statutory boards had the following composition:

The board of Directors: Oszkár Világi, Chairman of the board
 Ferenc horváth
 ileana-Sorina baltatu
 Peter Chmurčiak
 béla Kelemen
 Vladimír Kestler
 Gabriel Szabó
 Mihály Kupa
The Supervisory board: György Mosonyi, Chairman of the board
 Krisztina Dorogházi
 László Szőcs
 László Szabó
 Pavol buday
 Peter Šrámek

The transactions with related parties:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Sales - products, goods and materials
MOL Group 1,866,122 1,300,370
Messer Slovnaft s.r.o. 4,894 5,688

Sales - services and other operating revenues
MOL Group 24,172 25,017
Messer Slovnaft s.r.o. 1,091 80
APOLKA, s.r.o. 46 48
F.LLi CANiL iNTERNATiONAL TRANSPORT s.r.o. 7 17

Sales - property, plant and equipment
MOL Group 184 178

Interest revenue
MOL Group 27 13

Dividends received
MOL Group 605 6
Messer Slovnaft s.r.o. - 844

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Purchases - raw materials, goods and energy
MOL Group 292,500 364,104
Messer Slovnaft s.r.o. 6,615 7,075
F.LLi CANiL iNTERNATiONAL TRANSPORT s.r.o. - 7

Purchases - services and other operating expenses
MOL Group 25,380 19,845
Ružička Csekes s. r. o. 199 174
APOLKA, s.r.o. 86 84
F.LLi CANiL iNTERNATiONAL TRANSPORT s.r.o. 5 4

Purchases - property, plant and equipment
MOL Group 41,315 31,901

Capitalized borrowing costs
MOL Group 679 641

Interest expense
MOL Group 788 849
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General Incentive Schemes for Management 

The incentive aim involves the Company and organizational level financial and operational targets, evaluation 
of the contribution to the strategic goals of the Company and determined individual tasks in the Performance 
Management System (PMS). The incentives for the year 2011 will be paid to managers based on the evaluation 
of indicators and tasks defined in the individual agreements.

Evaluation of the contribution related to the performance in 2010 was held in 2011. The bonus was paid in May 
and June 2011.

Loans granted

No loans have been granted to key management and members of the board of Directors and the Supervisory 
board.

35 ShARE-bASED PAyMENTS 

Revenues arising from cash-settled share-based payment transactions amounted to €433 thousand in 2011 
(2010: expenses €569 thousand) (see Note 24).

The incentive system based on stock options launched in 2006 ensures the interest of the management of the 
Group in the long-term increase of the MOL Nyrt. stock price.

The incentive stock option is a material incentive disbursed in cash, calculated based on call options concerning 
MOL Nyrt. shares, with annual recurrence, with the following characteristics: 

• it covers a five-year period (three-year vesting and two-year exercising period for the incentive plan valid 
till 31 December 2008, and two-year vesting and three-year exercising period for the incentive plan valid 
from 1 January 2009) starting annually.

• its rate is defined by the quantity of units specified by the Group job category. 
• The value of the units is set annually (in 2006 - 2011, 1 unit equals to 100 MOL Nyrt. shares).

it is not possible to redeem the share option until the end of the second respectively third year (vesting 
period); the exercising period lasts from 1 January of the third respectively fourth year until 31 December of 
the fifth year. 

The incentive is paid in the exercising period according to the appropriate declaration of redemption. The paid 
amount of the incentive is determined as the product of the defined number and price increase (difference 
between the redemption price and the initial price) of shares.

Emoluments of the members of the Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board

The board of Directors’ total remuneration amounted to €133 thousand in 2011 (2010: €98 thousand). The total 
remuneration of members of the Supervisory board amounted to €102 thousand in 2011 (2010: €32 thousand).

Key management compensation:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Salaries 828 588
Legal and voluntary retirement contributions 47 41
Public health insurance 5 8
Other social insurance 24 17
Other personnel expenses 64 39
Provision for retirement and jubilee benefits 32 9
Expenses of share-based payments (31) 228
Total 969 930

Details of the share option rights granted to key members of management during the period are as follows: 

Shares 
in option 

rights

Weighted 
 average 

 exercise price 
per share

Shares 
in option 

rights

Weighted 
average 

 exercise price 
per share

2011 2011 2010 2010
number 

of shares € number 
of shares €

Outstanding at the beginning of the period 29,157 69.84 26,955 75.82
Granted during the period 8,007 72.94 8,501 56.13
Forfeited during the period - - - -
Exercised during the period (7,034) 41.88 (3,000) 72.36
Expired during the period (7,000) 67.97 (3,299) 72.36
Outstanding at the end of the period 23,130 77.60 29,157 69.84

Exercisable at the end of the period 7,250 104.82 7,000 75.86

Long-Term Incentive Schemes for Management

A long-term incentive scheme for management consists of long-term interest in increase of the parent company’s 
MOL Nyrt. share price (see Note 35) and on the sustainable increase in profitability of the MOL Group. 
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Details of the share opti on rights granted during the period are as follows: 

Shares 
in opti on 

rights

Weighted 
average

 exercise price 
per share

Shares 
in opti on 

rights

Weighted 
average

 exercise price 
per share

2011 2011 2010 2010
number 

of shares € number 
of shares €

Outstanding at the beginning of the period 82,603 73.16 79,161 77.82
Granted during the period 16,669 72.51 22,869 59.92
Forfeited during the period (513) 72.69 (2,791) 71.26
Exercised during the period (17,754) 48.49 (12,512) 72.36
Expired during the period (16,834) 67.97 (4,124) 72.36
Outstanding at the end of the period 64,171 78.56 82,603 73.16

Exercisable at the end of the period 24,371 104.73 21,333 75.86

As required by iFRS 2, this share-based compensati on is accounted for as cash-sett led payments, expensing the 
fair value of the benefi t during the vesti ng period. Revenues incurred by this scheme in 2011 were €433 thousand 
(2010: expenses €569 thousand), recorded in Personnel expenses. Liabiliti es in respect of the share-based 
payment plans amounted to €450 thousand as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €1,445 thousand), 
recorded in Other non-current liabiliti es and Other current liabiliti es. The intrinsic value of the exercisable opti on 
rights amounted to €0 thousand as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €147 thousand).

Fair value as at the end of the reporti ng period was calculated using the binomial opti on pricing model. 

The inputs to the model were as follows:

2011 2010

Weighted average exercise price per share (€) 78.56 73.16
Weighted average share price at the date of exercise for share opti ons exercised during the period (€) 79.86 74.52
Spot share price (€) 56.15 74.87
Expected volati lity based on historical data (%) 46.42 44.79
Expected dividend yield (%) 1.23 1.26
Expected life (years) 2.42 2.42
Risk free interest rate (%) 0.51 1.46

Signature record of the person responsible for:

Accounti ng     Preparati on of the fi nancial statements

Ladislav Janyík Daniela UnčíkováDaniela Unčíková
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SLOVNAFT, a.s. 
Separate financial statements prepared in accordance 
with International Financial Reporting Standards as 
adopted by EU and Independent Auditor’s Report 

31 December 2011

Účtovná závierka

www.slovnaft.sk
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SLOVNAFT, a.s. 
Separate fi nancial statements 
prepared in accordance with Internati onal Financial Reporti ng Standards 
as adopted by EU

for the year ended 31 December 2011

Brati slava, 9 march 2012

Oszkár Világi Ileana-Sorina Baltatu

Chairman of the Board of Directors member of the Board of Directors

Oszkár Világi Ileana-Sorina Baltatu

Notes 2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

ASSETS

Non-current assets
Intangible assets 4 12,306 14,257
P  roperty, plant and equipment 5 1,020,721 1,071,766
Investments in subsidiaries 6 325,982 328,208
Investments in associated companies and joint ventures 7 3,585 3,585
Available-for-sale fi nancial assets 8 14,402 23,712
Other non-current assets 9 45,506 12,075
Total non-current assets 1,422,502 1,453,603

Current assets
Inventories 10 235,273 192,140
Trade receivables 11 340,714 234,393
Income tax receivable - 65
Other current assets 12 137,578 140,209
Cash and cash equivalents 13 59,127 17,747
Total current assets 772,692 584,554 

TOTAL ASSETS 2,195,194 2,038,157

EqUITy AND LIABILITIES

Equity 
Share capital 14 684,758 684,758
Share premium 121,119 121,119
Reserves 621,553 648,012
Profi t/(loss) for the period 1,443 39,922
Total equity 1,428,873 1,493,811

Non-current liabiliti es
Long-term debt, net of current porti on 16 30,912 40,962
Provisions for liabiliti es and charges 17 47,637 44,171
Deferred tax liabiliti es 27 32,746 33,273
Other non-current liabiliti es 18 16,776 18,061
Total non-current liabiliti es 128,071 136,467

Current liabiliti es
Trade payables and other current liabiliti es 19 620,316 394,544
Provisions for liabiliti es and charges 17 7,546 5,568
Current porti on of long-term debt 16 10,388 7,767
Total current liabiliti es 638,250 407,879

TOTAL EqUITy AND LIABILITIES 2,195,194 2,038,157

SEPARATE STATEmENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AT 31 DECEmBER 2011
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Notes 2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Net revenue 21 4,745,354 3,505,087
Other operating income 22 3,007 11,975
Total operating income 4,748,361 3,517,062

Raw materials and consumables used (4,414,929) (3,147,883)
Personnel expenses 23 (75,286) (77,374)
Depreciation, depletion, amortization and impairment 3 (99,195) (105,713)
Value of services used 24 (119,311) (111,306)
Other operating expenses 25 (60,269) (48,857)
Change in inventories of finished goods and work in progress 27,045 26,452
Work performed by the enterprise and capitalized 350 410
Total operating expenses (4,741,595) (3,464,271)

Profit/(loss) from operations 3 6,766 52,791

Finance revenues 26 7,894 6,896
Finance expenses 26 (12,588) (9,926)
Finance revenues/(expenses), net (4,694) (3,030)

Profit/(loss) before tax 2,072 49,761

Income tax expense 27 (629)  (9,839)

Profit/(loss) for the period 1,443 39,922 

Other comprehensive income:
Available-for-sale financial assets:

Fair value changes 8 (9,310) (1,372)
Transferred to profit/loss due to impairment 8 3,748 -

Income tax relating to components of other comprehensive income 27 1,057 260
Other comprehensive income for the period (4,505)  (1,112)

Total comprehensive income for the period (3,062) 38,810 

Basic/diluted earnings per share (€) 28 0.07 1.94 
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€
 thousands

€
 thousands

€
 thousands

€
 thousands

€
 thousands

€
 thousands

€
 thousands

1 January 2010 684,758 121,119 5,617 699,251 704,868 (35,119) 1,475,626

Profit/(loss) for the period - - - - - 39,922 39,922
Other comprehensive 
income for the period - - (1,112) - (1,112) - (1,112)

Total comprehensive 
income for the period - - (1,112) - (1,112) 39,922 38,810

Transfer to reserves of 
retained loss for the 
previous year

- - - (35,119) (35,119) 35,119 -

Dividends - - -  (20,625) (20,625) - (20,625)
31 December 2010 684,758 121,119 4,505 643,507 648,012 39,922 1,493,811

Profit/(loss) for the period - - - - - 1,443 1,443
Other comprehensive 
income for the period - - (4,505) - (4,505) - (4,505)

Total comprehensive 
income for the period - - (4,505) - (4,505) 1,443 (3,062)

Transfer to reserves of 
retained profit for the 
previous year

- - - 39,922 39,922 (39,922) -

Dividends (Note 15) - - - (61,876) (61,876) - (61,876)
31 December 2011 684,758 121,119 - 621,553 621,553 1,443 1,428,873

SEPARATE STATEmENT OF COmPREhENSIVE INCOmE FOR ThE yEAR ENDED 31 DECEmBER 2011 SEPARATE STATEmENT OF ChANgES IN EqUITy FOR ThE yEAR ENDED 31 DECEmBER 2011
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Notes 2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Profit/(loss) before tax 2,072 49,761

Adjustments to reconcile profit/(loss) before tax to net cash provided by operating activities
Depreciation, depletion, amortization and impairment 3 99,195  105,713
Amortization of government grants 22 (914) (1,150)
Write-off of inventories, net 10 850 179
Increase/(decrease) in provisions for liabilities and charges, net  5,444 1,002
(Profit)/loss from the sale of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment 22 (1,498) (8,533)
Impairment/(reversal of impairment) of available-for-sale financial assets 26 3,748 -
Impairment/(reversal of impairment) of investments in subsidiaries 26 1,226 (1,652)
Write-off of receivables and addition/(reversal) of impairment, net 490 (39)
Write-off of liabilities 22 - (970)
Unrealized foreign exchange (gain)/loss on receivables and payables, net 7,219 (2,222)
Foreign exchange (gain)/loss excluding foreign exchange differences on receivables and 
payables, net 26 3,874 6,252
Interest revenue 26 (1,789) (1,090)
Interest expense on borrowings 26 1,361 1,477
Other financial (profit)/loss, net (451) (1,060)
Dividends received 26 (5,602) (3,068)
Other non cash items (132) 139
Operating cash flow before changes in working capital 115,093 144,739

(Increase)/decrease in inventories (43,772) (32,251)
(Increase)/decrease in trade receivables (113,997) (47,023)
(Increase)/decrease in other current assets 20,689 (21,676)
Increase/(decrease) in trade payables 196,125 (44,689)
Increase/(decrease) in other current liabilities 6,446 (3,406)

Corporate income tax paid (34) 4,184

Net cash provided by/(used in) operating activities 180,550 (122)

Capital expenditures (32,631) (59,712)
Proceeds from disposals of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment 10,055 13,501
Proceeds from sale of subsidiary undertakings, net - 183
Long-term loans granted (191,872) (110,440)
Long-term loans repaid 158,360 98,540
Short-term loans (granted)/repaid, net  (14,552) 12,518
Interest received 1,702 932
Other financial income 446 748
Dividends received and income from the decrease of share capital of the subsidiaries 4,830 3,068
Net cash provided by/(used in) investing activities (63,662) (40,662)

Proceeds from long-term bank borrowings 274,824 -
Repayments of long-term bank borrowings (274,989) -
Proceeds from/(repayments of) short-term bank borrowings, net (600) (7,653)
Repayments of long-term non-bank borrowings (7,441) (2,483)
Proceeds/(payments) from derivative transactions, net 200 322
Interest paid (1,357) (794)
Other financial costs (1,232) (920)
Dividends paid to shareholders (61,816) (20,628)
Net cash provided by/(used in) financing activities (72,411) (32,156)

Increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents 44,477 (72,940)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the period 13 17,747 89,287
Effects of exchange rate changes (3,097) 1,400
Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period 13 59,127 17,747

1 gENERAL INFORmATION

SLOVNAFT, a.s. (“SLOVNAFT” or “the Company”) was registered in Slovakia as a joint stock company on 1 may 
1992. Prior to that date it was a state owned enterprise. The Company was set up in accordance with Slovak 
regulations. The Company has its primary listing on the Bratislava Stock Exchange. 

The principal activities of the Company are the processing of crude oil and the distribution and sale of refined 
products.

The Company’s registered address and registration numbers are:
SLOVNAFT, a.s. 
Vlčie hrdlo 1
824 12 Bratislava
Slovak Republic
Registration number: 31 322 832
Tax registration number: 2020372640

Since April 2003 the major shareholder of the Company is mOL Nyrt., incorporated and domiciled in hungary. 

The Company is not partner with unlimited liability in any company.

As at 31 December 2011, the Company had 2,250 employees on average (31 December 2010: 2,302 employees), 
86 of which were management (31 December 2010: 88).

2.1 AUThORIzATION, STATEmENT OF COmPLIANCE AND BASIS OF PREPARATION

I) Authorization and Statement of Compliance

These separate financial statements were approved and authorized for issue by the Board of Directors on 
9 march 2012. 

The separate financial statements of the Company for the previous period were approved by the Annual 
general meeting of the Company held on 21 April 2011.

These separate financial statements are placed at the Company’s registered address and at the Commercial 
Register of District Court in Bratislava I, záhradnícka 10, 812 44 Bratislava.

These separate financial statements had been prepared as ordinary separate financial statements according to 
Section 17 (6) of the Slovak Accounting Act No. 431/2002 Coll. as later amended.

These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards 
(“IFRS”) and all applicable IFRS that have been adopted by the EU. IFRS comprise standards and interpretations 
approved by the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”) and the International Financial Reporting 
Interpretations Committee (“IFRIC”).

SEPARATE STATEmENT OF CASh FLOWS FOR ThE yEAR ENDED 31 DECEmBER 2011
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With effect from 1 January 2006, the change in the Slovak Accounting Act requires the Company to prepare 
its financial statements in accordance with IFRS as adopted by the European Union (“EU”). At this time, due to 
the endorsement process of the EU, and the activities of the Company, there is no difference between the IFRS 
policies applied by the Company and those adopted by the EU. 

II) Basis of Preparation

These separate financial statements have been prepared in accordance with IFRS issued and effective on 
31 December 2011.

For the purpose of the application of the historical cost convention, the financial statements treat the Company 
as having come into existence on 1 may 1992, at the carrying values of assets and liabilities determined at that 
date, subject to the IFRS adjustments.

The financial statements were prepared using the going concern assumption that the Company will continue its 
operations for the foreseeable future.

The preparation of the financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use of estimates and assumptions 
that affect the amounts reported in the financial statements and the Notes thereto. Although these estimates 
are based on the management’s best knowledge of current events and actions, the actual results may differ 
from those estimations. 

The financial year is the same as the calendar year.

The separate financial statements are presented in thousands of Euro.

III) Information on Consolidated Group

The financial statements of the Company are included in the consolidated financial statements of the SLOVNAFT 
group which are part of the consolidated financial statements of the mOL group. mOL Nyrt., Október 
huszonharmadika u. 18, 1117 Budapest, hungary, prepares the group’s consolidated financial statements. 
These consolidated financial statements are available directly at the registered addresses of the companies 
stated above.

2.2 ChANgES IN ACCOUNTINg POLICIES

The accounting policies adopted are consistent with those applied in the separate financial statements at 
31 December 2010 apart from some minor modifications in the classification of certain items in the separate 
statement of financial position and the separate statement of comprehensive income, none of which has resulted 
in a significant impact on the separate financial statements except for reclassifying revenues from sale of metals 
contained in fully used catalysts from Other operating income to Net revenue. While the comparative period has 
been restated, an opening separate statement of financial position has not been included as the reclassifications 
made were not considered material. 

Starting from 1 January 2011, the Company has revised its operating segments to reflect changes in organizational 
responsibilities as well as the approach of the Company’s chief operating decision making bodies with respect to 
resource allocation and performance analysis. As a consequence,

• Lubricants operating segment ceased to report separately and were integrated into Refining and 
marketing operating segment, and

• gas and Power operating segment was aggregated into Refining and marketing reportable operating 
segment.

As a result of the changes in setup of operating segments, the Company has the following two reportable 
operating segments: Refining and marketing, and Retail. Comparative periods have been restated accordingly. 

The Company has adopted the following new and amended IFRS and IFRIC interpretations during the accounting 
period. Except as noted below, adoption of these standards and interpretations did not have any impact on the 
financial statements of the Company. 

• IFRS 1  First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards - Limited exemption from 
comparative IFRS 7 disclosures for first-time adopters 

• IAS 24  Related Party Disclosures - Revised definition of related parties 
• IAS 32  Financial Instruments: Presentation - Amendments relating to classification of rights issues 
• IFRIC 14  IAS 19 - The Limit on a Defined Benefit Asset, minimum Funding Requirements and their 

Interaction - Amendments with respect to voluntary prepaid contributions
• IFRIC 19  Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity Instruments
• Annual Improvements to IFRSs (issued in may 2010)

The principal effects of these changes are as follows:

IAS 32 Financial Instruments: Presentation - Amendments relating to classification of rights issues

The amendment states that if rights issues offered for a fixed amount of foreign currency are issued pro rata to 
an entity’s all existing shareholders in the same class for a fixed amount of currency, they should be classified as 
equity regardless of the currency in which the exercise price is denominated. This amendment did not have any 
impact on the financial statements of the Company.

IFRIC 14 IAS 19 - The Limit on a Defined Benefit Asset, Minimum Funding Requirements and their 
Interaction - Amendments with respect to voluntary prepaid contributions

The amendment applies in the limited circumstances when an entity is subject to minimum funding 
requirements and makes an early payment of contributions to cover those requirements. The amendment 
permits such an entity to treat the benefit of such an early payment as an asset. This amendment did not have 
any impact on the financial statements of the Company.

IFRIC 19 Extinguishing Financial Liabilities with Equity Instruments

This interpretation provides guidance on how to account for the extinguishment of a financial liability by the 
issue of equity instruments. This interpretation did not have any impact on the financial statements of the 
Company.
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Annual Improvements to IFRSs issued in May 2010

In may 2010 the IASB issued its third collection of amendments to its standards, primarily view to removing 
inconsistencies and clarifying wording. These improvements did not have any impact on the financial statements 
of the Company.

2.3 SUmmARy OF SIgNIFICANT ACCOUNTINg POLICIES

I) Presentation Currency

Based on the economic substance of the underlying events and circumstances, Euro (€) was determined as the 
currency of Company’s presentation.

II) Subsidiaries, Associated Companies and Joint Ventures

Securities and shares in subsidiaries, associated companies and joint ventures which are not classified as held-
for-sale are recognized in carrying value representing acquisition cost less potential accumulated losses of 
impairment.

Securities and shares in subsidiaries, associated companies and joint ventures classified as held-for-sale are 
recognized in the lower of carrying value or fair value less disposal costs.

Acquisition cost of securities and shares in subsidiaries, associated companies and joint ventures is the purchase 
price of acquired securities or shares.

III) Investments and Other Financial Assets

Financial assets within the scope of IAS 39 are classified as either financial assets at fair value through profit or 
loss, loans and receivables, held-to-maturity investments, or available-for-sale financial assets, as appropriate. 
When financial assets are recognized initially, they are measured at fair value, plus, in the case of investments 
not at fair value through profit or loss, directly attributable transaction costs. The Company considers whether 
a contract contains an embedded derivative when the Company first becomes a party to it.

Purchases and sales of investments are recognized on settlement date which is the date when the asset is 
delivered to the counterparty.

The Company’s financial assets are classified at the time of initial recognition depending on their nature and 
purpose. Financial assets include cash and short-term deposits, trade receivables, loans and other receivables, 
quoted and unquoted financial instruments and derivative financial instruments.

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss include financial assets held for trading and financial assets 
designated upon initial recognition as at fair value through profit and loss.

Financial assets are classified as held for trading if they are acquired for the purpose of selling in the near term. 

Derivatives, including separated embedded derivatives are also classified as held for trading unless they are 
designated as effective hedging instruments or meet the definition of financial guarantee contract. gains or 
losses on investments held for trading are recognized as finance revenues or finance expenses.

Financial assets may be designated at initial recognition as at fair value through profit or loss if the following 
criteria are met: (i) the designation eliminates or significantly reduces the inconsistent treatment that would 
otherwise arise from measuring the assets or recognizing gains or losses on them on a different basis; or (ii) 
the assets are part of a group of financial assets which are managed and their performance evaluated on a fair 
value basis, in accordance with a documented risk management strategy; or (iii) the financial asset contains an 
embedded derivative that would need to be separately recorded. Such financial assets are recorded as current, 
except for those instruments which are not due for settlement within 12 months after the end of the reporting 
period and are not held with the primary purpose of being traded. In this case all payments on such instruments 
are classified as non-current.

As at 31 December 2011 and 2010, no financial assets have been designated as at fair value through profit and loss.

Held-to-maturity investments

held-to-maturity investments are non-derivative financial assets which carry fixed or determinable payments, 
have fixed maturities and which the Company has the positive intention and ability to hold to maturity. After 
initial measurement held-to-maturity investments are measured at amortized cost. This cost is computed as 
the amount initially recognized minus principal repayments, plus or minus the cumulative amortization using 
the effective interest rate method of any difference between the initially recognized amount and the maturity 
amount, less allowance for impairment. This calculation includes all fees and points paid or received between 
parties to the contract that are an integral part of the effective interest rate, transaction costs and all other 
premiums and discounts. gains and losses are recognized in the profit/loss for the period when the investments 
are derecognized or impaired, as well as through the amortization process.

As at 31 December 2011 and 2010, no financial assets have been designated as held-to-maturity investments.

Loans and receivables

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that are 
not quoted in an active market. After initial measurement loans and receivables are subsequently carried 
at amortized cost using the effective interest rate method less any allowance for impairment. Amortized 
cost is calculated taking into account any discount or premium on acquisition and includes fees that are an 
integral part of the effective interest rate and transaction costs. gains and losses are recognized in the profit/loss 
for the period when the loans and receivables are derecognized or impaired, as well as through the amortization 
process.

Available-for-sale financial assets

Available-for-sale financial assets are those non-derivative financial assets that are designated as available-
for-sale or are not classified in any of the three preceding categories. After initial measurement, available 
for sale financial assets are measured at fair value with unrealized gains or losses being recognized as other 
comprehensive income in the fair valuation reserve. When the investment is disposed of or is determined to be 
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impaired, the cumulative gain or loss previously recorded as other comprehensive income is recognized in the 
profit/loss for the period.

After initial recognition available-for-sale financial assets are evaluated on the basis of existing market conditions 
and management’s intent to hold on to the investment in the foreseeable future. In rare circumstances when 
these conditions are no longer appropriate, the Company may choose to reclassify these financial assets to loans 
and receivables or held-to-maturity investments when this is in accordance with the applicable IFRS.

Fair value

For investments that are actively traded in organized financial markets, fair value is determined by reference to 
quoted market prices at the close of business on the last day of the reporting period without any deduction for 
transaction costs. For investments where there is no quoted market price, fair value is determined by reference 
to the current market value of another instrument which is substantially the same or is calculated based on the 
expected cash flows of the underlying net asset base of the investment.

IV) Classification and Derecognition of Financial Instruments

Financial assets and financial liabilities carried on the statement of financial position include cash and cash 
equivalents, marketable securities, trade and other accounts receivable and payable, long-term receivables, 
loans, borrowings, investments, and bonds receivable and payable. The accounting policies on recognition and 
measurement of these items are disclosed in the respective accounting policies found in this Note.

Financial instruments (including compound financial instruments) are classified as assets, liabilities or equity in 
accordance with the substance of the contractual agreement. Interest, dividends, gains, and losses relating to 
a financial instrument classified as a liability, are reported as expense or income as incurred. Distributions to 
holders of financial instruments classified as equity are charged directly to equity. In case of compound financial 
instruments the liability component is valued first, with the equity component being determined as a residual 
value. Financial instruments are offset when the Company has a legally enforceable right to offset and intends 
to settle either on a net basis or to realize the asset and settle the liability simultaneously.

The derecognition of a financial asset takes place when the Company no longer controls the contractual rights 
that comprise the financial asset, which is normally the case when the instrument is sold, or all the cash flows 
attributable to the instrument are passed through to an independent third party. When the Company neither 
transfers nor retains all the risks and rewards of the financial asset and continues to control the transferred 
asset, it recognizes its retained interest in the asset and a liability for the amounts it may have to pay. Financial 
liability is derecognized when the obligation under the liability is discharged or cancelled or expires.

V) Derivative Financial Instruments

The Company uses derivative financial instruments such as forward currency contracts to reduce its risks 
associated with foreign currency fluctuations. Such derivative financial instruments are initially recognized at 
fair value on the date on which a derivative contract is entered into and are subsequently remeasured at fair 
value. Derivatives are carried as assets when the fair value is positive and as liabilities when the fair value is 
negative. Any gains or losses arising from changes in fair value of derivatives are taken directly to profit/loss for 
the period as financial income or expense. 

Fair value of forward currency contracts is calculated by reference to current forward exchange rates for contracts 
with similar maturity profiles. 

An embedded derivative is separated from the host contract and accounted for as a derivative if all of the 
following conditions are met:

• The economic characteristics and the risks of the embedded derivative are not closely related to the 
economic characteristics of the host contract.

• A separate instrument with the same terms as the embedded derivative would meet the definition of 
a derivative.

• A hybrid (combined) instrument is not measured at fair value with changes in fair value reported in the 
profit/loss for the period.

VI) Hedging

hedge accounting recognizes the offsetting effects of changes in the fair values of the hedging instrument and 
the hedged item in profit/loss for the period. For the purpose of hedge accounting, hedges are classified as:

• Fair value hedge,
• Cash flow hedge or
• hedge of a net investment in a foreign operation.

At the inception of the hedge the Company formally designates and documents the hedging relationship to 
which it wishes to apply hedge accounting and the risk management objective and strategy for undertaking the 
hedge. The documentation includes identification of the hedging instrument, the hedged item or transaction, 
the nature of the risk being hedged and the method how the Company will assess the hedging instrument’s 
effectiveness in offsetting the exposure to changes in the hedged item’s fair value or cash flows attributable to 
the hedged risk. Such hedge is expected to be highly effective in achieving offsetting of changes in fair value or 
cash flows attributable to the hedged risk and is assessed on an ongoing basis to determine that it actually 
have been highly effective throughout the financial reporting periods for which it was designated.

hedges which meet the strict criteria for hedge accounting are accounted for as follows:

Fair value hedge

Fair value hedge is a hedge of the Company’s exposure to changes in fair value of recognized asset or liability or 
an unrecognized firm commitment, or an identified portion of such an asset, liability or firm commitment, that 
is attributable to a particular risk and could affect profit/loss for the period.

The gain or loss from remeasuring the hedging instrument at fair value (for a derivative hedging instrument) or 
the foreign currency component of its carrying amount measured in accordance with IAS 21 (for a non-derivative 
hedging instrument) is recognized in profit/loss for the period. The gain or loss on the hedged item attributable 
to the hedged risk adjusts the carrying amount of the hedged item and is recognized in profit/loss for the period. 
The same method is used in case the hedged item is an available-for-sale financial asset. 
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The adjustment to the carrying amount of a hedged financial instrument for which the effective interest method 
is used is amortized to profit/loss for the period over the remaining term to maturity of the financial instrument. 
Amortization may begin as soon as an adjustment exists and shall begin no later than when the hedged item 
ceases to be adjusted for changes in its fair value attributable to the risk being hedged. 

When an unrecognized firm commitment is designated as a hedged item, the subsequent cumulative change in 
the fair value of the firm commitment attributable to the hedged risk is recognized as an asset or liability with 
a corresponding gain or loss recognized in profit/loss for the period. The changes in the fair value of the hedging 
instrument are also recognized in profit/loss for the period.

The Company discontinues fair value hedge accounting if the hedging instrument expires, the hedging instrument 
is sold, terminated or exercised, the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting or the Company 
revokes the designation. 

Cash flow hedge

Cash flow hedge is a hedge of the Company’s exposure to variability in cash flows that is attributable to 
a particular risk associated with a recognized asset or liability or a highly probable forecast transaction and could 
affect profit/loss for the period.

The portion of the gain or loss on the hedging instrument that is determined to be an effective hedge is 
recognized in other comprehensive income. The ineffective portion of the gain or loss on the hedging instrument 
is recognized in profit/loss for the period.

If a hedge of a forecast transaction subsequently results in the recognition of a financial asset or a financial 
liability, the associated gains or losses that were recognized in other comprehensive income are reclassified 
from other comprehensive income to profit/loss in the same period or periods during which the asset acquired 
or liability assumed affects profit/loss for the period. If a hedge of a forecast transaction subsequently results 
in the recognition of a non-financial asset or a non-financial liability, or a forecast transaction for non-financial 
asset or non-financial liability becomes a firm commitment for which fair value hedge accounting is applied, the 
associated gains and losses that were recognized in other comprehensive income are transferred to the initial 
cost or other carrying amount of the non-financial asset or liability.

If the forecast transaction is no longer expected to occur, the cumulative gain or loss on the hedging instrument 
that has been recognized in other comprehensive income are reclassified from other comprehensive income 
to profit/loss for the period. If the hedging instrument expires or is sold, terminated or exercised without 
replacement or rollover, the hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting or the Company revokes 
the designation, the cumulative gain or loss that has been recognized in other comprehensive income remain in 
other comprehensive income until the forecast transaction occurs. 

Hedge of a net investment in a foreign operation

hedge of a net investment in a foreign operation, including a hedge of a monetary item that is accounted for as 
part of the net investment, is accounted for similarly to cash flow hedge. The portion of the gain or loss on the 
hedging instrument that is determined to be an effective hedge is recognized in other comprehensive income. 
The ineffective portion gain or loss on the hedging instrument is recognized in profit/loss for the period. On the 

disposal or period disposal of the foreign operation, the cumulative gains or losses on the hedging instrument 
relating to the effective portion of the hedge that has been recognized in other comprehensive income are 
reclassified to profit/loss for the period. 

VII) Impairment of Financial Assets 

The Company assesses at each end of the reporting period whether a financial asset or group of financial assets 
is impaired. Impairment losses on a financial asset or group of financial assets are recognized only if there is 
an objective evidence of impairment due to a loss event and this loss event significantly impacts the estimated 
future cash flows of the financial asset or group of financial assets.

Assets carried at amortized cost

If there is an objective evidence that an impairment loss on loans and receivables carried at amortized cost has 
been incurred, the amount of the loss is measured as the difference between the asset’s carrying amount and 
the present value of estimated future cash flows (excluding future expected credit losses) discounted at the 
financial asset’s original effective interest rate (i.e. the effective interest rate computed at initial recognition). 
The carrying amount of the asset is reduced through the use of an allowance account and the amount of the loss 
is recognized in the profit/loss for the period.

The Company first assesses whether objective evidence of impairment exists individually for financial assets that 
are individually significant, and individually or collectively for financial assets that are not individually significant. 
If it is determined that no objective evidence of impairment exists for financial assets, whether significant or 
not, the asset is included in a group of financial assets with similar credit risk characteristics and that group of 
financial assets is collectively assessed for impairment. Assets that are individually assessed for impairment and 
for which an impairment loss is or continues to be recognized are not included in a collective assessment of 
impairment.

If in a subsequent period the amount of the impairment loss decreases and the decrease can be related 
objectively to an event occurring after the impairment was recognized, the previously recognized 
impairment loss is reversed by adjusting the allowance account. Any subsequent reversal of an impairment 
loss is recognized in the profit/loss for the period, to the extent that the carrying value of the asset does 
not exceed its amortized cost at the reversal date.

Loans and receivables together with the associated allowance are written off when there is no realistic 
prospect of future recovery and all collateral has been realized or has been transferred to the Company. If a 
future write-off is later recovered, the recovery is recognized in the profit/loss for the period.

Available-for-sale financial assets

If an available-for-sale financial asset is impaired, an amount comprising the difference between its acquisition 
cost (net of any principal payment and amortization) and its current fair value, less any impairment loss 
previously recognized in the profit/loss for the period, is transferred from other comprehensive income to the 
profit/loss for the period. Impairment losses recognized on equity instruments classified as available-for-sale 
are not reversed; increases in their fair value after impairment are recognized directly in other comprehensive 
income. Impairment losses recognized on debt instruments classified as available-for-sale are reversed through 
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the profit/loss for the period; if the increase in fair value of the instrument can be objectively related to an event 
occurring after the impairment loss was recognized in the profit/loss for the period.

VIII) Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash includes cash on hand and bank accounts. Cash equivalents are short-term, highly liquid investments 
that are readily convertible to known amounts of cash with maturity less than three months from the date of 
acquisition and that are subject to an insignificant risk of change in value.

IX) Trade and Other Accounts Receivable

Receivables are initially recognized at amortized cost using the effective interest rate method less any allowance 
for impairment of doubtful receivables. A provision for impairment is recognized in the profit/loss for the period 
when there is objective evidence (such as the probability of insolvency or significant financial difficulties of the 
debtor) that the Company will not be able to collect all of the amounts due under the original terms of the 
invoice. Impaired debts are derecognized when they are assessed as uncollectible.

If collection of trade receivables is expected within the normal business cycle which is one year or less, they are 
classified as current assets. If not, they are presented as non-current assets.

X) Inventories

Inventories, including work-in-progress are valued at the lower of cost and net realizable value, after provision 
for slow-moving and obsolete items. Net realizable value is the selling price in the ordinary course of business, 
less the costs of making the sale. Cost of purchased goods, including crude oil, is determined primarily using 
the FIFO method. The acquisition cost of own produced inventory consists of direct materials, direct wages 
and the appropriate portion of production overhead expenses including royalty but excludes borrowing costs. 
Unrealizable inventory is fully written off.

XI) Property, Plant and Equipment

Property, plant and equipment are stated at historical cost (or the carrying value of the assets determined as at 1 
may 1992) less accumulated depreciation, depletion and accumulated impairment loss. When assets are sold or 
retired, their cost and accumulated depreciation are eliminated from the accounts and any gain or loss resulting 
from their disposal is included in the profit/loss for the period.

The initial cost of property, plant and equipment comprises its purchase price, including import duties and non-
refundable purchase taxes and any directly attributable costs of bringing the asset to its working condition and 
location for its intended use, such as borrowing costs. Estimated decommissioning and site restoration costs 
are capitalized either upon initial recognition or, if decision on decommissioning is made subsequently, at the 
time of the decision. Changes in estimates thereof adjust the carrying amount of assets. Expenditures incurred 
after the property, plant and equipment have been put into operation, such as repairs and maintenance and 
overhead costs (except for periodic maintenance and inspection costs), are normally charged to the profit/
loss in the period in which the costs are incurred. Periodic maintenance and inspection costs are capitalized as 
a separate component of the related assets.

Construction in progress represents plant and properties under construction and is stated at cost. This includes 
cost of construction, plant and equipment and other direct costs. Construction in progress is not depreciated 
until such time as the relevant asset is available for use.

Land owned at the date of the establishment of the Company has been stated at the values attributed to it 
in the legislation incorporating the Company. These values are treated as cost. Land is carried at cost less any 
impairment provisions. Land is not depreciated.

XII) Intangible Assets

Intangible assets acquired separately are capitalized at cost and from a business acquisition are capitalized at 
fair value as at the date of acquisition. Intangible assets are recognized if it is probable that the future economic 
benefits that are attributable to the asset will flow to the Company; and the cost of the asset can be measured 
reliably.

Following initial recognition, the cost model is applied to the class of intangible assets. The useful lives of these 
intangible assets are assessed to be either finite or indefinite. Amortization is charged on assets with a finite useful 
life over the best estimate of their useful lives using the straight line method. The amortization period and the 
amortization method are reviewed annually at the end of the period. Intangible assets, excluding development 
costs, created within the business are not capitalized and expenditure is charged against income in the year in 
which the expenditure is incurred. Intangible assets are tested for impairment annually either individually or 
at the cash-generating unit level. Useful lives are also examined on an annual basis and adjustments, where 
applicable are made on a prospective basis.

Research costs are expensed as incurred. Development expenditure incurred on an individual project is carried 
forward when its future recoverability can reasonably be regarded as assured. Following the initial recognition 
of the development expenditure the cost model is applied requiring the asset to be carried at cost less any 
accumulated impairment losses. Costs in development stage cannot be amortized. The carrying value of 
development costs is reviewed for impairment annually when the asset is not yet in use or more frequently 
when an indicator of impairment arises during the period indicating that the carrying value may not be 
recoverable.

XIII) Depreciation, Depletion and Amortization

Depreciation of each component of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment is computed 
on a straight-line basis over their respective useful lives. Usual periods of useful lives for different types of 
intangible assets and property, plant and equipment are as follows:

years

Software  3 - 5 
Buildings 30 - 40 
machinery and equipment  8 - 20 
Other fixed assets  4 - 8 

Amortization of leased assets is provided using the straight-line method over the term of the respective lease or 
the useful life of the asset, whichever period is less. Periodic maintenance and inspection costs are depreciated 
until the next similar maintenance takes place.
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The useful life and depreciation methods are reviewed at least annually to ensure that the method and period 
of depreciation are consistent with the expected pattern of economic benefits from items of intangible assets 
and property, plant and equipment.

XIV) Impairment of Non-financial Assets

Intangible assets and property, plant and equipment are reviewed for impairment when annual impairment 
testing for an asset is required or whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the carrying 
amount of an asset may not be recoverable. Whenever the carrying amount of an asset exceeds its recoverable 
amount, an impairment loss is recognized in the profit/loss for the period for items of intangibles and property, 
plant and equipment carried at cost. The recoverable amount is the higher of an asset’s fair value less costs 
to sell and value in use. The fair value is the amount obtainable from the sale of an asset in an arm’s length 
transaction while value in use is the present value of estimated net future cash flows expected to arise from the 
continuing use of an asset and from its disposal at the end of its useful life. Recoverable amounts are estimated 
for individual assets or, if this is not practicable, for the cash-generating unit. The Company assesses at each 
reporting date whether there is any indication that previously recognized impairment losses may no longer exist 
or may have decreased. A previously recognized impairment loss is reversed only if there has been a change in 
the impairment assumptions considered when the last impairment loss was recognized. The reversal is limited 
so that the carrying amount of the asset neither exceeds its recoverable amount, nor is higher than its carrying 
amount net of depreciation, had no impairment loss been recognized in prior years.

XV) Loans and Borrowings

All loans and borrowings are initially recognized at the fair value of the consideration received net of issue 
costs associated with the borrowing. After initial recognition, loans and borrowings are subsequently measured 
at amortized cost using the effective interest rate method. Amortized cost is calculated by taking into account 
any issue costs, and any discount or premium on settlement. gains and losses are recognized in net in the profit/
loss for the period when the liabilities are derecognized, as well as through the amortization process, except to 
the extent they are capitalized as borrowing costs.

XVI) Provisions for Liabilities and Charges

A provision is recognized when the Company has a present obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past 
event and it is probable (i.e. more likely than not) that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits 
will be required to settle the obligation, and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. 
When the Company expects some or all of the provision to be reimbursed; the reimbursement is recognized 
as a separate asset but only when the reimbursement is actually certain. Provisions are reviewed at each end 
of the reporting period and adjusted to reflect the current best estimate. The amount of the provision is the 
present value of the risk adjusted expenditures expected to be required to settle the obligation, determined 
using the estimated risk free interest rate as discount rate. Where discounting is used, the carrying amount of 
provision increases in each period to reflect the unwinding of the discount by the passage of time. This increase 
is recognized as an interest expense.

Provision for Environmental Expenditures

Liabilities for environmental costs are recognized when environmental clean-ups are probable and the associated 
costs can be reliably estimated. generally, the timing of these provisions coincides with the commitment to a 
formal plan of action or, if earlier, on divestment or on closure of inactive sites. The amount recognized is the 
best estimate of the expenditure required.

Provision for Redundancy

The employees of the Company are eligible, immediately upon termination due organizational changes, for 
redundancy payment pursuant to the Slovak law and the terms of the Collective Agreement between the 
Company and its employees. The amount of such a liability is recorded as a provision for liabilities and charges 
when the workforce reduction program is defined, announced and the conditions for its implementation are 
met.

Provision for Retirement Benefits

Pension plans

A defined benefit plan is a pension plan that defines an amount of pension benefit to be provided, usually as 
a function of one or more factors such as age, years of service or compensation. A defined contribution plan 
is a pension plan under which the Company pays fixed contributions and will have no legal or constructive 
obligations to pay further contributions if the scheme does not hold sufficient assets to pay all employees 
benefits relating to employee service in the current and prior periods.

Unfunded defined benefit pension plan

According to the Agreement with the Trade Unions for 2011 - 2012 the Company is obliged, based on the number 
of years in service, to pay its employees on retirement or disability a multiple of their average monthly 
salary up to 5 average salaries and in case of disability a multiple of their average monthly salary up to 
8 average salaries. The minimum requirement of the Labor Code of one-month average salary payment 
on retirement is included in the above multiples. At the same time the employees are entitled to the 
benefit corresponding to one mOL Nyrt. share per one year of service.

The same or similar liability has been included in the agreements with the Trade Unions since 1992. The 
Company has created expectations on the part of its employees that it will continue to provide the benefits and 
it is the management’s judgment that it is not realistic for the Company to cease providing them.

The liability in respect of defined benefit pension plans is the present value of the defined benefit obligation 
at the end of the reporting period, together with adjustments for actuarial gains and losses and past service 
cost. The defined benefit obligation is calculated annually by independent actuaries using the projected unit 
credit method. The present value of the defined benefit obligation is determined by the estimated future cash 
outflows using interest rates of government securities which have terms to maturity approximating the terms of 
the related liability. 
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Actuarial gains and losses arising from experience adjustments and changes in actuarial assumptions are 
charged or credited to the revenues and expenses in the period when incurred. Amendments to pension plans 
are charged or credited to the revenues and expenses over the average remaining service lives of the related 
employees.

Defined contribution pension plans

The Company contributes to the government and private defined contribution pension plans.

The Company makes insurance contributions to the government’s social and public health insurance schemes at 
the statutory rates in force during the year, based on gross salary payments. Throughout the whole period, the 
Company made contributions amounting to 35.2% (2010: 35.2%) of gross salaries up to a monthly salary between 
€1,116.75 to €2,978.00 (until 30 June 2010: €1,084.55 to €2,892.12, after this date €1,116.75 to €2,978.00), to 
such schemes, together with contributions by employees of a further 13.4% (2010: 13.4%). The cost of the 
contributions made by the Company is charged to the profit/loss in the same period as the related salary cost.

In addition, with respect to employees who have chosen to participate in a supplementary pension scheme, the 
Company makes contributions to the supplementary scheme amounting up to 4.5% (2010: 4.5%) from the total 
of monthly tariff wage plus compensatory wage of an employee.

Termination benefits

Termination benefits are payable whenever an employee’s employment is terminated before the normal 
retirement date or whenever an employee accepts voluntary redundancy in exchange for these benefits. 
The Company recognizes termination benefits when it is demonstrably committed to either terminate the 
employment of current employees according to a detailed formal plan without a possibility of withdrawal or to 
provide termination benefits as a result of an offer made to encourage voluntary redundancy. Benefits falling 
due more than 12 months after the end of the reporting period are discounted to the present value. 

Bonus plans

A liability for employee benefits in the form of bonus plans is recognized in Other current liabilities and is paid 
out after the evaluation of the performance in the given year. 

Liabilities for bonus plans are measured at the amounts expected to be paid when they are settled.

Other

The Company also pays certain work and life jubilees benefits and disability benefits.

The liability in respect of work and life jubilees benefits plan is the present value of the work and life jubilees 
benefit obligation at the end of the reporting period, together with adjustments for actuarial gains/losses and 
past service cost. The work and life jubilees benefit obligation is calculated annually by independent actuaries 
using the projected unit credit method. The present value of the work and life jubilees benefit obligation is 
determined by the estimated future cash outflows using interest rates of government securities which have 
terms to maturity approximating the terms of the related liability.

Actuarial gains and losses arising from experience adjustments and changes in actuarial assumptions are charged 
or credited to the revenues and expenses in the period when incurred. Amendments to work and life jubilees 
benefit plan are charged or credited to the revenues and expenses over the average remaining service lives of 
the related employees. 

XVII) Greenhouse Gas Emissions

The Company receives free emission rights as a result of the European Emission Trading Schemes. The rights are 
received on an annual basis and in return the Company is required to remit rights equal to its actual emissions. 
The Company has adopted a net liability approach to the emission rights granted. Under this method the granted 
emission rights are measured at nil and a provision is only recognized when actual emissions exceed the emission 
rights granted. Where emission rights are purchased from third parties, they are recorded at cost, and treated 
as a reimbursement right.

XVIII) Share-based Payment Transactions

Certain employees of the Company receive remuneration dependent on the parent company’s mOL Nyrt. share 
price. The cost of these cash-settled transactions is measured initially at fair value using the binomial model. 
This fair value is expensed over the vesting period with recognition of a corresponding liability. The liability 
is remeasured at each end of the reporting period up to and including the settlement date to fair value with 
changes therein recognized in the profit/loss for the period.

XIX) Leases

The determination whether an arrangement contains or is a lease depends on the substance of the arrangement 
at inception date. If fulfillment of the arrangement depends on the use of a specific asset or conveys the right to 
use the asset, it is deemed to contain a lease element and is recorded accordingly.

Finance leases, which transfer to the Company substantially all the risks and benefits incidental to ownership 
of the leased item, are capitalized at the inception of the lease at the fair value of the leased property or, 
if lower, at the present value of the minimum lease payments. Lease payments are apportioned between 
the finance charges and reduction of the lease liability so as to achieve a constant rate of interest on the 
remaining balance of the liability. Finance charges are charged directly to the expenses. Capitalized leased 
assets are depreciated over the shorter of the estimated useful life of the asset or the lease term. Initial 
direct costs incurred in negotiating a finance lease are added to the carrying amount of the leased asset 
and recognized over the lease term on the same bases as the lease income. Leases where the lessor retains 
substantially all the risks and benefits of ownership of the asset are classified as operating leases. Operating 
lease payments are recognized as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term.

XX) Government Grants

government grants are recognized at their fair value where there is reasonable assurance that the grant will 
be received and all attaching conditions will be complied with. When the grant relates to an expense item, it 
is recognized as income over the years necessary to match the grant on a systematic basis to the costs that it 
is intended to compensate. Where the grant relates to an asset, the fair value is credited to a deferred income 
account and is released to the profit/loss over the expected useful life of the relevant asset by equal annual 
installments.
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XXI) Reserves

Reserves shown in the separate financial statements do not represent the distributable reserves for dividend 
purposes.

Retained earnings

Retained earnings comprise also the Legal Reserve Fund set up in accordance with the Slovak legislation to cover 
potential future losses. The Legal Reserve Fund is not distributable.

Fair valuation reserve

The fair valuation reserve includes the cumulative net change in the fair value of available-for-sale financial 
instruments.

XXII) Dividends

Dividends are recorded in the period in which they are approved by the Annual general meeting.

XXIII) Revenue Recognition

Revenue is recognized when it is probable that the economic benefits associated with a transaction will flow to 
the enterprise and the amount of the revenue can be measured reliably. Sales are recognized net of VAT, excise 
tax and discounts when delivery of goods or rendering of the service has taken place and transfer of risks and 
rewards has been completed.

Interest is recognized on a time-proportionate basis that reflects the effective yield on the related asset. Dividends 
due are recognized when the shareholders’ right to receive payment is established. Changes in the fair value of 
derivatives not qualifying for hedge accounting are reflected in the profit/loss in the period the change occurs. 

XXIV) Borrowing Costs

Borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a qualifying asset 
are capitalized. Capitalization of borrowing costs commences when the activities to prepare the asset are in 
progress and expenditures and borrowing costs are being incurred. Borrowing costs are capitalized until the 
assets are ready for their intended use. Borrowing costs include interest charges and other costs incurred in 
connection with the borrowing of funds, including exchange differences arising from foreign currency borrowings 
used to finance these projects to the extent that they are regarded as an adjustment to interest costs.

XXV) Income Taxes

The income tax charge consists of current and deferred taxes. 

The current income tax is based on taxable profit for the period. Taxable profit differs from profit as reported in 
the separate statement of comprehensive income because of items of income or expense that are never taxable 
or deductible or are taxable or deductible in other periods.

Deferred taxes are calculated using the liability method. Deferred income taxes reflect the net tax effects of 
temporary differences between the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes 
and the amounts used for income tax purposes. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using the tax 
rates expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary differences are expected to 
be recovered or settled. The measurement of deferred tax liabilities and deferred tax assets reflects the tax 
consequences that would follow from the manner in which the Company expects, at the end of the reporting 
period, to recover or settle the carrying amount of its assets and liabilities.

Deferred tax assets are recognized for all deductible temporary differences, carry forward of unused tax credits 
and tax losses when it is probable that sufficient taxable profits will be available against which the deferred tax 
assets can be utilized. 

Deferred income tax liabilities are recognized for all taxable temporary differences.

Deferred income tax liabilities are not recognized in respect of taxable temporary differences associated with 
investments in subsidiaries, associates and interests in joint ventures, where the timing of the reversal of the 
temporary differences can be controlled and it is probable that the temporary differences will not reverse in the 
foreseeable future.

At each end of the reporting period, the Company re-assesses unrecognized deferred tax assets and the carrying 
amount of deferred tax assets. The Company recognizes a previously unrecognized deferred tax asset to the 
extent that it has become probable that future taxable profit will allow the deferred tax asset to be recovered. 
The Company conversely reduces the carrying amount of a deferred tax asset to the extent that it is no longer 
probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow the benefit of part or the entire deferred tax asset 
to be utilized.

Current and deferred tax are charged or credited directly to equity if the tax relates to items that are credited or 
charged, in the same or a different period, directly to equity, including an adjustment to the opening balance of 
reserves resulting from a change in accounting policy that is applied retrospectively.

XXVI) Other Taxes

Other taxes (e.g. real estate tax, road tax, tax on emission quotas) are included in Other operating expenses.

Excise tax

Revenues, expenses, assets, and liabilities are recognized net of the amount of excise tax, except:

• When the excise tax incurred on a purchase of assets or services is not recoverable from the taxation 
authority, in which case, the excise tax is recognized as part of the cost of acquisition of the asset or as 
part of the expense item, as applicable, and

• Receivables and payables that are stated with the amount of excise tax included.

The net amount of excise tax recoverable from, or payable to, the taxation authority is included as part 
of receivables or payables in the statement of financial position.
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XXVII) Foreign Currency Transactions

Foreign currency transactions are recorded in the reporting currency by applying to the foreign currency amount 
the exchange rate between the reporting currency and the foreign currency at the date of the transaction. 
Exchange rate differences arising on the settlement of monetary items at rates different from those at which 
they were initially recorded during the periods are recognized in the profit/loss in the period in which they arise. 
monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are translated to the functional currency at 
the rate of exchange ruling at the end of the reporting period. Items measured at fair value in a foreign currency 
are translated using the exchange rates at the date when the fair value was determined. Foreign exchange 
differences on trade receivables and payables are included in operating profit, while foreign exchange differences 
on borrowings are recorded as financial income or expense.

XXVIII) Earnings Per Share

The calculation of basic earnings per share is based on the profit attributable to ordinary shareholders using the 
weighted average of number of shares outstanding during the period after deduction of the average number 
of treasury shares held over the period. There are no dilutive potential ordinary shares. All the shares bear the 
same rights.

XXIX) Segmental Disclosure

For management purposes the Company is organized into the following operating segments: Refining and 
marketing, Retail, gas and Power and Corporate services. The Company follows criteria set by IFRS 8 Operating 
Segments to determine number and type of reportable segments. On the level of accounting unit as a whole, the 
Company discloses information on revenues to external customers for major products and services, respectively 
groups of similar products and services, information on revenues to external customers and on non-current 
assets by geographical locations, and information about major customers.

XXX) Contingencies

Contingent assets are not recognized in the separate financial statements but disclosed when an inflow of 
economic benefits is probable. Contingent liabilities are not recognized in the separate financial statements 
unless they are acquired in a business combination. They are disclosed in the Notes unless the possibility of an 
outflow of resources embodying economic benefits is remote. 

2.4 SIgNIFICANT ACCOUNTINg JUDgmENTS AND ESTImATES

I) Critical judgments in applying the accounting policies

In the process of applying the accounting policies which are described above, management has made certain 
judgments that have significant effect on the amounts recognized in the financial statements (apart from those 
involving estimates, which are dealt with below). These are detailed in the respective notes, however, the most 
significant judgments relate to the following:

Environmental provisions

Regulations, especially environmental legislation does not exactly specify the extent of remediation work 
required or the technology to be applied. management uses its previous experience and its interpretation of 
the respective legislation to determine the amount of environmental provision. The environmental provision 
is €44,169 thousand and €40,291 thousand as at 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2010, respectively (see 
Note 17).

Outcome of certain litigations

The Company is party to a number of litigations, proceedings and civil actions arising in the ordinary course of 
business. management uses its own judgment to assess the most likely outcome of these and a provision is 
recognized when necessary. The provision is €2,011 thousand and €0 thousand as at 31 December 2011 and 31 
December 2010, respectively (see Note 17 and 30). 

II) Sources of estimate uncertainty

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with IFRS requires the use of estimates and assumptions 
that affect the amounts reported in the financial statements and the Notes thereto. Although these estimates 
are based on the management’s best knowledge of current events and actions, actual results may defer from 
these estimates. These are detailed in the respective notes; however, the most significant estimates comprise 
the following:

Calculation of fair value of financial instruments

Fair valuation of financial instruments is performed by reference to quoted market prices or, in absence thereof 
reflects the market’s or the management’s estimate on the future trend of key drivers of such values, including, 
but not limited to yield curves, foreign exchange and risk-free interest rates. 

Quantification and timing of environmental liabilities

management estimates the future cash outflow associated with environmental and decommissioning 
liabilities using comparative prices, analogies to previous similar work and other assumptions. 
Furthermore, the timing of these cash-flows reflects managements’ current assessment of priorities, 
technical capabilities and the urgency of fulfillment of such obligations. Consequently, the carrying amount 
of these liabilities of €44,169 thousand and €40,291 thousand as at 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2010, 
respectively is exposed to uncertainty (see Note 17).

Impairment of non-current non-financial assets

The impairment calculation requires an estimate of the ‘value in use’ of the cash-generating units. Such value 
is measured based on discounted projected cash flows. The most significant variables in determining cash 
flows are discount rates, terminal values, the period for which cash flow projections are made, as well as the 
assumptions and estimates used to determine the cash inflows and outflows. Impairment loss, as well as reversal 
of impairment loss is recognized in the profit/loss for the period.
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Intangible assets and property, plant and equipment

Based on the estimate of value in use the Company recorded the impairment of intangible assets and property, 
plant and equipment of €1,161 thousand and €1,185 thousand in 2011 and 2010, respectively (see Note 4 and 5).

Investments in subsidiaries

Based on existence of the following impairment indicators, the Company performed impairment test of its 
investment in subsidiary Slovnaft Petrochemicals, s.r.o.: 

• The book value of the investment in the separate financial statements exceeds the book value in the 
consolidated financial statements of the subsidiary’s net assets.

• There exists ongoing adverse economical effect on the petrochemical industry.

The Company calculated the recoverable amount of the investment in the subsidiary as the value in use. The 
following assumptions were used:

• Discount rate equal to weighted average cost of capital of 10.2%.
• Average inflation of 2.9% in 2012 - 2031.
• Average yearly growth of external sales equal to 2.7% in 2012 - 2031.
• Average yearly growth in petrochemical margin equal to 3.1% in 2012 - 2031.

Development of the assumptions was prepared by the specialized team of the Company with reference to 
independent studies. The model was prepared conservatively, but as the petrochemical industry is in depression, 
there is expected its future growth in field of prices, quantities and also petrochemical margin. The model is 
sensitive for the change in prices in determination of sales revenues.

The recoverable amount of the investment in subsidiary Slovnaft Petrochemicals, s.r.o. as at 31 December 2011 
exceeds its book value. Therefore the Company did not recognize any impairment loss for the investment. 

While such cash flows for non-current non-financial assets reflect the management’s best estimate for the 
future, these estimates are exposed to an increased uncertainty as a result of the general economic recession 
experienced worldwide and also in the Central-Eastern European region where the Company operates.

Actuarial estimates applied for calculation of retirement benefit obligations

The cost of defined benefit plans is determined using actuarial valuations. The actuarial valuation involves making 
assumptions about discount rates, future salary increases and mortality or fluctuation rates. Due to the long-term 
nature of these plans, such estimates are subject to significant uncertainty. Provision for long-term employee 
benefits amounts to €8,110 thousand as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €8,376 thousand), thereof 
€7,419 thousand representing retirement benefits (31 December 2010: €7,672 thousand) and €691 thousand 
representing life jubilee benefits (31 December 2010: €704 thousand) (see Note 17).

2.5 ISSUED BUT NOT yET EFFECTIVE INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL REPORTINg STANDARDS

At the date of authorization of these financial statements, the following Standards and Interpretations were in 
issue but not yet effective:

• IFRS 1  First-time Adoption of International Financial Reporting Standards - Replacement of “fixed 
dates” for certain exceptions with “the date of transition to IFRSs” and additional exceptions 
for entities ceasing to suffer from severe hyperinflation (effective for annual periods beginning 
on or after 1 July 2011, this amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 7  Financial Instruments: Disclosures - Amendments enhancing disclosures about transfers of 
financial assets (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2011, this amendments 
have not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 7  Financial Instruments: Disclosures - Amendments enhancing disclosures about offsetting of 
financial assets and financial liabilities (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 
1 January 2013, this amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 7  Financial Instruments: Disclosures - Amendments requiring disclosures about initial application 
of IFRS 9 (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2015, this amendments 
have not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 9  Financial Instruments: Classification and measurement (effective for annual periods beginning 
on or after 1 January 2015, this standard has not been approved by EU yet) 

• IFRS 10  Consolidated Financial Statements (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 
2013, this standard has not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 11  Joint Arrangements (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2013, this 
standard has not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 12  Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 
1 January 2013, this standard has not been approved by EU yet)

• IFRS 13  Fair Value measurement (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2013, 
this standard has not been approved by EU yet)

• IAS 1  Presentation of Financial Statements - Amendments on revision of presentation of 
comprehensive income (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 July 2012, 
this amendments has not been approved by EU yet)

• IAS 12  Income taxes - Amendments on measurement of deferred tax asset and liability for 
investment property measured using fair value model in IAS 40 (effective for annual 
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2012, these amendments have not been 
approved by EU yet)

• IAS 19  Employee Benefits - Complex revision of the standard (effective for annual periods beginning 
on or after 1 January 2013, these amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IAS 27  Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements - Complex revision of the standard under 
new name: IAS 27 - Separate Financial Statements (effective for annual periods beginning on 
or after 1 January 2013, these amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IAS 28  Investments in Associates - Complex revision of the standard under new name: IAS 28 - 
Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures (effective for annual periods beginning on or 
after 1 January 2013, these amendments have not been approved by EU yet)

• IAS 32  Financial Instruments: Presentation - Amendments to application guidance on the offsetting 
of financial assets and financial liabilities (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 
1 January 2014, this amendments have not been approved by EU yet)
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• IFRIC 20  Stripping Costs in the Production Phase of a Surface mine (effective for annual periods 
beginning on or after 1 January 2013, this interpretation has not been approved by EU yet)

The principal effects of these changes are as follows:

IFRS 9 Financial Instruments - Classification and Measurement

IFRS 9 replaces part of IAS 39 and reduces categories of financial assets to those measured at amortized cost 
and those measured at fair value. The classification of financial instruments is made at initial recognition based 
on result of business model test and cash flow characteristics test. IFRS 9 contains an option to designate 
a financial asset as measured at fair value through profit or loss if doing so eliminates or significantly reduces 
a measurement or recognition inconsistency. The entity can make an irrevocable election at initial recognition to 
measure equity investments, which are not held for trading, at fair value through other comprehensive income 
with only dividend income recognized in profit or loss. Based on the preliminary evaluation, application of the 
standard will not have material impact on the financial statements of the Company.

IFRS 10 Consolidated Financial Statements

IFRS 10 replaces the portion of IAS 27 Consolidated and Separate Financial Statements that addresses the 
accounting for consolidated financial statements. It also includes the issues raised in SIC-12 Consolidation - 
Special Purpose Entities. IFRS 10 establishes a single control model that applies to all entities including special 
purpose entities. The changes introduced by IFRS 10 will require management to exercise significant judgment to 
determine which entities are controlled, and therefore, are required to be consolidated by a parent, compared 
with the requirements that were in IAS 27. Application of the standard will not have any impact on the financial 
statements of the Company.

IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements

IFRS 11 replaces IAS 31 Interests in Joint Ventures and SIC-13 Jointly Controlled Entities - Non-monetary 
Contributions by Venturers. IFRS 11 removes the option of proportionate consolidation for jointly controlled 
entities. Instead, jointly controlled entities that meet the definition of a joint venture must be accounted for 
using the equity method. Based on the preliminary evaluation, application of the standard will not have material 
impact on the financial statements of the Company.

IFRS 12 Disclosure of Interests in Other Entities

IFRS 12 includes all of the disclosure requirements that were previously included in IAS 27 Consolidated and Separate 
Financial Statements related to consolidated financial statements, as well as all of the disclosure requirements 
that were previously included in IAS 31 Interests in Joint Ventures and IAS 28 Investments in Associates. These 
disclosures relate to an entity’s interests in subsidiaries, joint arrangements, associates and structured entities. 
Application of the standard will not have any impact on the financial statements of the Company. 

IFRS 13 Fair Value Measurement

IFRS 13 establishes a single source of guidance under IFRS for all fair value measurements. Based on the 
preliminary evaluation, application of the standard will not have material impact on the financial statements of 
the Company.

IAS 28 Investments in Associates and Joint Ventures

IAS 28 was amended for description of application of the equity method to investments in joint ventures as 
a consequence of the new IFRS 11 and IFRS 12. Application of the standard will not have any impact on the 
financial statements of the Company. 

3 SEgmENTAL INFORmATION

Operating segments

The Company manages its operations in the following segments: Refining and marketing, Retail, gas and Power 
and Corporate Services. Refining and marketing segment processes crude oil and markets refinery products. 
Retail segment operates network of petrol stations. gas and Power segment produces electricity, heat and 
treat water for production units. Corporate Services segment includes corporate services and financing of other 
segments.

Till 31 December 2010 the Company separately managed also Lubricants operating segment. From 1 January 
2011 the Company integrated this operating segment into Refining and marketing. This change did not require 
any adjustment of the comparative period. 

The Company reports following reportable operating segments: Refining and marketing (i.e. aggregated Refining 
and marketing with gas and Power) and Retail. Other segments consist of Corporate Services. Till 31 December 
2010 the Company reported gas and Power operating segment within Other segments. Comparative 
information was adjusted to reflect the new structure.

The accounting policies of the operating segments are the same as those described in the Summary of 
significant accounting policies in Note 2.3.

The internal transfer prices are derived from international quoted market prices (Platt’s or ICIS) and reflect 
the international nature of the oil business.
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2011  Refining and 
marketing Retail  Other 

 segments 
Intersegment 

transfers Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Revenues from external customers 4,316,491 419,933 8,930 - 4,745,354
Inter-segment revenues 361,569 - 24,956 (386,525) -
Segment revenues 4,678,060 419,933 33,886 (386,525) 4,745,354

Depreciation, depletion, amortization and 
impairment (84,492) (9,207) (5,496) - (99,195)

out of it: (impairment losses)/ 
reversal of impairment losses, net (751) - (344) - (1,095)

Other non-cash revenues/ 
(expenses), net (7,414) 118 (3,269) - (10,565)

Profit/(loss) from operations (19,030) 24,497 1,299 - 6,766
Finance revenues/(expenses), net - - - - (4,694)
Profit/(loss) before tax - - - - 2 072

Income tax expense - - - - (629)
Profit/(loss) for the period - - - - 1,443

Additions to non-current assets * 37,490 8,499 2,036 - 48,025

2010  Refining and 
marketing Retail  Other 

 segments 
Intersegment 

transfers Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Revenues from external customers 3,150,194 346,657 8,236 - 3,505,087
Inter-segment revenues 287,174 - 25,273 (312,447) -
Segment revenues 3,437,368 346,657 33,509 (312,447) 3,505,087

Depreciation, depletion, amortization and 
impairment (88,625) (10,898) (6,190) - (105,713)

out of it: (impairment losses)/ 
reversal of impairment losses, net (320) (283) (434) - (1,037)

Other non-cash revenues/ 
(expenses), net 4,472 268 (985) - 3,755

Profit/(loss) from operations 28,397 24,214 180 - 52,791
Finance revenues/(expenses), net - - - - (3,030)
Profit/(loss) before tax - - - - 49,761

Income tax expense - - - - (9,839)
Profit/(loss) for the period - - - - 39,922

Additions to non-current assets * 51,295 4,241 1,486 - 57,022

* Additions to non-current assets do not include financial instruments, deferred tax assets, post-employment benefit assets and rights arising under insurance contracts.

The Company evaluates performance of the segments on the bases of profit/loss from operations. Interest 
income and expense, and income tax expense are not allocated to the segments.

2011  Refining and 
marketing Retail  Other 

 segments 
Not allocated 

items Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

ASSETS

Non-current assets
Intangible assets 8,291 369 3,646 - 12,306
Property, plant and equipment 775,512 160,325 84,884 - 1,020,721
Investments in subsidiaries 323,258 - 2,724 - 325,982
Investments in associated companies and 
joint ventures 3,568 - 17 - 3,585

Available-for-sale financial assets 84 - 14,318 - 14,402
Other non-current assets 52 10 14 45,430 45,506
Total non-current assets 1,110,765 160,704 105,603 45,430 1,422,502

Current assets
Inventories 235,185 11 77 - 235,273
Trade receivables 338,412 1,120 1,182 - 340,714
Other current assets 22,018 51 3,085 112,424 137,578
Cash and cash equivalents - - - 59,127 59,127
Total current assets 595,615 1,182 4,344 171,551 772,692

TOTAL ASSETS 1,706,380 161,886 109,947 216,981 2,195,194

LIABILITIES

Non-current liabilities
Long-term debt, net of current portion - - - 30,912 30,912
Provisions for liabilities and charges 40,009 152 7,476 - 47,637
Deferred tax liabilities - - - 32,746 32,746
Other non-current liabilities 14,459 271 2,025 21 16,776
Total non-current liabilities 54,468 423 9,501 63,679 128,071

Current liabilities
Trade payables and other current liabilities 526,166 15,292 22,889 55,969 620,316
Provisions for liabilities and charges 6,523 209 814 - 7,546
Current portion of long-term debt - - - 10,388 10,388
Total current liabilities 532,689 15,501 23,703 66,357 638,250

TOTAL LIABILITIES 587,157 15,924 33,204 130,036 766,321
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2010  Refining and 
marketing Retail  Other 

 segments 
Not allocated 

items Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

ASSETS

Non-current assets
Intangible assets 9,771 183 4,303 - 14,257
Property, plant and equipment 822,660 162,667 86,439 - 1,071,766
Investments in subsidiaries 325,484 - 2,724 - 328,208
Investments in associated companies and joint 
ventures 3,568 - 17 - 3,585

Available-for-sale financial assets 84 - 23,628 - 23,712
Other non-current assets 97 11 13 11,954 12,075
Total non-current assets 1,161,664 162,861 117,124 11,954 1,453,603

Current assets
Inventories 183,337 9 8,794 - 192,140
Trade receivables 232,143 1,235 1,015 - 234,393
Income tax receivable - - - 65 65
Other current assets 68,047 49 1,663 70,450 140,209
Cash and cash equivalents - - - 17,747 17,747
Total current assets 483,527 1,293 11,472 88,262 584,554

TOTAL ASSETS 1,645,191 164,154 128,596 100,216 2,038,157

LIABILITIES

Non-current liabilities
Long-term debt, net of current portion - - - 40,962 40,962
Provisions for liabilities and charges 35,894 299 7,978 - 44,171
Deferred tax liabilities - - - 33,273 33,273
Other non-current liabilities 15,369 345 2,242 105 18,061
Total non-current liabilities 51,263 644 10,220 74,340 136,467

Current liabilities
Trade payables and other current liabilities 307,671 12,788 21,843 52,242 394,544
Provisions for liabilities and charges 4,617 170 781 - 5,568
Current portion of long-term debt - - - 7,767 7,767
Total current liabilities 312,288 12,958 22,624 60,009 407,879

TOTAL LIABILITIES 363,551 13,602 32,844 134,349 544,346

Not allocated items involve cash and cash equivalents, received and provided loan facilities, payable and deferred 
tax receivables and payables, payables of social fund and payables to shareholders by reason of dividend payout.

The operating profit of the segments includes the profit arising both from sales to third parties and transfers to 
the other business segments. Refining and marketing transfers part of produced motor fuels to Retail.

The inter-segment transfers include the effect on operating profit of the change in the amount of unrealized 
profit deferred in respect of transfers between segments. Unrealized profits arise where the item transferred is 
held in inventory by the receiving segment and a third party sale takes place only in a subsequent period. For 
segmental reporting purposes the transferring segment records a profit immediately at the point of transfer. 
however, at the Company‘s level, the profit is only reported when the related third party sale has taken place. 
Unrealized profits arise principally in respect of transfers from Other segments to Refining and marketing.

The Company practices following asymmetrical allocation among segments - Retail segment reports revenues 
from sale of motor fuels while its inventory in petrol stations is reported under Refining and marketing segment.

Geographical information

Non-current assets:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Slovak Republic 1,324,213 1,379,516
Poland 38,463 38,463
Total 1,362,676 1,417,979

Non-current assets do not include financial instruments, deferred tax assets, post-employment benefit assets 
and rights arising under insurance contracts.

4 INTANgIBLE ASSETS

Rights Software Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands

Cost

1 January 2010 14,057 39,010 53,067
Additions - 3,371 3,371
Disposals - (91) (91)
31 December 2010 14,057 42,290 56,347

Additions 1 1,415 1,416
Disposals - (710) (710)
31 December 2011 14,058 42,995 57,053

Amortization and impairment

1 January 2010 12,682 25,968 38,650
Amortization 68 3,448 3,516
Disposals - (76) (76)
31 December 2010 12,750 29,340 42,090

Amortization 78 3,273 3,351
Disposals - (694) (694)
31 December 2011 12,828 31,919 44,747

Net book value

31 December 2011 1,230 11,076 12,306
31 December 2010 1,307 12,950 14,257
1 January 2010 1,375 13,042 14,417
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Software is being amortized evenly over its useful economic life.

The Company has no intangible assets with an indefinite useful life.

Leased assets

Intangible assets acquired on finance lease:

Rights Software Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands

31 December 2011

Cost 526 1,431 1,957
Accumulated amortization and impairment (58) (956) (1,014)
Net book value 468 475 943

31 December 2010

Cost 526 1,430 1,956
Accumulated amortization and impairment (35) (598) (633)
Net book value 491 832 1,323

5 PROPERTy, PLANT AND EqUIPmENT

 Land and 
buildings

 machinery 
and 

 equipment
 Other Construction 

in progress Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Cost

1 January 2010 914,285 1,417,895 20,475 43,380 2,396,035
Additions 426 345 - 52,880 53,651
Disposals (15,705) (42,329) (394) (104) (58,532)
Transfers 6,585 57,557 704 (64,846) -
31 December 2010 905,591 1,433,468 20,785 31,310 2,391,154

Additions 170 143 - 46,296 46,609
Disposals (2,339) (13,509) (702) (234) (16,784)
Transfers 27,370 13,150 985 (41,505) -
31 December 2011 930,792 1,433,252 21,068 35,867 2,420,979

Depreciation and impairment

1 January 2010 326,618 919,091 17,788 126 1,263,623
Depreciation 22,046 76,110 1,101 - 99,257
Impairment 1,150 369 7 289 1,815
Reversal of impairment (630) - - - (630)
Disposals (6,873) (37,433) (371) - (44,677)
Transfers - 92 (92) - -
31 December 2010 342,311 958,229 18,433 415 1,319,388

Depreciation 22,413 71,160 1,013 - 94,586
Impairment 538 23 - 642 1,203
Reversal of impairment - (22) - (20) (42)
Disposals (950) (13,166) (701) (60) (14,877)
Transfers 279 (279) - - -
31 December 2011 364,591 1,015,945 18,745 977 1,400,258

Net book value

31 December 2011 566,201 417,307 2,323 34,890 1,020,721
31 December 2010 563,280 475,239 2,352 30,895 1,071,766
1 January 2010 587,667 498,804 2,687 43,254 1,132,412

Borrowing costs

Cost of property, plant and equipment includes borrowing costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition 
of certain items of property, plant and equipment. In 2011, the Company capitalized borrowing costs which 
fulfilled IAS 23 conditions for capitalization in amount of €6 thousand (2010: €10 thousand). The capitalization 
rate in 2011 was 3.18% (2010: 3.43%). 
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Government grants

Property, plant and equipment includes assets with the carrying value of €15,905 thousand (31 December 2010: 
€16,885 thousand) financed from the government grants (see Note 18). Part of these assets with the carrying 
value of €4,291 thousand (31 December 2010: €4,291 thousand) are under construction and the rest are 
currently being used for commercial purposes. All of these assets were designed and constructed to serve 
State Authorities, including military forces, in state emergencies. In such situations title to these assets may be 
restricted. The Company did not receive any government grants for financing of property, plant and equipment 
in 2011 and 2010.

Leased assets

Property, plant and equipment acquired on finance lease:

 Land and 
buildings

 machinery 
and  

equipment
Other Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

31 December 2011

Cost 9,353 24,116 26 33,495
Accumulated depreciation and impairment (1,307) (4,116) (25) (5,448)
Net book value 8,046 20,000 1 28,047

31 December 2010

Cost 9,353 24,111 28 33,492
Accumulated depreciation and impairment (945) (2,599) (24) (3,568)
Net book value 8,408 21,512 4 29,924

Insurance

Property, plant and equipment is insured in the amount of €3,549,217 thousand. The insurance covers all risks of 
direct material losses or damages, including machinery and equipment failure. In 2011, the Company obtained 
compensations from third parties for items of property, plant and equipment that were impaired, lost or given 
up that is included in profit/loss in amount of €31 thousand (2010: €176 thousand).

Impairment losses

Impairment losses were recognized for refinery and logistic assets when the carrying amount exceeded the 
recoverable amount being the value in use.

6 INVESTmENTS IN SUBSIDIARIES

The structure of the Company’s interest in subsidiaries is as follows:

Company name Country Range  
of activity

Ownership 
2011

Net book 
value of 

investment 
2011

Equity  
 2011

Profit/(loss)  
2011

% € thousands € thousands € thousands

APOLLO Rafinéria, s.r.o. Slovakia Wholesale 100.00 7 4 (1)
mOL-Slovensko spol. s r.o. Slovakia Wholesale 100.00 6,995 6,828 634
SLOVNAFT mONTÁŽE  
A OPRAVy a.s. Slovakia Repairs & 

maintenance 100.00 2,724 4,899 979

Slovnaft Petrochemicals, s.r.o. Slovakia
Petrochemical 
production and 
trading

100.00 261,654 147,878 (37,797)

Slovnaft Polska S.A. Poland Wholesale 100.00 38,463 27,310 1,939
SLOVNAFT TRANS a.s. Slovakia Transport 100.00 2,048 3,635 431

VÚRUP, a.s. Slovakia Research & 
development 100.00 3,588 3,582 163

zväz pre skladovanie zásob, a.s. Slovakia Storage 100.00 37 4,224 2,814

SWS spol. s r.o. Slovakia Transport support 
services 51.15 845 1,426 143

Cm European Power  
Slovakia, s. r. o. Slovakia

Production of 
electricity and 
heat

24.50 9,621 60,789 6,783

Total investments in subsidiaries 325,982 260,575 (23,912)

Company name Country Range  
of activity

Ownership 
2010

Net book 
value of 

investment 
2010

Equity  
 2010

Profit/(loss)  
2010

% € thousands € thousands € thousands

APOLLO Rafinéria, s.r.o. Slovakia Wholesale 100.00 7 4 (1)
mOL-Slovensko spol. s r.o. Slovakia Wholesale 100.00 9,221 7,423 242
SLOVNAFT mONTÁŽE  
A OPRAVy a.s. Slovakia Repairs & 

maintenance 100.00 2,724 4,878 964

Slovnaft Petrochemicals, s.r.o. Slovakia
Petrochemical 
production and 
trading

100.00 261,654 185,675 (7,231)

Slovnaft Polska S.A. Poland Wholesale 100.00 38,463 30,128 1,106
SLOVNAFT TRANS a.s. Slovakia Transport 100.00 2,048 3,204 307

VÚRUP, a.s. Slovakia Research & 
development 100.00 3,588 3,419 97

zväz pre skladovanie zásob, 
a.s. Slovakia Storage 100.00 37 1,410 1,380

SWS spol. s r.o. Slovakia Transport 
support services 51.15 845 1,283 (204)

Cm European Power  
Slovakia, s. r. o. Slovakia

Production of 
electricity and 
heat

24.50 9,621 54,007 7,423

Total investments in subsidiaries 328,208 291,431 4,083

The activities of the undertakings shown above are for the most part connected with the principal activity of the 
Company. No subsidiary is listed on stock exchange.
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The Company has a control over the operations of Cm European Power Slovakia, s. r. o. through long-term 
energy supply contract.

Development of the Company’s interest in subsidiaries:

Acquisition 
cost Impairment Net book 

value
€ thousands € thousands € thousands

1 January 2010 337,286 (10,730) 326,556

Disposals (87) 87 -
Reversal of impairment - 1,652 1,652
31 December 2010 337,199  (8,991) 328,208

Disposals (1,000) - (1,000)
Impairment - (1,226) (1,226)
31 December 2011 336,199 (10,217) 325,982

7 INVESTmENTS IN ASSOCIATED COmPANIES AND JOINT VENTURES

The structure of the Company’s interest in associated companies and joint ventures is as follows:

Company name Country Range of activity Ownership 
2011

Net book 
value of 

investment 
2011

Equity 
2011

Profit/(loss)  
2011

% € thousands € thousands € thousands

messer Slovnaft s.r.o. Slovakia Production of 
technical gases 49.00 2,161 6,537 1,193

mEROCO, a.s. Slovakia Production and 
sale of biofuels 25.00 1,407 14,203 7,450

Chémia Bratislava a.s. v likvidácii Slovakia Services 48.97 17 228 1
Total investments in associated companies and joint ventures 3,585 20,968 8,644

Company name Country Range of activity Ownership 
2010

Net book 
value of 

investment 
2010

Equity 
2010

Profit/(loss)  
2010

% € thousands € thousands € thousands

messer Slovnaft s.r.o. Slovakia Production of 
technical gases 49.00 2,161 5,344 963

mEROCO, a.s. Slovakia Production and 
sale of biofuels 25.00 1,407 15,487 4,247

Chémia Bratislava a.s. v likvidácii Slovakia Services 48.97 17 227 (1)
Total investments in associated companies and joint ventures 3,585 21,058 5,209

Development of the Company’s interest in associated companies and joint ventures:

Acquisition 
cost Impairment Net book 

value
€ thousands € thousands € thousands

1 January 2010 3,585 - 3,585

31 December 2010 3,585 - 3,585

31 December 2011 3,585 - 3,585

Assets, liabilities and revenues of associated companies and joint ventures were as follows:

mEROCO, a.s. messer Slovnaft s.r.o. Chémia Bratislava a.s. 
v likvidácii

2011 2010 2011 2010 2011 2010
€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Total assets 51,396 47,930 7,703 6,237 228 242
Total liabilities 37,180 32,443 1,166 893 - 15
Net assets 14,216 15,487 6,537 5,344 228 227

Revenues 163,767 105,742 9,400 9,373 1 -

Ability of Chémia Bratislava a.s. v likvidácii to transfer its funds to investors is restricted by liquidation process.

8 AVAILABLE-FOR-SALE FINANCIAL ASSETS

The structure of Available-for-sale financial assets is as follows:

Company name Country Range of activity Ownership 
2011

Ownership 
2010

Net book 
value  
2011

Net book 
value  
2010

% % € thousands € thousands

TVK Nyrt. hungary
Petrochemical 
production and 
trading

8.07 8.07 13,951 23,261

I & C Energo a.s. Czech 
Republic

Services in power 
engineering 1.00 1.00 330 330

Roth heizöle gmbh Austria Wholesale and 
retail 0.20 0.20 84 84

Incheba, a.s. Slovakia Organizing of 
exhibitions 0.59 0.59 37 37

ThEBEN a.s. Slovakia Editing of 
publications 7.71 7.71 - -

SKB, a.s. “v konkurze“ Slovakia Financial services 6.85 6.85 - -
Total available-for-sale financial assets 14,402 23,712

The investment in TVK Nyrt. is valued in fair value based on the quoted market price. Other investments are not 
listed and are valued at acquisition cost less potential impairment loss.
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Development of Available-for-sale financial assets:

Acquisition 
cost

Fair value 
changes Impairment Net book 

value
€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

1 January 2010 46,912 6,934 (29,092) 24,754

Additions 330 - - 330
Revaluation to fair value - (1,372) - (1,372)
31 December 2010 47,242 5,562 (29,092) 23,712

Revaluation to fair value - (5,562) (3,748) (9,310)
31 December 2011 47,242 - (32,840) 14,402

According to the share purchase agreement between hermész Kft. and the Company signed on  
8 December 2004, hermész Kft. sold its 8.02% stake in TVK Nyrt. to the Company. hermész Kft. also entered 
into call and put options with the same strike price. The options are exercisable only upon the occurrence 
of restricted triggering events of low probability within the period ended 31 December 2014. Due to these 
restrictive conditions the fair value of the options was determined to be nil at the end of the reporting period. 
The ownership interest of the Company in TVK Nyrt. increased in 2006 to 8.07% due to the withdrawal of 
employees‘ shares.

9 OThER NON-CURRENT ASSETS

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Other non-current financial assets
Long-term loans granted 45,412 11,900
Long-term financial guarantees granted 12 12
Total other non-current financial assets 45,424 11,912

Other non-current non-financial assets
Long-term advances 64 109
Other 18 54
Total other non-current non-financial assets 82 163

Total other non-current assets 45,506 12,075

Long-term loans granted as at 31 December 2011 and 2010 consist of the following items:

Weighted average 
 interest rate

Currency maturity 2011 2010 2011 2010
% % € thousands € thousands

Unsecured loan granted EUR 2015 3.99 - 24,486 -
Unsecured loans granted EUR 2014 4.19 4.44 1 7,461
Unsecured loan granted EUR 2013 3.18 2.81 21,078 4,558
Total long-term loans granted 45,565 12,019

Current portion of long-term loans 
(Note 12) (153) (119)

Total long-term loans granted, net of current portion 45,412 11,900

The loans were provided to the companies of SLOVNAFT group for financing investment and operating needs. 

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Other non-current financial assets 45,424 11,912
Provision to other non-current financial assets - -
Total other non-current financial assets 45,424 11,912

10 INVENTORIES

Cost
 2011

Book value 
2011

Cost
2010

Book value
2010

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Raw materials 16,856 16,828 19,236 19,155
Purchased crude oil 51,984 51,984 33,949 33,949
Work in progress and semi-finished goods 93,436 93,436 82,294 82,294
Finished goods 71,198 70,581 54,699 54,683
goods for resale 2,444 2,444 2,059 2,059
Total inventories 235,918 235,273 192,237 192,140

The cost of inventories recognized as expense in Raw materials and consumables used included net write-off of 
inventories in amount of €850 thousand (2010: €179 thousand).

11 TRADE RECEIVABLES

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Trade receivables 343,384 236,687
Provision for doubtful trade receivables (2,670) (2,294)
Total trade receivables 340,714 234,393

Trade receivables are non-interest bearing and are generally on 30 days’ terms.

Movements in the Provision for doubtful trade receivables were as follows

2011 2010 

€ thousands € thousands

At the beginning of the period 2,294 2,972
Additions 493 131
Reversal - (193)
Amounts written off (121) (699)
Currency differences 4 83
At the end of the period 2,670 2,294
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12 OThER CURRENT ASSETS

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Other current financial assets
Short-term loans granted 21,061 6,464
Current portion of long-term loans granted (Note 9) 153 119
Transferred receivables 17,994 67,431
Dividends receivables 1,772 -
Collateral granted regarding derivative transactions 1,500 -
Fair value of derivatives designated as effective hedging instruments 206 798
Other 76 94
Total other current financial assets 42,762 74,906

Other current non-financial assets
Receivables from VAT, duties and other taxes 86,011 57,972
Receivables from excise taxes 5,160 5,853
Advances 1,996 498
Prepaid expenses 989 980
Change in fair value of hedged items (Note 29) 660 -
Total other current non-financial assets 94,816 65,303

Total other current assets 137,578 140,209

Short-term loans granted as at 31 December 2011 and 2010 consist of the following items

Weighted average  
interest rate

Currency 2011 2010 2011 2010
% % € thousands € thousands

Unsecured loan granted EUR 2.88 - 16,044 -
Unsecured loan granted EUR 0.52 0.08 5,017 6,464
Total short-term loans granted 21,061 6,464

Unsecured loans granted represent short-term loans provided to the companies of SLOVNAFT group and mOL 
group for financing of their working capital.

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Other current financial assets 42,778 74,920
Provision to other current financial assets (16) (14)
Total other current financial assets 42,762 74,906

Movements in the Provision to other current financial assets were as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

At the beginning of the period 14 14
Additions 2 1
Reversal - (1)
At the end of the period 16 14

13 CASh AND CASh EqUIVALENTS

2011 EUR PLN USD CzK Other Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Cash at bank 4,701 7,094 5,977 - - 17,772
Short-term bank deposits 30,425 5,496 448 4,943 - 41,312
Cash on hand 20 - 2 1 4 27
Other cash equivalents 16 - - - - 16
Total cash and cash equivalents 35,162 12,590 6,427 4,944 4 59,127

2010 EUR PLN USD CzK Other Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Cash at bank 2,991 4,486 105 - 146 7,728
Short-term bank deposits 8,680 - 1,148 120 - 9,948
Cash on hand 11 - 4 1 8 24
Other cash equivalents 47 - - - - 47
Total cash and cash equivalents 11,729 4,486 1,257 121 154 17,747

Cash and cash equivalents as at 31 December 2011 include €171 thousand that is restricted (31 December 2010: 
€171 thousand).

For the purposes of the cash flow statement, Cash and cash equivalents comprise the following:

2011 2010 2009

€ thousands € thousands € thousands

Cash at bank 17,772 7,728 13,754
Short-term bank deposits 41,312 9,948 75,495
Cash on hand 27 24 23
Other cash equivalents 16 47 15
Total cash and cash equivalents 59,127 17,747 89,287

14 ShARE CAPITAL

The Company’s authorized share capital is 20,625,229 ordinary shares (31 December 2010: 20,625,229) with 
a par value of €33.20 each. All of these shares are issued and fully paid. All issued shares grant same rights.
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15 RESERVES

Legal Reserve Fund

Reserves comprise the Legal Reserve Fund of €136,952 thousand (31 December 2010: €136,952 thousand). This 
has been set up in accordance with the Slovak legislation to cover potential future losses. The Legal Reserve 
Fund is not distributable.

Distributable reserves

Reserves available for distribution to the shareholders as at 31 December 2011 were €319,010 thousand 
(31 December 2010: €340,964 thousand).

Distribution of profit from the previous accounting period

The profit of the previous accounting period in the amount of €39,922 thousand was transferred to retained 
earnings.

Dividends

The dividends approved by the shareholders at the Annual general meeting on 21 April 2011 were €61,876 
thousand, equivalent to €3 per share. Dividends were paid out from retained earnings.

16 LONg-TERm DEBT

Weighted average 
 interest rate

Currency maturity 2011 2010 2011 2010
% % € thousands € thousands

Financial lease liabilities EUR 2034 1.69 1.69 33,200 35,547
Secured corporate loans EUR 2012 5.38 5.38 8,100 7,682
Secured corporate loans EUR 2011 5.02 5.02 - 5,500
Total long-term debt 41,300 48,729

Current portion of long-term debt (10,388) (7,767)
Total long-term debt, net of current portion 30,912 40 962 

Financial lease liabilities 

The Company contributed the assets of branch Teplareň to its subsidiary Cm European Power Slovakia, s. r. o. 
as at 1 April 2009 and at the same time the Company has signed the contract on energy purchase (electricity, 
heating and water) for duration of 25 years. This transaction represented contract about the sale and leaseback 
of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment in accordance with IFRIC 4 and IAS 17 and was classified 
as finance lease. hereby this transaction was also classified as a transaction performed under common control 
and hence did not fall under the IFRS ruling. With a view to reach true and fair presentation in the financial 
statements the Company disclosed this transaction using the following accounting policy:

Initial recognition

• The leased intangible assets and the property, plant and equipment were recognized in the net book 
value of the intangible assets and the property, plant and equipment contributed to Cm European Power 
Slovakia, s. r. o. 

• The lease liability was recognized in the value equal to the discounted minimum lease payments 
which comprise depreciation charge of the intangible assets and the property, plant and equipment of 
Cm European Power Slovakia, s. r. o. and the availability fee.

• The remaining difference was booked to the investment in Cm European Power Slovakia, s. r. o.

Subsequent valuation

• The intangible assets and the property, plant and equipment will be depreciated during its remaining 
useful lives.

• The lease liability will be decreased by repayments in the amount of depreciation charge of the intangible 
assets and the property, plant and equipment of Cm European Power Slovakia, s. r. o. and the availability 
fee included in the payments for the supplied energy. At the same time, the lease liability will be increased 
for the interest cost. The interest rate implicit in the lease was calculated based on the minimum lease 
payments and the fair value of the lease assets.

The contract does not contain any clause about options for future renewal or redemption. 

The minimum lease payments and the present value of the minimum lease payments are as follows:

minimum 
lease 

 payments 
2011

Present value 
 of minimum 

lease 
 payments  

2011

minimum 
lease 

 payments 
2010

Present value 
 of minimum 

lease 
 payments 

2010

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Up to 1 year 2,832 2,288 2,851 2,266
From 1 to 5 years 9,645 7,814 10,199 8,229
Over 5 years 25,712 23,098 28,069 25,052
Total minimum lease payments 38,189 33,200 41,119 35,547

Less amounts of financial charges (4,989) - (5,572) -
Present value of minimum lease payments 33,200 33,200 35,547 35,547

Secured corporate loans 

Secured corporate loans represent loans obtained by the Company from mOL Nyrt. based on contracts for sale 
and buy back of emission quotas. Based on these contracts, the Company sold emission quotas to mOL Nyrt. 
and agreed to repurchase them back for the predetermined price in the agreed time in the future. The loans are 
secured by the emission quotas, which the Company obtained for free based on the European Union Emission 
Trading System.
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17 PROVISIONS FOR LIABILITIES AND ChARgES

Environ-
mental

Retirement 
benefits

Jubilee 
benefits Legal claims Other Total 

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

1 January 2010 40,722 5,920 526 - 1,569 48,737

Provision made during the period 
and revision of previous estimates 2,668 2,050 235 - (284) 4,669

Unwinding of the discount  
(Note 26) 1,747 416 28 - - 2,191

Provision used during the period (4,846) (714) (85) - (213) (5,858)
31 December 2010 40,291 7,672 704 - 1,072 49,739

Provision made during the period 
and revision of previous estimates 6,563 (341) 38 2,011 (5) 8,266

Unwinding of the discount  
(Note 26) 1,794 496 38 - - 2,328

Provision used during the period (4,479) (408) (89) - (174) (5,150)
31 December 2011 44,169 7,419 691 2,011 893 55,183

Current portion at  
31 December 2010 4,787 698 83 - - 5,568

Non-current portion at  
31 December 2010 35,504 6,974 621 - 1,072 44,171

Current portion at  
31 December 2011 4,720 715 100 2,011 - 7,546

Non-current portion at  
31 December 2011 39,449 6,704 591 - 893 47,637

Environmental Provision

As at 31 December 2011 the Company operated 209 petrol stations and several warehousing capacities in the 
Slovak Republic. Some of these are not fully compliant with the current or future environmental legislation 
and environmental policy of the Company, including containment of evaporative losses on filling of the station 
tanks, treatment of effluent, and protection of soil and groundwater. The Company recognized environmental 
provisions of €2,245 thousand as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €3,347 thousand) to eliminate the 
deficiencies stated above. 

The utilization of the provision related to petrol stations is expected to be during 2012 (for part of the provision 
related to liquidation of constructional and technological part of the unsound petrol stations), and during 2012 
- 2018 (part of provision related to remediation of soil and groundwater under liquidated petrol stations). The 
provision related to non-compliant warehousing capacities is expected to be used in the years 2012 - 2023.

In accordance with its environment policies the Company recognized also a provision for the estimated costs 
of remediation of past environmental damage, primarily soil and groundwater contamination under the 
refinery site. The initial provision was made on the basis of assessments prepared by the Company’s internal 
environmental audit team, while internal policies for determination of estimated costs for remediation of 
environmental burden including control processes were revised in 2006 and accepted by independent external 
audit company. The provision was determined on the basis of existing technology and current prices. There was 

used method of calculation of risk-weighted cash flows discounted using estimated risk-free real interest rates. 
As at 31 December 2011 the present value of liability related to the provision amounted to €41,924 thousand 
(31 December 2010: €36,944 thousand). The utilization of this provision is expected to be during the years 2012 
- 2023.

The closing amount of the environmental provisions as at 31 December 2011 is €44,169 thousand  
(31 December 2010: €40,291 thousand).

Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Based on the Slovak National Allocation Plan the Company obtained quotas for greenhouse gas emission for 
2011 in the amount of 1,300,005 tons of CO2 (2010: 1,300,005 tons of CO2). The Company did not create any 
provision in these financial statements as for the year ended 31 December 2011 the actual volume of CO2 
emissions of 1,086,090 tons of CO2 (2010: 1,012,665 tons of CO2) was fully covered by emission quotas obtained 
for free. 

Provision for Retirement and Jubilee Benefits

As at 31 December 2011 the Company has recognized a provision for retirement benefits of €7,419 thousand 
(31 December 2010: €7,672 thousand) to cover its estimated obligation regarding future retirement benefits 
payable to current employees expected to retire. The Company operates benefit schemes that provide a lump 
sum benefit to all employees at the time of their retirement. The Company provides a maximum of up to 5 months 
of the average salary depending on the length of the service period in case of retirement and up to 8 months on 
case of becoming incapacitated. 

None of these plans have separately administered funds; therefore there are no plan assets. The amount of 
the provision has been determined using the projected unit credit method, based on financial and actuarial 
variables and assumptions that reflect relevant official statistical data and are in line with those incorporated in 
the business plan of the Company.

In addition to provision for retirement the Company creates the provision for jubilee benefits. The 
amount of this provision as at 31 December 2011 represented €691 thousand (31 December 2010:  
€704 thousand).
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Retirement benefits Jubilee benefits
2011 2010 2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Present value of total defined benefit obligation at the beginning of the 
period 9,372 7,020 704 526

Past service cost not yet recognized at the beginning of the period (1,700) (1,100) - -
At the beginning of the period 7,672 5,920 704 526

Past service cost 353 175 - -
Current service cost 429 1,287 35 45
Unwinding of the discount 496 416 38 28
Provision used during the period (408) (714) (89) (85)
Actuarial (gains) and losses (1,123) 588 3 190
At the end of the period 7,419 7,672 691 704

Present value of total defined benefit obligation at the end of the 
period 8,765 9,372 691 704

Past service cost not yet recognized at the end of the period (1,346) (1,700) - -

The following table summarizes the components of net benefit expense recognized in the profit/loss for the 
period as personnel expenses regarding Provision for Long-term Employee Retirement Benefits:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Past service cost 353 175
Current service cost 464 1,332
Actuarial (gains) and losses (1,120) 778
Net benefit expense (Note 23) (303) 2,285

The principal actuarial assumptions used were as follows:

2011 2010

Discount rate (% p.a.) 5.30 5.10
Future salary increases (%) 3.70 - 3.90 3.50 - 5.00
mortality index (male) 0.04 - 2.98 0.04 - 2.98
mortality index (female) 0.02 - 1.25 0.02 - 1.25

Provision for Legal Claims

As at 31 December 2011 the Company has recognized a provision for legal claims of €2,011 thousand 
(31 December 2010: €0 thousand) to cover its estimated obligation regarding out-of-court settlement with 
PROPERTy PROFESSIONAL INVESTmENT LImITED, Ján Suchetka and Péter Rácz (see Note 30).

18 OThER NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

government grants 15,905 16,885
Other 871 1,176
Total other non-current liabilities 16,776 18,061

government grants represent cash provided from the state budget to finance certain Property, plant and 
equipment designed and constructed to serve State Authorities, including military forces, in a state of emergency 
(see Note 5).

19 TRADE PAyABLES AND OThER CURRENT LIABILITIES

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Trade payables and other current financial liabilities
Trade payables 525,679 307,228
Security deposit received from petrol station lessees 2,602 2,656
Financial guarantees received from holders of fleet cards 1,684 1,770
Liabilities from matured unsettled derivative transactions 1,070 321
Liabilities to shareholders (dividends) 921 862
Fair value of derivatives designated as effective hedging instruments 660 -
Collateral received to derivative transactions - 800
Other 610 208
Total trade payables and other current financial liabilities 533,226 313,845

Other current non-financial liabilities 
Taxes, contributions payable, penalties 63,957 60,236
Amounts due to employees 9,157 9,570
Advances from customers 8,753 5,476
Liabilities from loyalty scheme BONUS 2,566 2,395
Public health and social insurance 2,366 2,110
Change in fair value of hedged items (Note 29) 206 804
Other 85 108
Total other current non-financial liabilities 87,090 80,699

Total trade payables and other current liabilities 620,316 394,544

The social fund payable is included in the other financial liabilities. The creation and use of the social fund during 
the period are shown in the table below:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

At the beginning of the period 67 178
Legal creation through expenses 655 461
Other creation 328 319
Use (1,015) (891)
At the end of the period 35 67
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20 ShORT-TERm DEBT 

The Company recorded no short-term debt as at 31 December 2011 and 31 December 2010, respectively. 

21 NET REVENUE

Products and services

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

motor diesel 2,230,220 1,605,933
motor gasoline 1,124,988 797,419
Other refined products 1,139,377 838,840
Petrochemical products 83,087 115,666
Services 69,652 66,348
Other 98,030 80,881
Total 4,745,354 3,505,087

Geographical information

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Slovak Republic 2,023,744 1,574,854
Austria 900,556 703,214
Czech Republic 802,237 561,601
Poland 459,565 316,780
hungary 366,363 255,209
Other 192,889 93,429
Total 4,745,354 3,505,087

The basis for attributing revenues from external customers to individual countries is place of delivery.

Major customers

Net revenue arising from transactions with the parent company mOL Nyrt., including companies under its 
control, represents €3,037,616 thousand (64.0%) of the total net revenue in 2011 (2010: €2,175,770 thousand, 
62.1%). The revenue is reported in all reportable operating segments.

Net revenue to any other single customer does not exceed 10% of the Company’s total net revenue. A group of 
entities known to be under common control is considered a single customer for this purpose.

22 OThER OPERATINg INCOmE

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Profit from the sale of intangible assets and property, plant and equipment 1,498 8,533
Amortization of government grants 914 1,150
Received penalties and late payment interest 154 781
Write-off of liabilities - 970
Other 441 541
Total other operating income 3,007 11,975

23 PERSONNEL ExPENSES

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Wages and salaries 50,055 49,928
Legal and voluntary retirement contributions 8,876 8,258
Public health insurance 4,823 4,846
Other social insurance 5,192 4,716
Other personnel expenses 7,061 6,805
Provision for retirement and jubilee benefits (Note 17) (303) 2,285
Expenses of share-based payments (Note 34) (418) 536
Total personnel expenses 75,286 77,374

24 VALUE OF SERVICES USED

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Transportation and storage expenses 47,369 40,666
maintenance expenses 41,506 37,961
Commission fees paid 10,863 10,571
Services related to administration 9,017 9,272
Fire protection expenses 3,477 3,795
Catalysts liquidation 2,614 2,477
Costs of revision of equipment 1,586 1,643
Traveling cost 417 382
Costs of chemical analyses 394 241
Other 2,068 4,298
Total value of services used 119,311 111,306
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25 OThER OPERATINg ExPENSES 

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Foreign exchange loss on receivables and payables, net 15,164 10,234
Rental including operating lease 10,503 10,057
Environmental provision (Note 17) 6,563 2,668
Cleaning costs and waste disposal 5,269 5,616
Insurance premium 3,425 3,951
Security expenses 3,134 3,434
marketing costs 3,115 2,881
Taxes, duties and fees 3,009 3,063
Provision for legal claims (note 17) 2,011 -
Accounting, advisory and similar services fees 1,230 1,116
Fees paid to financial institutions 1,194 1,006
Environmental protection costs 1,169 1,222
Training expenses 561 423
gifts 487 460
Provision for doubtful receivables, write-off of receivables, net 476 -
Technical inspections of vehicles and railway cars 423 414
Cost of operation of technological equipment 401 415
Fines, penalties, damages and compensations for damages 83 80
Other 2,052 1,817
Total other operating expenses 60,269 48,857

The expenses for services provided by auditors were as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Audit of the financial statements 101 101
Other assurance services 35 35
Total 136 136

26 FINANCE REVENUES AND ExPENSES

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Dividends received 5,602 3,068
Interest revenue 1,789 1,090
Reversal of impairment of investments in subsidiaries (Note 6) - 1,652
Net gain from derivatives - 571
Other 503 515
Total finance revenues 7,894 6,896

Net foreign exchange loss (3,874) (6,252)
Impairment of available-for-sale financial assets (Note 8) (3,748) -
Interest expense on provisions (Note 17) (2,328) (2,191)
Interest expense on borrowings (1,361) (1,477)
Impairment of investments in subsidiaries (Note 6) (1,226) -
Net loss from derivatives (49) -
Other (2) (6)
Total finance expenses (12,588) (9,926)

Finance revenues/(expenses), net (4,694) (3,030)

27 INCOmE TAxES

Total applicable income taxes reported in these separate financial statements in 2011 and 2010 include the 
following components: 

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Current corporate income tax
Charge for the period 99 -
Total current corporate income tax 99 -

Deferred corporate income tax
Origination and reversal of temporary differences 504 9,807
Adjustments in respect of previous periods 26 32
Total deferred corporate income tax 530 9,839

Total income tax expense 629 9,839

The applicable corporate income tax rate on the taxable income of the Company was 19% both in 2011 and 
2010.
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The deferred tax balances as at 31 December 2011 and 2010 and movements in 2011 and 2010 were as follows:

1 January
 2011

Recognized  
in profit/

(loss)

Recognized  
in other 

comprehen-
sive income 

31 December 
2011

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Property, plant and equipment (63,004) (1,727) - (64,731)
Available-for-sale financial assets 4,153 712 1,057 5,922
Provisions for liabilities and charges 9,247 686 - 9,933
Financial lease liabilities 6,754 (446) - 6,308
Tax losses carried forward 8,119 159 - 8,278
Other 1,458 86 - 1,544
Total (33,273) (530) 1,057 (32,746)

1 January
 2010

Recognized  
in profit/

(loss)

Recognized  
in other 

comprehen-
sive income 

31 December 
2010

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Property, plant and equipment (57,593) (5,411) - (63,004)
Available-for-sale financial assets 3,893 - 260 4,153
Provisions for liabilities and charges 8,962 285 - 9,247
Financial lease liabilities 7,102 ( 348) - 6,754
Tax losses carried forward 12,876 (4,757) - 8,119
Other 1,066 392 - 1,458
Total (23,694)  (9,839) 260 (33,273)

The Company has recognized deferred tax assets in the amount of €8,278 thousand as at 31 December 2011 
(31 December 2010: €8,119 thousand) to cumulative tax losses that is available to offset against future taxable 
profits of the Company. These tax losses can be utilized during 2012 - 2018.

The Company does not record any temporary differences associated with investments in subsidiaries, associates 
and joint ventures, for which a deferred tax liability has not been recognized. 

The reconciliation between the reported income tax expense and the theoretical amount that would arise using 
the standard tax rates is as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Profit/(loss) before tax 2,072 49,761

Tax at the applicable tax rate 19% (2010: 19%) 394 9,455
Permanent differences 209 352
Effect of changes to deferred tax in respect of previous periods 26 32
Total income tax expense 629 9,839

Effective tax rate (%) 30.36 19.77

28 EARNINgS PER ShARE

Basic earnings per share are calculated by dividing the profit/loss for the period attributable to ordinary 
shareholders (profit/loss for the period less dividends on preference shares) by the weighted average number of 
ordinary shares outstanding during the period. 

There are no potential ordinary shares and therefore the diluted earnings per share are the same as the basic 
earnings per share.

2011 2010

Profit/(loss) for the period (€ thousands) 1,443 39,922
Weighted average number of shares 20,625,229 20,625,229
Basic earnings per share (€) 0.07 1.94

29 FINANCIAL INSTRUmENTS

Financial instrument is cash, capital instrument of other party, any contract that gives rise to the right to receive 
or obligation to provide cash or other financial asset, or any contract that gives rise to the right or obligation to 
exchange financial assets and liabilities.

Book value of financial instruments:

Notes 2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Other non-current financial assets 9 45,424 11,912
Trade receivables 11 340,714 234,393
Other current financial assets 12 42,556 74,108
Cash and cash equivalents 13 59,127 17,747
Loans and receivables 487,821 338,160

Available-for-sale financial assets measured at fair value (Level 1) 13,951 23,261
Available-for-sale financial assets measured at amortized cost decreased by impairment 451 451
Available-for-sale financial assets 8 14,402 23,712

Positive fair value of derivatives designated as effective hedging instruments (Level 2) 12 206 798

Total financial assets 502,429 362,670

Notes 2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Long-term debt, net of current portion 16 30,912 40,962
Trade payables and other current financial liabilities 19 532,566 313,845
Current portion of long-term debt 16 10,388 7,767
Financial liabilities measured at amortized cost 573,866 362,574

Negative fair value of derivatives designated as effective hedging instruments (Level 2) 19 660 -

Total financial liabilities 574,526 362,574
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As at 31 December 2011 and 2010 the Company does not report any active derivative contracts classified as 
financial assets or financial liabilities held for trading.

Fair value of financial instruments

Fair value of loans and receivables and financial liabilities valued at amortized cost does not significantly differ 
from its book value due to short time to its maturity and/or due to relation to floating interest rates.

Revenues, expenses and gains or losses from financial instruments recognized in profit/loss for the period

2011 Net gains/ 
(losses)

Interest  
income/ 

(expense)

(Loss)/ 
reversal of 

loss from 
impairment 

Net fee 
income/ 

(expense) 

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Loans and receivables (6,813) 1,789 (499) 346
Available-for-sale financial assets - 619 (3,748) -
Financial liabilities measured at amortized cost (12,094) (1,361) - (1,061)
Financial derivatives other than those designated as effective hedging 
instruments (49) - - -

Total (18,956) 1,047 (4,247) (715)

2010 Net gains/ 
(losses)

Interest 
income/ 

(expense)

(Loss)/ 
reversal of 

loss from 
impairment 

Net fee 
income/ 

(expense) 

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Loans and receivables 9,601 1,090 (21) 345
Available-for-sale financial assets - 6 - -
Financial liabilities measured at amortized cost (25,277) (1,477) - (862)
Financial derivatives other than those designated as effective hedging 
instruments 571 - - -

Total (15,105) (381) (21) (517)

In 2011 the Company has recognized in other comprehensive income loss of €5,562 thousand from Available-
for-sale financial assets (2010: €1,372 thousand).

Managing risks of financial instruments

Following risks are related to financial instruments held:

I) Credit risk,
II) Liquidity risk,
III) market risk, which includes:

• Interest rate risk,
• Foreign currency risk,
• Commodity risk. 

Financial risk management function is centralized in the mOL group. All risks are integrated and measured 
at the mOL group level using Value at Risk concept. As a general approach, the risk management considers 
the business as well-balanced integrated portfolio and does not hedge particular elements of the commodity 
exposure, except for hedge of change in fair value of crude oil during the refinery maintenance periods and 
hedge of change in fair value of firm commitments for future purchase and sale of oil products. 

The Company may enter into various types of forwards, swaps and options in managing its commodity, foreign 
exchange and interest rate risk resulting from cash flows from business activities and financing arrangements. In 
line with the Company’s risk management policy, no speculative dealings are allowed. Any derivative transaction 
the Company may enter is under ISDA (International Swaps and Derivatives Association) agreements.

I) Credit risk

The Company provides a variety of customers with products and services, none of whom, based on volume 
and creditworthiness, present significant credit risk, individually or aggregated. The Company‘s procedure is to 
ensure that sales are made to customers with appropriate credit history and do not exceed an acceptable credit 
exposure limit.

Book value of financial assets and guarantees granted reflects estimated maximum exposure to credit risk.

As at 31 December 2011 the Company does not record any financial assets that would otherwise be past due or 
impaired whose terms have been renegotiated (31 December 2010: €13 thousand).

Credit limits are secured by insurance, obtained bank guarantees, bills of exchange, letters of credit, pledge on 
financial assets, and property, plant and equipment. Nominal value of accepted guarantees related to loans and 
receivables represented €42,005 thousand as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €39,335 thousand). 
Fair value of accepted guarantees does not significantly differ from its nominal value.

The Company obtained compensations for impaired financial assets from insurance companies and financial 
institutions in the amount of €68 thousand in 2011 (2010: €92 thousand).

Analysis of unimpaired loans and receivables:

Net book 
value
2011

Net book 
value
2010

€ thousands € thousands

Neither past due nor impaired 468,153 327,661

Past due not impaired:
Up to 30 days 18,066 9,207
Over 30 days 65 32

Total 486,284 336,900

Loans and receivables which are past due but not impaired represent the amounts reported to related parties.
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Analysis of impaired loans and receivables:

Nominal 
value
2011

Provisions
2011

Net book 
value 
2011 

€ thousands € thousands € thousands

Not past due and impaired - - -

Past due and impaired
Up to 30 days 1,291 13 1,278
From 31 to 90 days 107 7 100
From 91 to 180 days 195 80 115
Over 180 days 2,630 2,586 44

Total 4,223 2,686 1,537

Nominal 
value 
2010

Provisions
2010 

Net book 
value
2010 

€ thousands € thousands € thousands

Not past due and impaired - - -

Past due and impaired
Up to 30 days 1,008 10 998
From 31 to 90 days 235 13 222
From 91 to 180 days 37 18 19
Over 180 days 2,288 2,267 21

Total 3,568 2,308 1,260

II) Liquidity risk

The Company’s policy is to maintain sufficient cash and cash equivalents or have available funding through 
an adequate number of credit facilities to cover the liquidity risk in accordance with its financing strategy. 

The amounts of undrawn credit facilities as at 31 December 2011 and 2010 were as follows:

2011 Total credit 
facilities

Drawn  
loans

Customs 
guarantees

Other 
 guarantees

Undrawn 
credit 

 facilities
€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Long-term credit facilities 
SLOVNAFT group 33,200 (33,200) - - -
mOL group 8,100 (8,100) - - -
Other 113,827 - - - 113,827
Total long-term credit facilities 155,127 (41,300) - - 113,827

Short-term credit facilities 
mOL group 5,000 - - - 5,000
Other 204,832 -  (116,370) (974) 87,488
Total short-term credit facilities 209,832 -  (116,370) (974) 92,488

Total credit facilities 364,959 (41,300) (116,370) (974) 206,315

2010 Total credit 
facilities

Drawn  
loans

Customs 
guarantees

Other 
 guarantees

Undrawn 
credit 

 facilities
€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

Long-term credit facilities 
SLOVNAFT group 35,547 (35,547) - - -
mOL group 13,182 (13,182) - - -
Other 113,852 - - - 113,852
Total long-term credit facilities 162,581 (48,729) - - 113,852

Short-term credit facilities 
mOL group 5,000 - - - 5,000
Other 162,488 - (105,370) (1,122) 55,996
Total short-term credit facilities 167,488 - (105,370) (1,122) 60,996

Total credit facilities 330,069 (48,729) (105,370) (1,122) 174,848

For the purpose of maintaining of liquidity in the SLOVNAFT group, the Company provides to its subsidiaries 
credit lines in case of shortage of their financial resources. The amount of such undrawn credit lines represented 
€35,818 thousand as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €76,690 thousand).

Analysis of liquidity risk: 

2011 Loans and 
receivables

Positive fair value 
of derivatives 

designed as 
effective hedging 

instruments

Financial liabilities 
measured at 

amortized cost

Negative fair value 
of derivatives 

designed as 
effective hedging 

instruments

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

On demand 37,484 - 117,355 - 
Up to 1 month 355,887 87 354,169 242
From 1 to 3 months 48,966 - 55,024 302
From 3 to 12 months 60  119 11,835 116
From 1 to 5 years 45,412 - 7,814 -
Over 5 years - - 23,098 -
Without maturity 12 - 4,571 -
Total 487,821 206 573,866 660

2010 Loans and 
receivables

Positive fair value 
of derivatives 

designed as 
 effective hedging 

 instruments

Financial liabilities 
measured at 

amortized cost

Negative fair value 
of derivatives 

designed as 
 effective hedging 

 instruments

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

On demand 18,298 - 1,543 -
Up to 1 month 285,858 557 220,412 -
From 1 to 3 months 15,580 241 86,535 -
From 3 to 12 months 6,512 - 8,373 -
From 1 to 5 years 11,900 - 15,910 -
Over 5 years - - 25,052 -
Without maturity 12 - 4,749 -
Total 338,160 798 362,574 -

Available-for-sale financial assets as at 31 December 2011 and 2010 represent capital instruments, which do not 
have determined maturity.
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Maturity profile of the financial liabilities based on contractual undiscounted payments: 

2011 Long-term 
debt 

Trade payables 
and other 

 current financial 
liabilities 

Negative fair value 
of derivatives 

designed as 
 effective hedging 

 instruments

Total

€ thousands € thousands € thousands € thousands

On demand - 117,355 - 117,355
Up to 1 month 236 353,979 242 354,457
From 1 to 3 months 472 54,645 302 55,419
From 3 to 12 months 10,654 2,015 116 12,785
From 1 to 5 years 9,645 - - 9,645
Over 5 years 25,712 - - 25,712
Without maturity - 4,571 - 4,571
Total 46,719 532,565 660 579,944

2010 Long-term 
debt 

Trade payables 
and other 

 current financial 
liabilities 

Negative fair value 
of derivatives 

designed as 
effective hedging 

 instruments

Total

On demand - 1,543 - 1,543
Up to 1 month 239 220,223 - 220,462
From 1 to 3 months 477 86,158 - 86,635
From 3 to 12 months 7,909 1,173 - 9,082
From 1 to 5 years 18,730 - - 18,730
Over 5 years 28,069 - - 28,069
Without maturity - 4,749 - 4,749
Total 55,424 313,846 - 369,270

III) Market risks

Interest rate risk

The Company’s policy is to ensure that no more than 50% of its exposure to changes in interest rates is on a fixed 
rate basis.

Sensitivity analysis of interest rate risk:

Increase/ 
decrease of 

interest rate 

Impact on 
profit before 

taxes

Increase/ 
decrease of 

interest rate

Impact on 
profit before 

taxes
2011 2011 2010 2010

% € thousands % € thousands

EURIBOR 1m (EUR) + 0.13 32 + 1.02 51
EURIBOR 1m (EUR) - 0.52 (132) - 0.08 (4)
EURIBOR 3m (EUR) + 0.24 60 + 0.29 22
EURIBOR 3m (EUR) - 0.56 (136) - 0.31 (22)

The estimated impact on profit before taxes is disclosed for the period of next 12 months.

For calculation of estimated marginal values of interest rates the monte Carlo simulation was used, by which the 
distribution for the interest rates was calculated. The margin values were determined as 5th and 95th percentile.

Foreign currency risk

The Company may enter into various types of foreign exchange contracts in managing its foreign currency risk 
resulting from cash flows from business activities and financing arrangements denominated in foreign currencies 
or certain transactional exposures.

The Company has a net long USD operating cash flow position. The Company’s trading with oil products gives 
rise to a long USD cash flow exposure, while trading with crude oil gives rise to a short USD position.

The Company follows the basic economic currency risk management principle that the currency mix of the debt 
portfolio should reflect its net operating cash flow position, constituting a natural hedge.

Sensitivity analysis of foreign currency risk:

Increase/ 
decrease of 

exchange 
rate 

Impact  
on profit 

before taxes 

Impact  
on other 

comprehen-
sive income 

Increase/ 
decrease of 

exchange 
rate 

Impact  
on profit 

before taxes 

Impact  
on other 

comprehen-
sive income 

2011 2011 2011 2010 2010 2010
% € thousands € thousands % € thousands € thousands

USD + 8.7 (32,145) - + 15.8 (28,356) -
USD - 12.3 45,203 - - 14.3 25,667 -

hUF + 23.4 (17) 3,260 + 15.8 (6) 3,678
hUF - 7.5 6 (1,043) - 11.2 4 (2,605)

CzK + 9.7 8,205 - + 14.4 9,029 -
CzK - 6.6 (5,538) - - 7.2 (4,492) -

PLN + 11.5 5,314 - + 16.9 5,264 -
PLN - 9.9 (4,613) - - 9.0 (2,814) -

The estimated impact on profit before taxes and on other comprehensive income is disclosed for the 
period of next 12 months. 

For calculation of estimated marginal values of exchange rates the monte Carlo simulation was used, by which the 
distribution for the exchange rates was calculated. The margin values were determined as 5th and 95th percentile.

Commodity risk

The Company is exposed to commodity price risk on both the purchasing side and the sales side. The main 
commodity risks of the Company are the short crude oil position and long refinery margin position. 

The Company concluded short term commodity swap transactions for hedging of fair value of crude oil inventories 
and fair value of firm commitments for future purchase and sale of oil products. The transactions for hedging of 
fair value of crude oil inventories were initiated to reduce exposure to potential price movements during refinery 
maintenance periods. The commodity swap transactions were traded with related mOL Commodity Trading Kft.
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The decrease in fair value of the commodity swaps of €1,359 thousand (2010: increase €6,849 thousand) has been 
recognized in Finance expenses and offset with similar gain on revaluation of hedged items. The ineffectiveness 
recognized in 2011 and 2010 was immaterial.

The changes in fair value of hedged items in 2011and 2010 were as follows:

Crude oil 
inventories

Firm commitments for 
the purchase and sale 
of oil products in the 

future

Total hedged 
items

€ thousands € thousands € thousands

1 January 2010  - - -

Change in fair value (4,980) (1,869) (6,849)
Realized revaluation of inventory - revenue/(expense) 4,980 1,853 6,833
Adjustment of revenues for sold products - revenue/(expense) - (788) (788)
31 December 2010 - (804) (804)

Change in fair value - 1,359 1,359
Realized revaluation of inventory - revenue/(expense) - 979 979
Adjustment of revenues for sold products - revenue/(expense) - (1,080) (1,080)
31 December 2011 - 454 454

The changes in fair value of hedged items are reflected in the statement of financial position as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Change in fair value of hedged items - receivable (Note 12) 660 -
Change in fair value of hedged items - liability (Note 19) (206) (804)
Change in fair value of hedged items, net 454 (804)

Capital management

Capital of the Company is managed at the mOL group level. The primary objective of the mOL groups’ capital 
management is to ensure that it maintains a strong credit rating and healthy capital ratios in order to support its 
business and maximize shareholder value.

The mOL group manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it in light of changes in economic 
conditions. To maintain or adjust the capital structure, the dividend payment to shareholders may be adjusted, 
capital returned to shareholders or new shares issued.

The mOL group monitors capital using a gearing ratio, which is net debt divided by total capital plus net debt. 
Net debt equals to interest-bearing loans less cash and cash equivalents.

The structure of capital and net debt and gearing ratio for the Company is as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Long-term debt, net of current portion 30,912 40,962
Current portion of long-term debt 10,388 7,767
Less: Cash and cash equivalents (59,127) (17,747)
Net debt (17,827) 30,982

Equity 1,428,873 1,493,811

Capital and net debt 1,411,046 1,524,793

gearing ratio (%) (1.26) 2.03

30 COmmITmENTS AND CONTINgENT LIABILITIES

Guarantees

The total value of guarantees granted as at 31 December 2011 is €9,501 thousand (31 December 2010:  
€14,996 thousand).

The guarantees granted are as follows:

Debtor Purpose Valid until guarantee

2011 2011 2011

€ thousands

Slovnaft Polska S.A. loan 30 September 2012 7,380
SWS spol. s r.o. customs guarantee 25 September 2012 1,660
Slovnaft Petrochemicals, s.r.o. customs guarantee 31 December 2012 30
Slovnaft Polska S.A. rental 17 August 2012 27
Priemyselné zdravotnícke centrum ProCare, a.s. loan 30 November 2012 299
employees of SLOVNAFT, a.s. loan indefinite period 105

Debtor Purpose Valid until guarantee

2010 2010 2010

€ thousands

Slovnaft Polska S.A. loan 30 September 2011 12,703
SWS spol. s r.o. customs guarantee 25 September 2011 1,660
Slovnaft Petrochemicals, s.r.o. customs guarantee 31 December 2011 30
Slovnaft Polska S.A. rental 31 July 2011 25
Priemyselné zdravotnícke centrum ProCare, a.s. loan 30 November 2012 473
employees of SLOVNAFT, a.s. loan indefinite period 105
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Capital and contractual commitments

The total value of capital commitments as at 31 December 2011 is €19,825 thousand (31 December 2010: 
€15,995 thousand) and relates to obligations to purchase property, plant and equipment in the amount of 
€19,690 thousand (31 December 2010: €15,948 thousand) and intangible assets in the amount of €135 thousand 
(31 December 2010: €47 thousand). 

Operating leases

The operating lease liabilities are as follows:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Up to 1 year 7,369 6,833
From 1 to 5 years 884 2,517
Total 8,253 9,350

minimum lease payments recognized in the profit/loss for the period 7,057 6,732

Authority procedures and litigations

Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic

The Abuse of Dominant Position Department of the Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic notified the 
Company by its letter dated 21 November 2005 of the commencement of Administrative proceeding against 
the Company due to a potential breach of the provisions of Act No. 136/2001 Coll. on Protection of Economic 
Competition. These administrative proceedings involved a review of the price and discount policy of the Company 
with respect to the petrol and diesel sales. 

In the decision No. 2006/Dz/2/1/140 dated 22 December 2006 the Abuse of Dominant Position Department 
of the Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic stated that the Company had abused its dominant position 
on relevant wholesale markets for petrol and diesel and imposed a penalty of €9,958 thousand. The Company 
filed an appeal against the decision in form of an exposition within which on 23 July 2007 the Council of the 
Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic sent a call for statement. In the call the Council confirmed the 
findings stated in the first instance decision related to a relevant market definition, determination of the 
dominant position of the Company as well as the conclusions concerning the abuse of a dominant position by 
discrimination. The Company replied to the call within the period determined by the law.

On 7 December 2007 the Council of the Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic took the final decision and 
confirmed that the Company was obliged to pay €9,958 thousand penalty. On 18 January 2008 the Company 
took a legal action against the decision at the Regional Court in Bratislava, in which it asked for the inspection 
for lawfulness of the decision and also of inspection of the procedure precedent to that decision including the 
first instance decision including administrative procedure. At the same time, the Company filed a motion to the 
Regional Court in Bratislava in which it asks also for suspension of the enforcement of the decision in the part of 
requirement to pay penalty. On 25 February 2008 the Company paid the penalty based on fact that the Regional 
Court in Bratislava did not decide on suspension of the enforcement of the decision until due date for paying 
the penalty.

On 20 march 2008 the Regional Court in Bratislava admitted the motion, and suspended the obligation of the 
Company to pay the penalty until the final and legally binding court decision on the merit of the case will 
be adopted. As the Company has already paid the penalty within the time period for payment, the Company 
submitted to the Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic its written request for refunding the penalty 
paid. Based on the decision of the Regional Court in Bratislava the Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic 
transferred back the penalty in the amount of €9,958 thousand to the bank account of the Company on 8 April 
2008.

On 15 December 2009 the Regional Court in Bratislava took the final decision and reversed the decision of the 
Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic on the first and second instance, and returned the case back for a new 
proceeding and decision. In its decision the court noted numerous process errors made by the Antimonopoly 
Office of the Slovak Republic, especially incorrect calculation of imposed penalty. 

The Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic opened new administrative investigation in this matter and 
adopted its new decision on the first instance on 10 December 2010. In decision of the Antimonopoly Office of 
the Slovak Republic is stated that the Company broke the Competition Act in wholesale of gasoline in 2006 and 
diesel in 2005 and 2006. The penalty imposed by the Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic represents 
the amount of €9,029 thousand. The Company appealed against the decision within the statutory period. The 
second instance decision on the appeal lodged by the Company was decided by Council of the Antimonopoly 
Office of the Slovak Republic on 8 July 2011.The Council of the Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic 
confirmed the first instance decision of the Antimonopoly Office of the Slovak Republic of 10 December 2010, 
and also the amount of the penalty. On 2 September 2011 the Company lodged appeal against the decision to 
the Regional Court of Bratislava and also submitted its request to suspend its obligation to pay the imposed 
penalty. The Regional Court of Bratislava accepted the request for suspension of execution of the decision.

The outcome of the proceeding is still uncertain. The liability in the amount of €9,029 thousand is included in the 
financial statements of the Company as at 31 December 2011.

Mende-Rossi / Ashford Technologies Corporation / PCM Limited / PROPERTY PROFESSIONAL INVESTMENT 
LIMITED

The Russian arbitral court imposed upon the Company as defendant a duty to pay to mende-Rossi 
(mendelejevsk Tartar company) USD 15,689,041 together with 16% default interest p.a. on the amount 
of USD 9,144,095 from 24 June 1994 until payment and the costs of the proceeding in the amount of USD 
68,160 for failing to provide the consideration of the crude oil supplies in its resolution in April 1996 in the 
course of the proceedings initiated by plaintiff mende-Rossi in front of the International Commercial Arbitration 
Tribunal at the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Russian Federation. Considering that the Russian 
arbitration proceeding violated the rights to impartial proceeding and the right for the Company to be represented 
as a contending party, as well as because the decision was not supported with adequate evidence the competent 
courts of the Slovak Republic finally refused the enforcement of the decision of the Russian court of arbitration. The 
legal proceedings in the case in the Slovak Republic finished in march 2004 in favor of the Company.

In 1998 mende-Rossi started arbitration court proceeding in Austria and at the same time it tried to enforce 
the decision in the Slovak Republic. In 2005, the competent court of the Slovak Republic found the decision 
of the court of arbitration illegal and refused its enforcement within the Slovak Republic. On 30 April 2007 the 
competent Austrian court dismissed a suit on the enforcement of the decision in Austria. The court proceeding 
in Austria has been definitely closed.
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Ashford Technologies Corporation (Ashford) states that it has become under the contract on the assignment of 
receivable concluded with mende-Rossi on 14 July 2005 the owner of the receivable mentioned above. Ashford 
filed a court action dated 12 August 2005 in the Czech Republic for the enforcement of the distrainment of 
the Arbitration Award issued by the International Commercial Arbitration Court at the Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry of the Russian Federation. The Regional Court for Prague 4 upheld the request and ordered the 
distrainment thorough its resolution dated 16 September 2005. The Company appealed against the decision on 
distrainment. Based on it, the first instance court postponed the distrainment. The municipal Court in Prague 
subsequently changed the decision of the first instance court and overruled the distrainment order. In October 
2006 Ashford filed an extraordinary appeal to the Supreme Court of the Czech Republic with the aim to return 
the case back to the municipal Court in Prague for a new appellate proceeding.

The Supreme Court of the Czech Republic by its decision of 18 June 2008 reversed the decision of the municipal 
Court in Prague that dismissed the action seeking distrainment against the Company in full. Thus, the matter 
was referred back to the second instance appellate court, which is the municipal Court in Prague. The appellate 
decision was reversed by reasoning that the latter court had failed to deal sufficiently with several pieces of 
evidence regarding the legal personality of mende-Rossi, which, in 2005, assigned its claim to Ashford, and, 
consequently, Ashford could not enjoy sufficient legal protection on appeal. 

The proceeding in front of the municipal Court in Prague was held on 24 February 2009. Its resolution confirmed 
the decision of the Regional Court for Prague 4 dated 16 September 2005 on ordering the distrainment on 
property of the Company located in the Czech Republic, which is now in legal force. On 29 may 2009 the 
Company filed an extraordinary appeal to the Supreme Court of the Czech Republic and at the same time filed 
constitutional complaint to the Constitutional Court of the Czech Republic challenging the course of action 
of the courts. The proceeding on the extraordinary appeal is still open. The Constitutional Court of the Czech 
Republic refused the complaint reasoning the fact that proceeding being in progress represents an obstacle for 
the court to make a decision.

In connection with this case, on 12 October 2005 the Company filed petition against Ashford to stop the 
distrainment proceeding. This proceeding has not been launched till this day because of waiting for result of 
open court proceeding on ordering the distrainment against the Company.

On 14 may 2007 Ashford also submitted petition for nullity of the Agreement on ownership transfer in Slovnaft 
Česká republika, spol. s r.o. between the Company and mOLTRADE-mineralimpex zrt. In the same time 
Ashford lodged the application for issuance of preliminary injunction that would ask restriction for mOLTRADE-
mineralimpex zrt. on its disposition with the ownership interest in Slovnaft Česká republika, spol. s r.o. and 
that would ask restrictions for Slovnaft Česká republika, spol. s r.o. from its disposing and with its business and 
substantial part of the petrol stations. The preliminary injunction was issued in April 2007, but based on appeal 
filed by both related companies the high Court in Prague dismissed the application for injunction against both 
defendants on 31 August 2007.

In 2010 Ashford assigned the claim, which is merit of the distrainment, to PCm Limited, company with registered 
office at Republic of Seychelles. PCm Limited entered into the open litigations replacing of Ashford. The claim was 
again assigned on 1 June 2011 to PROPERTy PROFESSIONAL INVESTmENT LImITED (PPI) with seat in great Britain.

On 20 October 2011 there was signed out-of-court settlement, subject matter of which was the final settlement 
of mutual rights and obligations between the Company and PPI. Based on the agreement, PPI committed itself 
to perform all of the legal actions necessary for halting the distrainment against the Company along with related 

court proceedings. The Company committed itself to pay to PPI CzK 500 thousand, USD 2,330 thousand and late 
payment fee from USD 2,330 thousand for the period from 1 June 2011 until final payment of the amount. The 
amount of CzK 500 thousand was paid in 2011. In these financial statements, the Company recognized provision 
in amount of USD 2,330 thousand along with related accrued interest (see Note 17).

Based on the decision of the distrainor appointed by the court dated 25 October 2011, distrainment against the 
Company was halted. The decision came into legal force on 19 November 2011. Due finally stopped distrainment 
proceedings against the Company the court petition of SLOVNAFT against PPI demanding to halt the distrainment 
was automatically ceased as subject matter of that proceeding became legally groundless. 

On 6 January 2012 the Supreme Court of the Czech Republic finally stopped the ongoing court proceeding on 
extraordinary appeal initiated by the Company in 2009 challenging decision of the municipality Court of Prague 
of 24 February 2009.

The execution proceeding in territory of Czech Republic has been finally and definitely closed upon the final and 
legally binding decision on halting the distrainment against the Company.

NORD 2000 / Ján Suchetka, Péter Rácz

This court proceeding involves the alleged claim of the plaintiffs of USD 2,010,000 in damages together with 
17% default interest accruing since 1 January 2003. The damages sought consist of alleged lost profit from 
dealings not realized due to the Company allegedly breaching its contractual obligations against NORD 2000. Ján 
Suchetka and Péter Rácz, who became owners of this receivable based on assignment agreement with NORD 
2000 of 22 June 2001, assigned a claim against the Company by requesting the payment order. 

Plaintiffs claim that, in 1999, the Company concluded with NORD 2000 a business partnership agreement, under 
which NORD 2000 arranged for the Company three customers of oil products. Plaintiffs allege, however, that 
the Company failed to respond to those prospective customers who were interested in its oil products, and, as 
a result, NORD 2000 received no remuneration relating to the above business partnership agreement.

On 16 October 2006 the District Court in Bratislava II issued in this matter a payment order against which 
the Company appealed within the statutory period. On that appeal, the payment order has been cancelled 
without reservation, and the court set a hearing in this case.

On 27 April 2010 the District Court in Bratislava II refused the complaint in full extent. The claimants have 
filed their appeal within the statutory period. Based on the appeal, the Regional Court of Bratislava quashed 
the judgment of the District Court in Bratislava II and returned the case to it for new proceeding and decision.

During December 2011 and February 2012 there were held negotiations between the parties on possible ending 
of the litigation in the form of an out-of-court settlement. The Company proposed to pay court fees in amount of 
€66 thousand plus amount of USD 50 thousand after retracting of the claims by the plaintiffs. The plaintiffs fully 
accepted the proposal of the Company. In these financial statements, the Company recognized provision in the 
amount of agreed payments (see Note 17).
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The husband of mrs. Erika Burianová, human Resources Director, is statutory representative of F.LLI CANIL 
INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT s.r.o.

The transactions with related parties:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Sales - products, goods and materials
SLOVNAFT group 1,144,364 855,548
mOL group 1,847,020 1,282,621
messer Slovnaft s.r.o. 4,891 5,687

Sales - services and other operating revenues
SLOVNAFT group 25,658 22,924
mOL group 21,204 22,665
mEROCO, a.s. - 132
messer Slovnaft s.r.o. 1,076 69
APOLKA, s.r.o. 46 46

Sales - property, plant and equipment
SLOVNAFT group 273 12,234
mOL group 184 178

Interest revenue
SLOVNAFT group 1,135 698
mOL group 20 10

Dividends received
SLOVNAFT group 2,702 2,218
mOL group 605 6
mEROCO, a.s. 2,281 -
messer Slovnaft s.r.o. - 844

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Purchases - raw materials, goods and energy
SLOVNAFT group 320,457 305,434
mOL group 139,919 226,733
mEROCO, a.s. 153,791 98,173
messer Slovnaft s.r.o. 6,614 7,075

Purchases - services and other operating expenses
SLOVNAFT group 41,462 39,789
mOL group 857 886
Ružička Csekes s. r. o. 152 127
APOLKA, s.r.o. 85 84
F.LLI CANIL INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT s.r.o. 3 2

Purchases - property, plant and equipment
SLOVNAFT group 4,192 23,117

Interest expense
SLOVNAFT group 585 614
mOL group 566 667

Other controls

The Company is subject to various controls performed by the state authorities. Although the Company cannot 
exclude that any of these proceedings discovers irregularities in its activities based on which the Company could 
be penalized, the management cannot determine any amount for which a provision should be recognized because 
of such proceedings. Due to that reason, there was no provision booked for that purpose as at 31 December 
2011.

Environmental liabilities

The Company’s operations are subject to the risk of liability arising from environmental damage or pollution 
and the cost of any associated remedial work. The Company is currently responsible for significant remediation 
of past environmental damage relating to its operations. Accordingly, the Company has established a provision 
of €44,169 thousand for the estimated cost as at 31 December 2011 for probable and quantifiable costs of 
rectifying past environmental damage (see Note 17). Although the management believes that these provisions 
are sufficient to satisfy such requirements to the extent that the related costs are reasonably estimable, future 
regulatory developments or differences between known environmental conditions and actual conditions could 
cause a revaluation of these estimates.

31 ShAREhOLDERS STRUCTURE

Major shareholders of the Company:

2011 2011 2010 2010

€ thousands % € thousands %

mOL Nyrt. 673,859 98.4 673,859 98.4
Others 10,899 1.6 10,899 1.6
Total 684,758 100.0 684,758 100.0

32 EVENTS AFTER ThE REPORTINg PERIOD

No events have occurred after 31 December 2011 that would require adjustment to, or disclosure in the financial 
statements.

33 RELATED PARTy TRANSACTIONS

The Company is controlled by mOL Nyrt. Following the integration process within the mOL group the Company 
undertook significant transactions with other companies within the mOL group. mEROCO, a.s. is a joint venture 
of the Company and the company ENVIEN, a.s. messer Slovnaft s.r.o. is an associate of the Company.

mr. Oszkár Világi, Deputy Chairman of the Company’s Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer, is a partner 
in the legal company Ružička Csekes s. r. o. 

mr. Pavol Buday, member of the Supervisory Board of the Company, was statutory representative of APOLKA, 
s.r.o. till 12 July 2011.
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Emoluments of the members of the Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board

The Board of Directors’ total remuneration amounted to €133 thousand in 2011 (2010: €98 thousand). The total 
remuneration of members of the Supervisory Board amounted to €102 thousand in 2011 (2010: €32 thousand). 

Key management compensation:

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Salaries 828 588
Legal and voluntary retirement contributions 47 41
Public health insurance 5 8
Other social insurance 24 17
Other personnel expenses 64 39
Provision for retirement and jubilee benefits 32 9
Expenses of share-based payments (31) 228
Total 969 930

Details of the share option rights granted to key members of management during the period are as follows: 

Shares 
in option 

rights

Weighted 
average 

 exercise price
per share

Shares 
in option 

rights

Weighted 
average  

exercise price 
per share

2011 2011 2010 2010
number

of shares € number
of shares €

Outstanding at the beginning of the period 29,157 69.84 26,955 75.82
granted during the period 8,007 72.94 8,501 56.13
Forfeited during the period - - - -
Exercised during the period (7,034) 41.88 (3,000) 72.36
Expired during the period (7,000) 67.97 (3,299) 72.36
Outstanding at the end of the period 23,130 77.60 29,157 69.84

Exercisable at the end of the period 7,250 104.82 7,000 75.86

Long-Term Incentive Schemes for Management

A long-term incentive scheme for management consists of long-term interest in increase of the parent company’s 
mOL Nyrt. share price (see Note 34) and on the sustainable increase in profitability of the mOL group. 

General Incentive Schemes for Management 

The incentive aim involves the Company and organizational level financial and operational targets, evaluation 
of the contribution to the strategic goals of the Company and determined individual tasks in the Performance 
management System (PmS). The incentives for the year 2011 will be paid to managers based on the evaluation 
of indicators and tasks defined in the individual agreements.

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Receivables:
SLOVNAFT group 110,373 104,174
mOL group 141,960 143,722
mEROCO, a.s. 1,772 14
messer Slovnaft s.r.o. 599 541
APOLKA, s.r.o. 14 14

Loans granted:
SLOVNAFT group (Note 9 and 12) 61,609 12,019
mOL group (Note 12) 5,017 6,464

2011 2010

€ thousands € thousands

Payables
SLOVNAFT group 41,129 45,829
mOL group 8,689 46,898
mEROCO, a.s. 11,456 12,901
messer Slovnaft s.r.o. 355 318
Ružička Csekes s. r. o. 36 29
APOLKA, s.r.o. 1 1
F.LLI CANIL INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT s.r.o. - 1

Loans received
SLOVNAFT group (Note 16) 33,200 35,547
mOL group (Note 16) 8,100 13,182

Statutory boards of the Company 

According to an extract from the Commercial Register of District Court in Bratislava I as at 31 December 2011 the 
Company’s statutory boards had the following composition:

The Board of Directors: Oszkár Világi, Chairman of the Board
 Ferenc horváth
 Ileana-Sorina Baltatu
 Peter Chmurčiak
 Béla Kelemen
 Vladimír Kestler
 gabriel Szabó
 mihály Kupa

The Supervisory Board: györgy mosonyi, Chairman of the Board 
 Krisztina Dorogházi
 László Szőcs
 László Szabó
 Pavol Buday
 Peter Šrámek
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As required by IFRS 2, this share-based compensati on is accounted for as cash-sett led payments, expensing the 
fair value of the benefi t during the vesti ng period. Revenues incurred by this scheme in 2011 were €418 thousand 
(2010: expenses €536 thousand), recorded in Personnel expenses. Liabiliti es in respect of the share-based 
payment plans amounted to €430 thousand as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €1,352 thousand), 
recorded in Other non-current liabiliti es and Other current liabiliti es. The intrinsic value of the exercisable opti on 
rights amounted to €0 thousand as at 31 December 2011 (31 December 2010: €138 thousand).

Fair value as at the end of the reporti ng period was calculated using the binomial opti on pricing model. 

The inputs to the model were as follows:

2011 2010

Weighted average exercise price per share (€) 78.18 72.88
Weighted average share price at the date of exercise for share opti ons exercised during the period (€) 80.25 74.49
Spot share price (€) 56.15 74.87
Expected volati lity based on historical data (%) 46.42 44.79
Expected dividend yield (%) 1.23 1.26
Expected life (years) 2.45 2.43
Risk free interest rate (%) 0.51 1.46

Signature record of the person responsible for:

Accounti ng       Preparati on of the fi nancial statements

Ladislav Janyík Daniela Unčíková

Evaluati on of the contributi on related to the performance in 2010 was held in 2011. The bonus was paid in may 
and June 2011.

Loans granted

No loans have been granted to key management and members of the Board of Directors and the Supervisory Board.

34 ShARE-BASED PAymENTS 

Revenues arising from cash-sett led share-based payment transacti ons amounted to €418 thousand in 2011 
(2010: expenses €536 thousand) (see Note 23).

The incenti ve system based on stock opti ons launched in 2006 ensures the interest of the management of the 
Company in the long-term increase of the mOL Nyrt. stock price.

The incenti ve stock opti on is a material incenti ve disbursed in cash, calculated based on call opti ons concerning 
mOL Nyrt. shares, with annual recurrence, with the following characteristi cs: 

• It covers a fi ve-year period (three-year vesti ng and two-year exercising period for the incenti ve plan valid 
ti ll 31 December 2008, and two-year vesti ng and three-year exercising period for the incenti ve plan valid 
from 1 January 2009) starti ng annually.

• Its rate is defi ned by the quanti ty of units specifi ed by the Company job category.
• The value of the units is set annually (in 2006 - 2011, 1 unit equals to 100 mOL Nyrt. shares).

It is not possible to redeem the share opti on unti l the end of the second respecti vely third year (vesti ng period); 
the exercising period lasts from 1 January of the third respecti vely fourth year unti l 31 December of the fi ft h year. 

The incenti ve is paid in the exercising period according to the appropriate declarati on of redempti on. The paid 
amount of the incenti ve is determined as the product of the defi ned number and price increase (diff erence 
between the redempti on price and the initi al price) of shares.

Details of the share opti on rights granted during the period are as follows: 

Shares
in opti on 

rights

Weighted 
average

 exercise price 
per share

Shares
in opti on 

rights

Weighted 
average

 exercise price 
per share

2011 2011 2010 2010
number

of shares € number
of shares €

Outstanding at the beginning of the period 77,188 72.88 73,746 77.61
granted during the period 16,169 72.94 21,869 59.98
Forfeited during the period (513) 72.69 (2,791) 71.26
Exercised during the period (16,171) 48.20 (11,512) 72.36
Expired during the period (16,002) 67.97 (4,124) 72.36
Outstanding at the end of the period 60,671 78.18 77,188 72.88

Exercisable at the end of the period 22,371 104.72 19,918 75.86

Ladislav Janyík Daniela Unčíková
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www.slovnaft.sk

Corporate Governance principles are an integral part of 
SLOvnAFT Group operations.

Corporate Governance 

Slovnaft is well aware of the fact that clearly defined 
relationships and effective communication with 
shareholders, company management and employees 
are prerequisites of good corporate governance. 

The Company adheres to the Slovakian Code of 
Corporate Governance. The Code comprises the 
principles of governance for companies with shares 
traded on the Bratislava Stock exchange and joint-stock 
companies. It is based on OECD company governance 
principles. The Code is to be found on the Bratislava 
Stock Exchange website. The Company’s declaration 
on compliance with the Code is to be found on the 
Company website www.slovnaft.sk

The Company insists on ethical business principles as 
listed in the SLOVNAFT Group Code of Ethics which is 
also available on the above-mentioned website.

THE COMPANY’S MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Slovnaft is an integral part of MOL Group which 
operates a matrix management model based on a 
system of process-based regulations. Management 
of the Company is executed by two parallel inter-
connected groups of units – the Business and the 
Functional Units. The task of Business Units is to 
create and implement competitive strategies that 
increase business value in compliance with SLOVNAFT 
Group strategy and to operate under internal as well 
as external regulations and legislative requirements. 
Functional Units support Business Unit processes and 
seek to increase their effectiveness. 

The main MOL Group management documents are 
the Operational & Organisational Rules (OOR) which 
describe basic MOL Group operative rules and standard 
principles, the Description of Tasks & Responsibilities 
(DTR) which defines the organisational structure of 
Business and Functional Units and the List of Decision-
making Authorities (LDA) which defines the most 
important decision points and authorities for decision-
making. These management rules are continually 
evaluated and revised in cooperation with the Business 
and Functional Units, aligned with current MOL Group 
objectives and strategies.

Process-type regulations are detailed documents 
containing specific activities that represent the 
basis of the Operative Regulation System. Such 
regulations assign responsibilities to organisational 
units, document information systems appertaining 
to specific process steps and contain any additional 
information required for the proper performance of a 
process. In 2011, the main goal was to constrict the 
scope of every regulation to the narrowest relevant 
expert group of employees. In this way, we were able 
to reduce the number of internal announcements 

about regulations issuance with employees only 
receiving information about regulations relevant to 
them, individually. Further information can be found 
on the Company web site www.slovnaft.sk.

THE COMPANY BODIES’ WORK PRINCIPLES  
AND RELATIONS WITH SHAREHOLDERS

In compliance with the Company’s Statutes, the 
Annual General Meeting is the highest Company body. 
Its area of competence covers the following:
a) Changes in Company Statutes
b)  Decisions on increases and reductions in share capital; 

authorising the Board of Directors to increase share 
capital; issuing priority or interchangeable bonds 

c)  Decisions on the dissolution of the Company and 
changes in its legal form 

d)  Election and dismissal of members of the Company’s 
Supervisory Board, except for Supervisory Board 
members elected or dismissed by Company personnel 
in compliance with Article 200 of the Commercial Code 

e)  Election and dismissal of members of the Board of 
Directors 

f)  Approval of ordinary separate and consolidated 
financial statements; approval of extraordinary 
separate and consolidated financial statements; 
decisions on profit allocation; decisions on 
payment of losses; specification of the amount 
of royalties

g)  Decisions on transfer of shares issued as 
documented securities to booked securities 
and vice versa 

h)  Decisions on the completion of Company share 
dealing on the stock exchange and decisions on 
the termination of the Company as a public joint 
stock company 

i)  Decisions on other issues that the Statutes and/
or legislation entrust to the Annual General 
Meeting’s area of competence. 
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The main role of Internal Audit is to provide 
independent and objective assessment of the internal 
monitoring system in use by the Company, to improve 
process efficiency in risk management, management, 
monitoring and corporate governance. Based on risks 
identified by the Risk Management department and 
input from senior management, Internal Audit prepares 
medium-term and annual audit plans comprising 
process audits, compliance audits and audits of 
Subsidiaries. Internal Audit findings must also include a 
list of corrective measures to be taken. Their fulfilment 
is evaluated on a monthly basis in compliance with 
pre-determined deadlines. Information on delays in 
corrective measures is submitted to the MOL Group’s 
Board of Directors and Supervisory Board. Internal 
Audit maintains relationships with external auditors, 
HSE departments and the Protection & Defence 
department.

The Internal Management & Audit System comprises 
several inter-connected management and control 
mechanisms - organisation, communication, personnel 
relations, administration, process management, 
operations and monitoring. Risks connected with 
these managing and control mechanisms are regularly 
evaluated by specialised internal departments, based 
on which, corrective measures are proposed and then 
implemented.

Supervisory Board Members, except for Members 
elected by employees and the Board of Directors, 
are elected by the Annual General Meeting through 
a majority of votes of shareholders present. All 
Supervisory Board and Board of Directors Members 
have direct access to all relevant information relating 
to the Company. Two Supervisory Board Members are 
elected by Company employees.

Remuneration of the Board of Directors and the 
Supervisory Board is approved by the Supervisory 
Board.

During 2011, the Board of Directors and the Supervisory 
Board met four times.

A Secretary to the Board of Directors and the 
Supervisory Board keeps records of resolutions 
adopted by Company bodies.
The rights and obligations of the Company’s 
shareholders are laid down in Company Regulations and 
Statutes. Any natural or legal entity may be a Company 
shareholder. Ownership of shares establishes the right 
of a shareholder to participate in management of the 
Company. This right is enabled through attendance 
at the Annual General Meeting but organisational 
measures governing the Annual General Meeting’s 
organization have to be respected. 

Shareholders may vote; request information and 
explanations related to Company issues; request 
information and explanations related to issues about 
persons controlled by the Company that are related to 
the Annual General Meeting agenda; submit proposals 
to the Annual General Meeting; ask for the inclusion of 
issues identified by them in the agenda, all in line with 
valid legislation. 

Shareholders can execute their rights in the Annual 
General Meeting through a proxy. The proxy must 
be authorised to participate in the Annual General 
Meeting in writing with the officially verified signature 
of the shareholder in question. If a shareholder grants 
authorisation in relation to the execution of voting 
rights connected with the same shares to more than 
one proxy in the same Annual General Meeting, 
the Company will permit voting rights to the proxy 
appointed first in the list of Annual General Meeting 
participants. If several shareholders grant written 
authorisation to one proxy, that proxy may vote 
for each shareholder represented, individually. 
If a shareholder owns shares on more than 
one securities account, pursuant to a special 
regulation, the Company will permit such a 
person to be represented by one proxy for 
each securities account. If the shareholder 
who issued the authorisation participates in the 
Annual General Meeting, such authorisation shall 
be deemed invalid. 

The Board of Directors calls an Annual General Meeting 
by publishing a notice of the Annual General Meeting. 
The Annual General Meeting notice must be delivered 
to Company shareholders in a “to the bearer” form 
at least 30 days before the Annual General Meeting 
takes place. Publication of the notice must be in daily 
nationwide media, in the Stock Exchange News, on 
the Company website and in any other medium as 
permitted or required by relevant legal regulations. 
Materials regarding the Annual General Meeting are 
also to be found on the Company website.

The ordinary Annual General Meeting of the Company 
takes place at least once a year. It is summoned by 
the Board of Directors and must take place within five 
months of the end of the previous calendar year. The 
Annual General Meeting is usually organised to take 
place on Company premises, but, based on a Board of 
Directors decision, may take place elsewhere.

Application for the right to participate in the Annual 
General Meeting, to vote, to request information and 
explanations and to submit proposals must be made 
three days before the Annual General Meeting date 
as specified in the notice, pursuant to the updated 
Commercial Code. This day can be the third day 
preceding the day of the Annual General Meeting. The 
Shareholders´ right to handle securities for all booked 
shares issued by the Company will not be suspended 
for the period which starts on the decisive day and 
ends on the day the Annual General Meeting is held.

The right of a shareholder holding bearer shares to 
participate in the Annual General Meeting must be 
verified on the basis of a list of security holders kept 
by the relevant central securities depository or in other 
trustworthy ways, in compliance with relevant legislation, 
provided that such relevant legislation enables the 
verification of the right of the shareholder to participate 
in the Annual General Meeting in other ways. 

Unless otherwise laid down in legislation, decisions 
taken at the Annual General Meeting are valid provided 
that a majority of shareholders present at the Annual 
General Meeting is in agreement.

The last ordinary Annual General Meeting of the 
Company was held on 21st April, 2011. The meeting 
reviewed the annual report; approved the ordinary 
separate and consolidated financial statements for 
2010; approved the proposal on the distribution of 
profit and approved rules on payment of dividends; 
approved amendments to the Company Articles 
of Association and elected new Board of Directors 
members and Supervisory Board members. 

Detailed information on resolutions adopted by the 
ordinary Annual General Meeting may be found at 
the following link: http://www.slovnaft.sk/en/about_
slovnaft/for_investors/.

The supreme body of the Company is the Board 
of Directors, which is collectively responsible for 
Company issues, unless reserved, by Company 
Statutes or by legislation, to other Company bodies. 
The Board of Directors performs its activities in the 
interests of all shareholders with due care that they 
are in accordance with legal regulations.
The professional backgrounds of Board of Directors 
members cover the most important areas of the 
Company’s business and operations and underpin the 
expert performance of Board of Directors duties.

In compliance with Company Statutes, the Board of 
Directors is the Company’s statutory body. It is entitled 
to act on behalf of the Company in all issues and 
represents the Company in relation to third parties, 
the courts and other authorities.
 
Members of the Board of Directors must observe 
the laws on competition to be found in the relevant 
wording of the updated Commercial Code.

Members of the Board of Directors are elected by the 
Annual General Meeting and election to the Board 
requires a majority of votes of shareholders present. 
Members are elected for five-year periods.

The Board of Directors is not entitled to decide on 
issues of shares or their buyback.

The Supervisory Board, in cooperation with the Internal 
Audit department, monitors the Annual Report and 
Corporate Governance.
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A proxy cannot be a member of the Board of Directors. 
If a proxy is also a member of the Supervisory Board, 
conditions pursuant to the Commercial Code shall 
apply. Authorisations are valid for one Annual General 
Meeting only. Each shareholder’s voting right depends 
on the nominal value of shares held, with each vote 
being assigned a value of EUR 33.20 (thirty-three euro, 
twenty cent) of the Company’s base capital.

Shareholders are entitled to the Company profit share 
or dividend the Annual General Meeting determines 
should be distributed. Shareholders are not entitled to 
return to Company dividends received in good faith. 
Shareholders are not entitled to ask for return of 
their contributions to the Company, either during the 
Company’s existence or in the case of its liquidation 
but are entitled to a share of the liquidation balance in 
case of Company liquidation. 

Amendments to the Company Statutes are approved 
by the Company’s Annual General Meeting. In 
compliance with Commercial Code provisions, where 
amendments to the Statutes are approved, a two-
thirds majority of shareholder votes present in the 
Annual General Meeting is required and a notary 
record shall be drawn up. 

Complete wording of the Company Statutes is 
available at Company Headquarters and in a Collection 
of Documents at the relevant Court of Registration. 

Company shares are booked as ordinary bearer shares 
and are accepted for dealing on the Bratislava Stock 
Exchange (Burza cenných papierov v Bratislave, a.s.). 
The Company does not issue employee shares. The 
voting rights connected with the Company’s own 
shares are not limited. Owners of securities issued by 
the Company do not have special control rights.

The Company does not recognise any agreements 
between the owners of securities issued by the 
Company that can lead to the limitation of transferability 
of securities or limitation of voting rights.

The Company has concluded several loan agreements 
with banks that contain provisions related to a change 
of control in the Company as is standard in all such 
contracts. 

No agreements are concluded with the Company and 
its Subsidiaries or employees based on which they 
must be remunerated if their positions or employment 
relationships are terminated by resignation on the 
part of the employee, notice given on the part of the 
employer without stating a reason or if the position 
or employment relationship is terminated due to a 
takeover bid. 

SLOVNAFT, a.s., does not have a branch office abroad. 
 
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND TRANSPARENCY 

The Company reports its economic results and 
significant events and activities at regular intervals.

Pursuant to legal regulations and stock exchange rules, 
SLOVNAFT, a.s., regularly publishes its annual report, 
semi-annual financial report and quarterly reports of 
results achieved.

Shareholders and other interest groups may obtain 
information on the Company through various media, 
the Company website - www.slovnaft.sk - the Bratislava 
Stock Exchange website or from the National Bank of 
Slovakia.

SLOVNAFT, a.s., also communicates with its shareholders 
through its Annual General Meetings.

To ensure transparency of operations, Company 
management is obliged to inform the Company of areas 
that could be possibly perceived as being conflicts of 
interest on the part managers in the performance of 
their duties.

The Company maintains records of members of 
Company bodies as well as employees possibly 
handling confidential regulated information (insiders).
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Oszkár világi
Chairman of the Board of Directors and CEO

Ileana-Sorina Baltatu
Member of the Board of Directors

vladimír Kestler
Member of the Board of Directors

Gabriel Szabó 
Member of the Board of Directors

Ferenc Horváth
Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors

Peter Chmurčiak 
Member of the Board of Directors

Béla Kelemen
Member of the Board of Directors

Mihály Kupa 
Member of the Board of Directors
(since 1 May, 2011)

Michel-Marc Delcommune
Member of the Board of Directors
(up to 30 April, 2011)

SUPERVISORY BOARD

József Farkas Simola
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
(up to 30 April, 2011)

György Mosonyi
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
(since 1 May, 2011)

Pavol Buday
Member of the Supervisory Board
elected by the employees

László Szabó
Member of the Supervisory Board

Ákos Rétfalvi
Deputy Chairman of the Supervisory Board
(up to 31 August, 2011)

László Szőcs
Member of the Supervisory Board

Peter Šrámek
Member of the Supervisory Board
elected by the employees

Krisztína Dorogházi
Member of the Supervisory Board
(since 14 September, 2011)

Company Bodies
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3. VLADIMíR KESTLER
Member of the Board of Directors since April 2010. 
Mr. Kestler graduated from the University of Economics, Bratislava, in 1986. From 1987 he worked for OMNIA 
export trading. In 1989, he became Assistant Manager of Trading Group 2, OMNIA - bearing exports, and in 
1990 he became Trading Group Manager. From 1994 he was a Member of the OMNIA a.s. Board of Directors 
and later was appointed Vice-Chairman. From 1997, he was a member of the international “Young Presidents 
Organisation” (YPO). From 2000, he was Managing Director and Chairman of the Board of Directors of  
OMNIA, a.s. From 2004, he was a Member of the Slovak Chamber of Commerce & Industry’s Foreign Committee 
and Chairman of the Slovak-Taiwan Trade Committee. In 2006 he became a member of European Economic 
Senate. In 2007, he became Chairman of the Board of Directors of OMNIA HOLDING, SE and a Member of 
the Bratislava University of Economics Faculty of Management’s Scientific Board. In 2010, he was appointed 
Honorary Consul-General of Sweden and, since April 2010, he has been Vice President of the Slovak Industry 
Association. In 2011 he was awarded a Ph.D. degree by the Company Management department of the University 
of Economics in Bratislava. 

4. BéLA KELEMEN
Member of the Board of Directors since March 2004, vice-President - MOL Group Refining & Marketing.
Mr. Kelemen graduated from the Budapest Technical University Faculty of Chemistry in 1986 and received 
his Doctorate in Chemical Science (a PhD in Physical Chemistry) in 1996. His professional career started at the 
Budapest Technical University’s Physical Chemistry Department, where he worked as an expert assistant in 
the chromatography and air pollution monitoring field, until 1992. Between 1992 and 1997 he worked at the 
ALLCOM Trading Co. (an American/Hungarian JV) as Director of Fuel Sales. In 1997, he joined MOL Plc. where he 
occupied various leading positions in the Wholesale Business Unit and in Supply Chain Management. In 2003, 
he was appointed Director of Refining & Marketing at SLOVNAFT, a.s. From October 2004 to December 2007 he 
worked as MOL Group Supply Chain Manager. Since October 2007, he has been Vice-President - MOL Group 
Refining, managing the operations of 5 refineries. In 2011 he was promoted to the position of Senior Vice 
President - MOL Group Refinery & Marketing. Mr. Kelemen represents MOL Group in several European 
Institutions such as EUROPIA and IEA. 

5. GABRIEL SzABó
Member of the Board of Directors since April 2010.
Mr. Szabó graduated at the Bratislava University of Economics Faculty of Economy & Business, Košice, in 
1999. His career started in 2000 at Kovohuty, a.s. He joined SLOVNAFT, a.s., in 2001 working as an economist 
in Resource Allocation. In 2002, he became Director - Finance & Accounting at Slovnaft’s subsidiary SLOVNAFT 
MONTÁŽE A OPRAVY, a.s. In 2006, he became Slovnaft Corporate Services Manager. In 2009, he worked for INA 
in Croatia as Procurement Services Director and since January 2010 he has been Vice-President - MOL Group 
Corporate Services.
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1. OSzKÁR VILÁGI
Chairman of the Board of Directors since April 2009, CEO of SLOvnAFT, a.s., since March 2006.
Mr. Világi graduated from the Commenius University Faculty of Law, Bratislava, in 1985 and received his Doctorate 
in Law (JUDr.) in 1991. In 1992, he was co-founder of the Csekes, Világi, Drgonec & Partners law practice. In 1990-
1992, he was a Member of the Czechoslovakian Parliament. From 1996, he was a member of the supervisory 
and governing bodies of several important Slovakian companies, including Poľnobanka, Slovenská poisťovňa, 
Slovak Railways (ŽSR) and CHzP Apollo. He was legal advisor to foreign investors in major Slovak industrial 
restructuring projects (U.S. Steel; France Telecom; OTP Bank; MOL Group). Before becoming a Member of the 
Board of Directors at Slovnaft in 2005, he was a Member of its Supervisory Board. In March 2006, Mr. Világi was 
appointed CEO of Slovnaft. In April 2009, Mr. Világi was appointed Chairman of the Board of Directors of Slovnaft 
and in April 2010, he became a Member of MOL Group’s Executive Board. Futhermore he is Member of the 
Board of Directors of MOL Plc. since 1 May 2011 and Member of the Supervisory Board of INA d.d.

2. FERENC HORVÁTH
Deputy Chairman of the Board of Directors since May 2007.
Mr. Horváth is Executive Vice President of MOL Refining & Marketing Division since November 2003. From 1 May, 
2011 Executive Vice President of MOL Downstream. Member of the Board of Directors of TVK since 1 May 2011.
He is the Chairman of the Board of Directors of IES Mantua since November, 2007 and he has been a member of 
the Board of Directors of SLOVNAFT, a.s., since May, 2003.
From 1984 until 1991, he worked for Mineralimpex, the Hungarian Foreign Trade Company for Oil & Mining 
Products, in the fields of crude oil and natural gas imports, and crude oil product exports. Between 1991 and 
1997, he was Managing Director of Allcom Trading Co., the Hungarian Mineralimpex-Phibro Energy joint-venture, 
dealing with the European trading of crude oil and crude oil products. He joined MOL Plc. in 1998 as Director 
of LPG Business Unit, and worked from January 2001 onwards as Sales Director, being responsible for the sales 
of MOL’s entire product range. Between 2002 and 2003 he was Commercial Director and his activities have 
broadened with the purchase of crude oil and raw materials necessary for the refining of crude oil.

Curriculum Vitae

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
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8. MIHÁLY KUPA
Member of the Board of Directors since May 2011. 
Mr. Kupa was chairman of the MOL Plc. Supervisory Board from October 11th, 2002 to April 30th, 2010. As 
Chairman of the Control Committee he was also active in running the Board and the Department of Finance 
& Risk Control. From 1969 to 1975 he represented various management positions at the Institute of Statistics 
and later, from 1975 to 1984, he was active at the Financial Research Institute and from 1984 to 1990 at the 
Ministry of Finance. He was, moreover,  Minister of Finance 1990-993 and from 1992 to 1993, he was the Deputy 
Chairman of the Board of Governors and Representative Director of the World Bank and IMF for Hungary.   

9. MICHEL-MARC DELCOMMUNE 
Member of the Board of Directors since May 2008 up to April 2011, Chief Advisor to the Chairman of MOL 
Group since 1 July 2006.
Mr. Delcommune took a degree in Chemical Engineering at the University of Liège, Belgium and was awarded an 
MBA by Cornell University, New York. In 1972, he joined the PetroFina Group and was appointed CFO in 1990. 
From 1999, he also served as Director - Human Resources and managed the successful merger of Fina and Total. 
From 1999 to 2004, he was MOL Group CFO and from 2 September, 2004 to 1 July, 2006, he was the MOL Group 
Director of Strategy. He was also a member of the MOL Group Board of Directors between 28 April, 2000 and  
24 April, 2008. He is also a member of the Cornell University Business School International Advisory Board. 
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6. PETER CHMURčIAK
Member of the Board of Directors since April 2007, Director of Slovnaft Petrochemicals, s.r.o.
Mr. Chmurčiak graduated from the Slovakian Technical University, Bratislava, specialising in Chemical and Energy 
Fuel Processing in 1988, when he joined SLOVNAFT, a.s. After a period at the Steam Cracking Unit, he worked as 
a development analyst in the Company’s Strategy Department until 1998. During this time he entered a 2-year 
post-graduate programme with a focus on marketing, finance, and management at the City University (Bellevue, 
WA), Bratislava branch. From 1998 to 2001 he worked as cash flow manager. Since 2001, he worked as Director 
– Slovnaft Planning & Controlling. From 2005 until June 2009 he managed MOL Group Planning & Controlling. 
From June 2009 to 2011, he worked at INA d.d., starting as CFO and later changing over to become Director - 
Refinery & Marketing. At the beginning of 2012 he was named Director of Slovnaft Petrochemicals, s.r.o.

2. ILEANA-SORINA BALTATU
Member of the Board of Directors since April 2009, Director - Retail, SLOvnAFT, a.s.
Ms. Ileana-Sorina Baltatu graduated from the Polytechnic Institute of Bucharest in 1988. In 1998, she finished 
management studies at the Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest. She is a member of the Association of 
Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) with its seat in Great Britain and was awarded an MBA degree by Oxford 
Brookes University. From 1988 to 1993, she worked for the AEROFINA company in Bucharest in various positions. 
From 1993 to 2005, she worked for Shell where she was CEO - Retail, Romania from 1998 onwards. She has been 
with MOL Group since 2005 as Director - Slovnaft Retail, for Slovakia since 1 September, 2006, and for the Czech 
Republic since 1 June, 2006. 

6. 7. 8. 9. 
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Report on SLOVNAFT, a.s.,  
Supervisory Board activities

Approval of ordinary non-consolidated 
and consolidated financial statements

In accordance with applicable legislation and the Articles of Association of SLOVNAFT, a.s., the Board of Directors 
of SLOVNAFT, a.s., hereby proposes the Annual General Meeting on 19 April 2012 approve the following 
statement:

“The Annual General Meeting of the shareholders of SLOVNAFT, a.s., Vlčie hrdlo 1, 824 12 Bratislava, IčO: 31 322 
832, approves the ordinary non-consolidated financial statements for the year 2011 and consolidated financial 
statements for the year 2011”.

The Supervisory Board’s Report, submitted for fiscal year 2011, is based on the Board of Directors’ reports and 
company auditor reports regarding the separate and consolidated financial statements for 2011 and regular 
evaluation of the Company’s business activities.

The Supervisory Board has been regularly informed on the business performance of the Company by the 
Chief Executive Officer. The Supervisory Board has reviewed reports on activities performed by the Internal 
Audit department and by the HSE department (Sustainable Development, Occupational Health & Safety and 
Environmental Protection).

The Supervisory Board has actively pursued information as to whether Company operations are in compliance 
with relevant laws, statutes and the resolutions of prior Annual General Meetings.

Employee representatives on the Supervisory Board have participated at each meeting of the Supervisory Board.

The Supervisory Board has reviewed and verified the independent auditor’s report on the ordinary separate 
and consolidated financial statements for 2011, prepared according to EU International Financial Reporting 
Standards and on the basis of an audit performed by Ernst & Young Slovakia, spol. s.r.o in compliance with 
international audit standards.

According to the Supervisory Board, the ordinary separate and consolidated financial statements of SLOVNAFT, a.s. 
express the financial situation of SLOVNAFT, a.s., as of 31st December , 2011 in all important respects including its 
business income and cash flow for 2011.

After reviewing and discussing the Board of Directors’ report on company operations in 2011, the Supervisory 
Board recommends the General Meeting approve the ordinary separate and consolidated financial statements 
for 2011. Moreover, the Supervisory Board agrees with the Board of Directors’ proposal to assign Company 
profit for the 2011 to retained earnings from previous years.

György Mosonyi
Chairman of the Supervisory Board
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Proposal for profit distribution 

In accordance with applicable legislation and the Articles of Association of SLOVNAFT, a.s., the Board of Directors 
of SLOVNAFT, a.s., hereby proposes the Annual General Meeting on 19 April 2012 approve the following 
statement:

“The Annual General Meeting of shareholders of SLOvnAFT, a.s., vlčie hrdlo 1, 824 12 Bratislava, ID no: 31 
322 832 approves:

That in 2011 SLOVNAFT, a.s., Vlčie hrdlo 1, 824 12 Bratislava, ID no: 31 322 832 has shown net profits amounting 
to EUR 1,442,633.60.

That net profit will be distributed in such a way that it will be allocated to retained earnings from previous years”.

According to Article 179 of the valid Commercial Code, shareholders of SLOVNAFT, a.s., Vlčie hrdlo 1, 824 12 
Bratislava, ID no: 31 322 832 shall not be paid any dividends.

Information for shareholders

SLOVNAFT, a.s., is an issuer of 20,625,299 shares accepted to be traded on the Bratislava Stock Exchange (Burza 
cenných papierov v Bratislave, a.s.) with the following structure: 

Issue 1 – ISIn CS0009004452
Type, form and version of a security: Ordinary shares - bearer, dematerialised
number of shares:   13,168,953
nominal value of a share: EUR 33.20
Percentage share of capital: 63.85% 
Limited transferability of securities:   none
 
Issue 2 – ISIn SK1120001369
Type, form and version of a security: Ordinary shares - bearer, dematerialised
number of shares: 3,300,000
nominal value of a share: EUR 33.20
Percentage share of capital: 16.00% 
Limited transferability of securities:    none

Issue 3 – ISIn SK1120005949
Type, form and version of a security: Ordinary shares - bearer, dematerialised 
number of shares: 4,156,276
nominal value of a share: EUR 33.20
Percentage share of capital: 20.15% 
Limited transferability of securities:    none

• As of December 31, 2011, the Company did not acquire its own shares, temporary notes, business shares, 
shares, temporary notes and business shares of a parent accounting entity.

• Neither bonds nor employee shares were issued by the Company as of December 31, 2011.

• No significant event occurred after the end of the accounting period.

• Shareholders’ structure:  
MOL Nyrt.  98.4% 
Other shareholders    1.6% 

More shareholder information can be found at the following link:  
http://www.slovnaft.sk/en/about_slovnaft/for_investors/ 
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Corporate address
SLOVNAFT, a.s.
Vlčie hrdlo 1
824 12 Bratislava
Slovak Republic
Tel.: + 421 2 - 4055 1111, - 5859 1111
Fax: + 421 2 - 4524 3750

Bratislava Stock Exchange
Burza cenných papierov v Bratislave, a.s.
P.O. Box 151
Vysoká 17
814 99 Bratislava 1
E-mail: info@bsse.sk
Tel.: + 421 2 - 4923 6111 (Switchboard)

Contacts for shareholders






